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The continual need for more efficient energy conversion techniques for space,

sea, and terrestrial systems has renewed interest in nuclear-driven magnetohydrodynamic

(MHD) energy conversion. The concept of nuclear-driven MHD energy conversion

utilizes a flow seeded with a neutron absorbing species. The energy released in neutron

absorption or fission processes is used to ionize the flow and enhance electrical

conductivity. Compared to traditional turbine based cycles, MHD energy conversion

offers a path to significantly increased cycle efficiency, with thermal efficiencies

approaching 70-80%, due to the simple structural design ofMHD generators.

Research into the use of
3
He/*Hc mixtures in the 1960s and 1970s suggested the

enhancement is insufficient for MHD purposes. However, new calculations performed as

part of this project suggest a region of conditions not previously considered may provide

significant conductivity enhancement. Specifically, at densities less than standard

atmospheric density and neutron flux greater than lxlO 12 /cm2
s, conductivity greater than
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10 mho/m may be achievable. The nuclear-induced conductivity is strongly density de-

pendent and weakly temperature dependent.

A series of experiments were carried out to examine the conductivity

enhancement in the lower density regime. Two types of instrumentation were used in

these experiments, a triple probe and a conductivity probe. The triple probe was based on

Langmuir probe techniques and was intended to measure the electron temperature and

density. The conductivity probe consisted of two concentric cylindrical electrodes with

two floating field probes placed between the electrodes. A current was driven between

the electrodes and the conductivity was determined from Ohm's law.

The results of these experiments showed the conductivity in pure
3He at a density

of 5 x 10"4 standard atmospheric density to be on the order of 3 x 10
3 mho/m. The gas in

these experiments was at room temperature and the maximum thermal neutron flux was

1.79 x 10
15 /cm2

s. This result is three orders of magnitude below the predicted value.

This discrepancy is believed to be primarily due to inaccuracies in the standard model

used to predict the conductivity enhancement. These experimental results provide strong

motivation for additional model analysis and experimental investigation.
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CHAPTER 1

MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC ENERGY CONVERSION AND
NUCLEAR-INDUCED ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY ENHANCEMENT

1.1 MHD Energy Conversion

1.1.1 Historical Background

The pursuit of ever more efficient energy conversion has been a driving factor in the

advancement of technology since the beginning of the industrial age. To date, the

conversion of thermal energy into electrical energy has been primarily based on turbine

technology. In addition to turbine technology, several other conversion techniques have

been considered in an attempt to improve cycle efficiency. Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)

energy conversion is the technique of interest in this study.

Evolution of the concept ofMHD energy conversion. The concept of

magnetohydrodynamic energy conversion can be traced back to Faraday's formulation of

the principle of electromagnetic induction. Although Faraday did not conceive of the idea

of energy conversion using a MHD channel, he did understand the principles of

electromagnetic induction are equally applicable to solids and fluids.

With the eventual formulation of the principles of thermodynamics and gas

dynamics and further study of the electrical properties of gases, the concept ofMHD

energy conversion evolved. Patents related to MHD power generation began to appear in

the early 1900s. The first large channel was built by the Westinghouse Electric Company

1
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in the early 1940s but was a failure due to insufficient knowledge of the properties of

ionized gases [1].

First experimental channel. The earliest successful channel was built by Avco

Everett Research Laboratory in 1959 and produced 1 1 .5 kW of power [2]. The success of

this channel was in large part due to the work of A. R. Kantrowitz and associates at Cornell

University in the late 1940s and 1950s. This work focused on the properties of thermally

ionized gases and filled the knowledge gap that had resulted in the Westinghouse failure 20

years earlier.

Continued development to date. Since the work of Kantrowitz and the first AERL

MHD channel, much research into MHD energy conversion has been conducted resulting

in the construction of many experimental channels. Power output on the order of

megawatts has been achieved. As the power output grows, practical application becomes

more feasible and new areas of application are considered. Before considering the

application ofMHD energy conversion in more detail, specifically nuclear-driven MHD

energy conversion, the fundamental principles of magnetohydrodynamics need to be

discussed.

1.1.2 Basic Concepts ofMHD

Magnetohydrodynamic energy conversion involves a two-step energy conversion

process. First, thermal energy is converted into kinetic energy and second, the kinetic

energy is converted to electrical energy. In this section, the principles ofMHD energy

conversion are introduced following the discussion presented by Rosa [3]. This discussion

begins by considering the ideal MHD channel. From this discussion, the parameters
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significant to all MHD systems become apparent. Based on the ideal analysis, several

approaches to MHD conversion are discussed.

The ideal MHD generator

LOAD

Figure 1-1. The ideal magnetohydrodynamic channel coordinate system.

Electromagnetic dynamics ofMHD generators. In general, a MHD energy

conversion system uses the Lorentz forces due to a conducting flow passing through a

magnetic field to induce a current in a load. Referring to Figure 1-1, the flow with scalar

conductivity a, consists of a population of free electrons, ions and neutral species with a

macroscopic velocity, u. As the flow passes through a magnetic induction field B, the

components of the field perpendicular to the velocity vector induce a Lorentz force acting

on the free charges. This force acts perpendicularly to both the velocity vector and the

magnetic field. The negative ions and electrons move in the opposite direction of the

positive ions. The microscopic separation of charge produces an electric field E, and



associated current j, parallel to the Lorentz force. This electric field induces a potential on

the electrode plates located as drawn in Figure 1-1 which drives a current through a load.

From the general form of Ohm's law, the current can be written as

j=(7(uxB + E)-/*(jxB) (1-1)

where /I is the electron mobility. This expression for Ohm's law neglects diffusion and

inertial effects. The justification for neglecting these effects is discussed in Section 3.3.3.

For the ideal generator, the second term is also neglected which is equivalent to assuming

the plasma is collisionless.

From the usual expression for the power density, the power output per unit volume

of the channel is

P = j«E = -j2 -(uxBH (1-2)
<J

Assuming the velocity and magnetic field are perpendicular as drawn in Figure 1-1 and

defining the loading parameter K as

the power density can be written as

P=K(l-K)au2B2
(1-4)

The magnetic field interacts with the current induced in the gas by creating a force

opposing the flow velocity. The magnitude of the force per unit volume of gas is found to

be

\\F\\ = \\jxB\\ = (\-K)cmB2
(1-5)

The power per unit volume used to overcome this opposing force is found from the

definition of work to be

P
push

=V»u = (l-K)ou 2B2

(1-6)



The electrical efficiency, defined as the ratio of the power output to push power is

^ =y- = K d-7)
push

From this set of equations for the ideal generator, the most significant quantities are

seen to be the flow velocity, magnetic field strength, and electrical conductivity. Typically,

the kinetic energy in the flow originates as thermal energy. Figure 1-2 shows a schematic

of a hypothetical ideal linear generator system. As the flow passes through the nozzle, the

thermal energy is converted to kinetic energy and the flow accelerates. As the flow

interacts with the magnetic field, the jxB force decelerates the flow. After the flow passes

through the diffuser the flow pressure and temperature are lower than at the entrance to the

channel. In effect, the thermal energy is converted to electrical energy. The energy

extracted per unit flow is proportional to the difference in temperatures at the entrance and

exit of the channel. A pumping mechanism is then necessary to drive the flow through the

cycle again. In general, all MHD energy conversion schemes are based on this ideal

system.

Compressor Heater

Heat

Exchanger

Heat In

Heat Out

MHD Channel

Figure 1-2. A hypothetical MHD generator system layout.

MHD and fluid mechanics. In order to calculate the performance of a MHD

generator, additional considerations regarding fluid mechanics and thermodynamics must



be included in the analysis. The extent to which a flow can be expanded through a nozzle

is limited by the flow stagnation conditions. As discussed in Section 1 .2, further

limitations on the extent of the expansion may be imposed due to the behavior of the

conductivity as thermodynamic conditions change.

Neglecting heat conduction in the MHD channel, the equations for steady, inviscid,

compressible MHD flow are

the conservation of momentum,

pu(V»u) + V/> = jxB (1-8)

the conservation of energy,

pu« V
Mull

2
^

V 2 ,

+V»(/m) = j»E (1-9)

and continuity,

V»(pu) = 0 (1-10)

From the solution of these equations the performance of a given channel geometry can be

calculated. The details of the solution of these equations are dependent upon the specific

geometry and conditions.

Geometrys for real generators

The Hall effect. The ideal generator analysis discussed above can be extended to

the primary generator channels considered for real systems. In order to make this

extension, reconsider the expression for the induced current, Equation 1-1. In the ideal

analysis, the second term of the current expression was neglected. This term gives rise to

the Hall effect which must be considered in any real system.

In order to include consideration of the Hall effect, the electron mobility must be

defined. Note only the electron mobility is considered while contributions due to ion



mobility are neglected. In most cases, this simplification introduces minimal error since the

electron mobility is typically several orders of magnitude larger than the ion mobility.

The electron mobility is defined by the expression

COT
M =T (1-11)

where <wis the cyclotron frequency, ris the mean-free-time between electron-fluid

collisions, and B is the strength of the magnetic field. The cyclotron frequency is defined

by

eB
co =— (1-12)

m

where e is the magnitude of the electron charge and m is the electron mass. The mean free

time between collisions of electrons and other species in the gas, t, is defined by

nQc
e

where n is the bulk fluid number density, Q is the electron momentum transfer cross

section, and ce is the mean random thermal velocity of the electrons. For the case of a

Maxwellian distribution of electron energy, the mean thermal velocity for an electron gas

with temperature Te is

V Ttm

where k is Boltzmann's constant. As an approximation, the electron temperature can be

assumed equal to the bulk temperature. This approximation should be used with caution

since the electron temperature may be very different from the gas temperature as shown in

Chapter 2. The quantity o>ris called the Hall parameter and is used throughout the

following analysis.



Rewrite the expression for the induced current, Equation 1-1, in terms of a single

effective electric field E* and substitute the definition of mobility to get

„. (OX,. _v
J =oE-—(jxB) (1-15)

For the coordinate system used in Figure 1-1, the components of the current can be written

as

^Trfv^;-^;) (M6)

h = °K (1-18)

In the case of the ideal generator, only the y-component of the electric field and current are

induced. When the collisional effects are considered, the coupling of the components in the

second term of the current expression due to the cross product results in additional current

and field components. The x-components of the current and electric field are called the Hall

current and Hall field, respectively. The appearance of these additional components is

called the Hall effect.

Consider the case of the electrodes as drawn in Figure 1-1. Since the electrodes run

from end to end of the channel, the potential at each end of the channel must be the same

and therefore, no axial electric field can exist. The x- and y-components of the electric field

are then

K=0 (1-19)

E'
y
=E

y
-uB (1-20)

From the above expressions for the components of the current, Equations 1-16 and 1-17,

the x- and y-components of the current are

core (r, \

h= ~TVoJe^-
uB

)
(1 "21)
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jy
=
\7rf?(

E>~ uB
)

(1 "22 >

The y-component of the current is the desired normal component and is called the Faraday

current. The x-component, the Hall current, results in a power output loss compared to the

ideal generator as seen from the usual expression for power output

P = j»E = jx 0- jyEy
=j^(uB - E

y
)E

y
(1-23)

Several methods have been considered for minimizing the power loss resulting from the

Hall effect. These methods are based on two possible circuit arrangements, namely the

Faraday generator and the Hall generator.

The Faraday generator. The Faraday generator attempts to eliminate the Hall

current by segmenting the electrodes into short electrode pairs as shown in Figure 1-3. By

breaking the electrodes into short segments, the closed electrical path from end to end is

eliminated. As a result, no Hall current can flow so in the ideal case, /,=<). In this case a

Hall field is created and is found from the expression for the Hall current to be

E
x =cor{Ey

-uB) (1-24)

The resulting Faraday current and power output are

jy = a{E
y
-uB) (1.25)

P=a(uB-E
y
)E

y (1.26)

which are the same as in the ideal generator. The loading parameter as defined in the ideal

analysis is the ratio of the ideal load to the open circuit voltage

Substituting (1-27) into (1-26) gives the same expression as for the ideal generator

P = KF(\-KF)au
2B2

(1 .28)
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Figure 1-3. Layout of the linear Faraday generator.

This analysis suggests that by segmenting the electrodes, the Hall effect can be

completely eliminated and the ideal power output can be achieved. However, for a real

segmented electrode, the segments must still be of finite length. Therefore, each segment

has an associated Hall effect which reduces the power output. Also note the maximum

efficiency is obtained for zero load. Since the generator is only useful for electric power

production if it can drive a load, the generator must be operated at less than peak efficiency.

Therefore, the Faraday generator is not as attractive as the power expression suggests.

The Hall generator. In the Hall generator opposite pairs of electrodes are connected

so each electrode in the pair are at the same potential as drawn in Figure 1-4. Since the

electrodes in each segment are at the same potential, the y-component of the electric field

must be £,,=0. The components of the current are found from (1-16) and (1-17) to be

jx
=

l +l2^(DTuB+E^ °"29)

iy
=u^^mEx ~ uB

^
(1 "30)

Considering these components together, a net current flows from a top electrode to a

bottom electrode diagonally downstream. By connecting the end electrodes through a load
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as drawn in Figure 1-4, the circuit is completed. The Hall generator makes use of the Hall

effect by driving the current along the length of the channel whereas the Faraday generator

drives the current across the channel.

Figure 1-4. Layout of the linear Hall generator.

Again using the usual expression for power density, the output power is

P = j.E = -jxEx+ jy O =
T-^(0mB-Ex)Ex (1-31)

The loading parameter can be defined like above as the ratio of the ideal load to the open

circuit voltage

E.
K„ =

cotuB
(1-32)

Substituting the loading parameter into the expression for output power gives the result

©V
P = KH{\-KH )(Tu

2B2

l + o)V

which is of similar form as the expression for ideal output power.

The electrical efficiency is defined similarly to the ideal electrical efficiency

„ -j,E
x _ (Q

2
r
2{\-KH )

U
j
y
uB l + co

2
r

2KH
"

(1-33)

(1-34)
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From this expression note the Hall generator has maximum efficiency under heavy load.

Furthermore, there exists a maximum efficiency for a given Hall parameter which is never

as high as the ideal efficiency. As discussed by Rosa [3], in order for the efficiency to be

high, the Hall parameter must be large.

The diagonally connected generator. Both the Hall generator and the Faraday

generator result in a limited range for optimum efficiency. A means of combining the best

features of both designs is the diagonally connected generator as drawn in Figure 1-5. This

arrangement combines the potential for higher efficiency characteristic of the Faraday

generator with the high voltage characteristics of the Hall generator. Also, the number of

output connections are fewer like the Hall generator. Essentially the upper electrode in a

segment pair is connected diagonally with the lower electrode of a downstream pair.

V
/\

e
N

\
\

Load

Figure 1-5. Layout of the diagonally connected linear generator.

Other MHD generator geometries. Several other geometrys are possible based on

the same basic principles as those discussed above and are mentioned here in brief. One

geometry popular for gas core nuclear reactor concepts is the disk Hall generator as drawn

in Figure 1-6 [4,5]. In this arrangement, the flow enters the center of a flat disk and flows
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radially outward. A magnetic field is applied over the radius of the disk in the axial

direction. Appropriately placed electrodes on the top and bottom of the disk are affected by

the Hall effect similar to the Hall generator.

Field Coil

Cathode

Figure 1-6. Layout of the disk Hall generator.

Enterance

Electrodes

Exit

Figure 1-7. Layout of the vortex generator.

The vortex generator, sometimes also called a disk generator, has been considered

for space applications because of the compact size inherent to the geometry as shown in

Figure 1-7. In this geometry, the flow enters the disk tangentially and spirals toward a



centra] exit. A magnetic field is applied across the disk in the axial direction similar to the

disk Hall generator. The inner and outer cylindrical shells are the electrodes. Again the

generator operates on the principles of the Hall generator. The primary advantage of this

geometry is the longer interaction length for the compact size which is very desirable for

space applications.

1.2 The Significance of Conductivity

The flow velocity, magnetic field strength, and electrical conductivity are very

significant to the power output of all the primary methods ofMHD energy conversion. The

flow velocity is a function of the channel geometry, stagnation temperature, and pressure.

The magnetic field strength is a function of the magnet design which is rapidly advancing

with the development of modern superconductors. The technology associated with both

fluid mechanics and magnet design is sufficient for most MHD energy conversion

concepts. On the other hand, the techniques typically used for conductivity enhancement

have some inherent limitations as discussed below.

1.2.1 Power Output and Conductivity

Before considering the means of enhancing the electrical conductivity, some general

remarks about the nature of electrical conductivity are necessary. On the macroscopic level,

the conductivity is defined by Ohm's law, j=oE. This expression says very little about the

physical nature of the quantity called electrical conductivity. Consider the microscopic

processes resulting in an electrical current. The current is the motion of charge carriers

through a fluid. For the purpose of determining the fundamental parameters involved in



conductivity, consider only the electron current. For a gas with a free electron density of ne

with a mean drift velocity v, the scalar current is

h = n
e
eV

< (1-35)

where e is the magnitude of the electron charge.

In an electric field of strength E, each electron is accelerated by the field until a

collision occurs. From the previous discussion on the Hall parameter, the mean time

between collisions is given by Equation 1-13. The electron drift velocity can be

approximated as the product of the acceleration due to the electric field and the time between

collisions

eE
v
t
~—r (1-36)
m

Substituting this expression into the current and rearranging in a form consistent with

Ohm's law gives

h=^—E (1-37)m

Comparing this expression with Ohm's law, the conductivity must be

(1-38)
n,e

2
T ne2 ne2

I It
(j = — —

m mnQc
t

nQ
\ SmkTe

This expression gives a reasonable approximation for the conductivity since most of the

current is due to the motion of the electrons. For a given fluid density, the conductivity is

approximately proportional to the electron density and inversely proportional to the square

root of the electron temperature.

The temperature dependence of the conductivity is a result of the increased rate of

collisions at higher temperatures. If the electrons tend to collide with other species more

often, less time is available for acceleration in the electric field. As a result, the electron

mobility decreases which causes the conductivity to decrease. In Chapter 2, a more

detailed analysis of the conductivity is presented.
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1.2.2 Thermal Ionization

Most MHD energy conversion concepts such as fossil fuel based generators, utilize

thermal energy to ionize the flow and enhance the conductivity. In this case, ionization is

achieved by random thermal collisions between the fluid constituent species. In order to

achieve significant thermal ionization, the fluid temperature must approach a significant

fraction of the ionization potential of the gas species. Most fluids considered for MHD

flows have ionization potentials above 10 eV which corresponds to a thermal temperature

of 1.1x10s K. At the upper limit is helium with an ionization potential of 24.5 eV.

Temperatures approaching a fraction of the ionization potential equivalent of most

gases of interest are impractical if not impossible to achieve and maintain on a large scale.

Some improvement can be achieved by seeding the flow with a species with low ionization

potential such as cesium or potassium with ionization potentials of 3.89 eV and 4.34 eV,

respectively.

The Saha equation

The degree of thermal ionization is usually determined from the Saha equation.

Consider a fluid at temperature Iwith electron density and ion density nt and n,

respectively. If the initial seed concentration is ns , then Saha's equation can be written

Mi = (2*»*Tr 2g,i _ee
L

(1-39)

where h is Plank's constant and e, is the seed ionization potential. The terms g, and g0 are

the statistical weights of the ground state of the ion and neutral atom respectively. These

terms are used as an approximation to the partition functions which is sufficient at

temperatures below 9000 K [3].
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Limitations of thermal ionization

A significant electron density is possible using thermal ionization and alkali metal

seeds. Additional calculations by Rosa show for typical MHD flows using argon, helium,

or hydrogen seeded with cesium, conductivity greater than 10 mho/m generally require

temperatures greater than 2000 K. Typical channel flow temperatures are greater than 3000

K. These temperatures, though significantly lower than those necessary for single species

thermal ionization, are still high and the required systems are difficult to engineer.

At these temperatures, the flows used for energy conversion are corrosive which

introduces lifetime limitations. This is especially true of fossil fuel systems. In addition to

corrosion problems in the channel, support systems for pumping, heating and other system

components are adversely affected by the presence of alkali metals in the flow. Therefore,

either the seed metal must be removed from the flow after exiting the channel or specialized

system components must be used. In either case, the presence of alkali metals in the flow

further complicates the system.

A further limitation is placed on MHD cycles utilizing thermal ionization by the

effects of flow expansion through a nozzle. Recall the output power of an MHD channel is

proportional to the flow velocity squared. Therefore it is desirable to achieve as high a

velocity as possible. In the process of accelerating a flow, the fluid expands which forces

the temperature, and hence the conductivity, to decrease. As a result, there is an optimum

Mach number associated with a given flow. The value of this optimum Mach number is

dependent upon the quantity to be maximized but this optimum value always represents a

limitation on the power output. As calculated by Rosa for typical system conditions, the

optimum Mach number is usually less than 3 and may even be less than 1

.
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1.2.3 Nonequilibrium. Nonthermal Ionization

Even though thermal ionization can produce a significant level of conductivity and

systems utilizing this method have been built, it is useful to consider other methods of

enhancing the conductivity. These other methods are generally grouped as nonequilibrium,

nonthermal ionization methods. Nonequilibrium refers to the fact that some continuous

energy input is required to maintain the degree of ionization. In other words, the ionization

is out of equilibrium relative to the state of thermal ionization. Nonthermal refers to the fact

that the ionization state is achieved by means other than thermal collisions. Four general

methods of enhancing conductivity by nonthermal means are described here.

Application of electric and magnetic fields. The first method of conductivity

enhancement is by the application of large electric and magnetic fields. In the case of

electric fields, the outer electrons are stripped from the atoms which forms a free electron

population. In the case of magnetic fields, the principles used to induce a current in an

ideal MHD channel are taken to the extreme. As the flow passes through the magnetic

field, the Lorentz force on the outer electrons overcomes the binding force and the electrons

are liberated. In both cases, the removal of the fields results in the plasma rapidly

recombining to an equilibrium state. In general, application of static fields is not practical

due to the necessary field strength. Ionization by electric and magnetic field application is

typically by means of inductive coupling or RF field application.

Application of photoionization. Another possible source of ionizing energy is the

bombardment of the flow by high energy photons. Through the processes of

photoionization, a population of free electrons can be produced without the need for high

temperatures. Again, the removal of the photon source results in the rapid recombination

of the plasma.
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Application of charged particle bombardment. Related to photoionization, the third

possibility is bombardment by charged particles. The collisions between the high energy

charged particles and the flow atoms result in electrons being knocked out of bound states.

The source of charged particles may be an accelerator beam or a radioisotope source.

Application of nuclear-induced ionization. The fourth method is related to both

photoionization and charged particle bombardment. Rather than providing the source of

photons or charged particles directly, it may be easier to seed the flow with a fissioning

species which interacts with the neutron flux from a nuclear reactor. The fission fragments

are released from the neutron absorption interaction with high kinetic energy which is

transferred to the bulk gas through collisions. Since the fission fragments are charged and

heavy, many of the collisions with the gas species result in ionization.

This process has been referred to as nuclear-induced ionization, fission fragment

ionization, and neutron-induced ionization depending upon the specific application. The

method of nuclear-induced ionization is the focus of this study. In the next section, more

specific details of nuclear-induced ionization processes are considered. Potential

applications of the method are also discussed as a point of reference for the motivation of

this work.

1.3 Nuclear-Induced Ionization Processes

As mentioned above, nuclear induced ionization utilizes the absorption of neutrons

by certain isotopes resulting in the production secondary particles and kinetic energy. The

fragments released have kinetic energy which is transferred to the bulk gas through

collisions. The collisions result in ionization and excitation of the gas which enhances the

electrical conductivity.
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Many isotopes exist with a significant neutron absorption or fission cross section.

Of these, four have been given the most consideration for nuclear-induced ionization,

specifically
235
U,

,0
B,

3
He, and

6
Li. Consideration of each of these species is given below

along with the particular realm of application. The thermal neutron absorption cross

sections listed are those corresponding to 0.025 eV neutrons. Neutron absorption cross

sections are further discussed in Chapter 2.

1.3.1
23SU Seeding

Consider first the use of heavy isotopes such as
235
U. Other elements such as

plutonium or thorium could also be considered but availability makes uranium more

attractive. In general, the neutron absorption process is

™U + n° -^ff + k.e.

wherejff represents the fission fragments and k.e. is the kinetic energy released in the

interaction. The thermal neutron fission cross section for 235U is 580 barns. The kinetic

energy released is typically about 170 MeV [6]. As discussed in Chapter 2, transfer of this

energy to the bulk fluid results in tens of thousands of ionization processes.

Since these heavy isotopes are solids under normal conditions, some means of

seeding the fluid must be determined. One possibility considered is to line the MHD
channel with uranium metal or a solid uranium compound such as U02 [7,8]. As the flow

passes through the channel, the fissioning metal ejects high energy particles into the gas

which ionizes some of the flow. Within the limits of the range of the heavy charged

particles in the MHD flow, this approach is attractive since the bulk fluid can be kept pure

and noncorrosive.

A second possibility is to change the form of the seed material so it can be mixed

with the bulk fluid. This may be accomplished by either changing the state of the material
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or creating a molecular compound that is naturally in the liquid or gas state for the MHD
conditions considered. Both of these methods have been considered, especially for space

systems. Numerous investigations focused on these types of systems have been

undertaken by the Innovative Nuclear Space Power and Propulsion Institute (INSPI) at the

University of Florida.

INSPI research. At INSPI, much attention has been given to gas core and vapor

core nuclear reactors with particular applications for space power and propulsion. These

reactor concepts utilize cores at temperatures high enough, typically higher than 2000 K,

that the fissile material vaporizes. In this type of a system, the MHD fluid may also be the

core fluid and the problem of mixing the fissile source and the working fluid is eliminated.

Many of these systems use a chemical compound of uranium, UF4 or UF6 , rather than pure

uranium vapor [9]. The use of the fluorine compounds allows lower operating

temperatures since these compounds are gaseous at lower temperatures. In either case, the

ability to construct such a reactor would simplify the problem of mixing seed and MHD
fluid.

Problems associated with uranium seeding As might be expected, there exist

several problems with using vaporized uranium and uranium compounds, especially'in

closed systems. The temperatures required to vaporize metallic uranium are in the range

considered necessary for thermal ionization. Therefore the same concerns about

temperature limitations on lifetime and component operation exist. Also, a vaporized

uranium flow is more corrosive than typical MHD flows. In the case of the fluorine

compounds, the corrosiveness is worst due to the presence of free fluorine. As a MHD
fluid, vaporized uranium and uranium compounds offer little or no advantage over

traditional thermally ionized fluids. The use of such a fluid is only beneficial if other

concerns such as those relevant to space power systems, are considered.
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1.3.2
1 0B Seeding

The second nuclear seed species considered is
I0
B. The relevant interaction is

I0
fi + n°^7U+4He + 2.3MeV

The isotope
10B represents almost 20% of the naturally occurring boron. With a thermal

neutron absorption cross section of 3840 barns, this is a very attractive species for seeding

[6]. High purity
10B is readily available due to its use in neutron detectors. Several studies

have considered use of
10B for conductivity enhancement including the studies of Miley et

al. [10,1 1], and Deese et al. [12]

Similar to the heavy fission isotopes,
I0B is naturally a solid under most conditions

of interest. Again, it is possible to line the inside of the MHD channel walls with
10B and

allow the nuclear fragments to originate from the flow boundary. Due to the lower energy

released in the neutron absorption process, the limitations on channel design due to particle

range are more significant than with the heavy isotopes.

Another possibility is to seed the flow with BF
3
which is a gas for most conditions

of interest to MHD energy conversion. Using this compound, the ionization source is

approximately uniform throughout the channel which eliminates many of the problems

associated with the range of the charged particles. However, the use of BF
3
introduces

additional problems. Specifically, the presence of fluorine in the flow significantly

increases the corrosiveness of the fluid. Also, unless BF
3
is used as the working fluid, the

presence of the seed represents an impurity in the flow which may be undesirable in some

systems. Furthermore, BF
3
is very toxic which introduces concerns about handling

procedures and chemical contamination.

Another concern about the use of
10B is the production of

7
Li in the flow. Since the

lithium is slowed down in the flow, some of the lithium is likely to be carried downstream

into the other system components. Over time, the interior of the components may become
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coated by lithium which may reduce the efficiency of the system. Additionally, the lithium

that settles in the channel could seriously affect channel efficiency. Since most MHD

channels consist of segmented electrodes, a coating of lithium over the separating insulators

could result in short circuits between electrodes. Also, for systems using a
l0B lining, a

coating of lithium would reduce the range of the fission fragments emerging from the liner.

1.3.3
6
Li Seeding

The third possible seed isotope is
6
Li. The neutron capture interaction follows the

process

6
Li +n°^H+4He + 4. 78AteV

With a thermal neutron capture cross section of 940 barns, an abundance of 7.4%, and a Q
of 4.78 MeV, 6

Li is less attractive than
I0B or

235U as a seed species [6].
6
Li also shares

many of the problems associated with
I0B or

a5U regarding its solid state under most MHD
conditions.

1.3.4
3He Seeding

The seed species of particular interest to this investigation is
3
He. The thermal

neutron capture cross section for
3He is 5300 barns which is larger than any other isotope

considered. The interaction with
3He is

3He + n
0
->*H + p + 0.76MeV

Notice the Q value for this reaction is much lower than the other reactions considered. The

larger cross section compensates for the lower Q value relative to all species except the

fissile materials.



Other properties of
3He make this species very attractive as a seed material. In

addition to the large cross section,
3He is naturally a gas under all MHD conditions.

Therefore, mixing 3He with the working fluid is greatly simplified for most systems.

Helium is inert which eliminates lifetime limitations due to the seed properties. Another

potential benefit is gas cooled, solid core reactors such as the General Atomic HTGR

typically use helium as the coolant gas so it may be possible to retrofit existing systems

with MHD cycles. Also, the tritium produced in the neutron capture process decays into

3He with a 12.3 year half-life which reduces the need for
3He replenishment over time.

Additional comments regarding the use of
3He as a nuclear seed material for

conductivity enhancement are discussed in Section 1.3.5 and Chapter 2. First, some earlier

research projects which examined the use of
3He in MHD flows are mentioned. The details

of these works are described in Chapter 2.

AB Atomenergi research. A significant research project which considered the use

of
3He for MHD flows was directed by J. Braun at AB Atomenergi (ABA) in Sweden from

the mid-1960s to the early 1970s. The first paper to consider of the use of
3He for

conductivity enhancement ofMHD flows was published by Braun in 1964 [13]. These

experiments examined the degree of conductivity enhancement in pure
3He gas with a

temperature range from 300 K to 1600 K and bulk density from 0.25 to 1.0 atmospheric

density. The helium was irradiated with a maximum thermal neutron flux of 10" /cm2
s.

The general conclusion of the work was that the degree to which the conductivity of the

MHD flow could be enhanced for the limited range of conditions considered was

insufficient to be of practical use.

Ellis research. Shortly after Braun began work on the determination of the

conductivity of a
3He MHD flow, W. H. Ellis at the University of Florida began similar

studies. These experiments considered a similar range of conditions as the Braun study
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and made similar conclusions. The work has been continued intermittently through the

1980s in cooperation with several associates and students.

INSPI research. As mentioned above, INSPI has performed numerous studies of

gas and vapor core reactors. Several of these studies include system analysis ofMHD

energy conversion cycles. Though most of these cycles consider heavy fissile materials,

some consideration has been given to the use of
3
He. The most significant INSPI research

dealing with
3He seeding was performed by Watanabe et al. [14,15]

1.3.5 Nuclear-Driven MHD Energy Conversion Concepts

Before continuing with the determination of the conductivity enhancement in a

MHD flow seeded with
3
He, several conceptual system designs are briefly discussed.

However, this discussion does not include all possible schemes nor is it intended to give

support to any particular concept. These systems demonstrate how such a flow may be

used for energy production in real world applications which provides additional motivation

for this research.

Application to nuclear cycles

As an example of a possible application of nuclear-driven MHD energy conversion,

a gas cooled, solid core reactor system is considered. The thermal cycle typically used with

gas cooled, solid core reactors is a Brayton cycle. A simple Brayton cycle with MHD

energy conversion is shown in Figure 1-8. The design of the MHD generator is not

considered here; however, a detailed study of one possible design utilizing nuclear-induced

conductivity in helium is presented by Braun [16].
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In this cycle, coolant gas is heated in the reactor core at high pressure. The flow

exits the core with high thermal energy which is converted to electrical energy in the

conversion stage, between points 4 and 5 in Figure 1-8. The conversion stage may include

MHD channels and turbine stages. The flow exiting the conversion stage has a lower

temperature and pressure than the flow entering. Regeneration may be used to preheat the

flow entering the reactor which results in less energy loss in the heat sink. The low

temperature gas exiting the heat sink passes through the compressor and regenerator and

the cycle begins again.

Heat Sink
Compressor

Figure 1-8. A simple Brayton cycle and associated T-s plot.

The cycle efficiency is defined as the ratio of the net energy output to the heat input

from the reactor
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where rj
g
is the generator efficiency and rjc is the compressor efficiency. This expression is

true for both turbine generators and MUD generators.

Values for the cycle efficiency as a function of temperature, generator pressure

ratio, and regeneration temperature difference are plotted in Figure 1-9. These plots are for

a monatomic gas such as helium and typical values T]
g
= 0.7 and rjc

= 0.85. The minimum

temperature, point 1 in Figure 1-8, is assumed to be T, = 300 K. The compressor pressure

ratio is assumed to be 10% greater than the generator pressure ratio to account for head loss

in real components.

Generator Pressure Ratio

Figure 1-9. Brayton cycle efficiency vs. generator pressure ratio.

Typical turbine generators are limited to operating temperatures below 1000 K.

Notice even though the efficiency of a typical MHD generator is about the same as a turbine

generator, the cycle efficiency can be greatly improved due to the higher operating

temperatures possible with a MHD generator. The possibility of operating at higher

temperatures is the primary motivation for using MHD generators over turbine generators

in terrestrial power production. In the case of a
3He seeded flow, the inert nature of the

flow makes application ofMHD generators more attractive.
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Since the cycle efficiency of a turbine-based Brayton cycle is low due to the low

upper limit in operating temperature, a secondary steam cycle is usually employed to

improve overall cycle efficiency. Brayton cycles with MHD generators operating at low

peak temperature also have low cycle efficiency. In order to increase the cycle efficiency, a

steam bottoming cycle can be employed as shown in Figure 1-10. In this case, instead of

using regeneration, the thermal energy of the flow exiting the MHD channel is used to

produce steam which drives a steam turbine. The combined net power output of the MHD

generator and steam turbine results in a higher cycle efficiency.

Compressor Gas Heat Sink Steam Heat Sink

Figure 1-10. Brayton cycle with a steam bottoming cycle.

A typical example of a system utilizing a steam bottoming cycle is the General

Atomic HTGR which uses helium in the primary coolant loop and steam in the secondary

loop. Only the secondary loop is used for the production of electricity, converting the 3000

MWt energy of the core to 1 160 MWe with an overall efficiency of 38.7%. Without the

steam cycle, a gas turbine using the helium flow directly would have a cycle efficiency of

less than 20%.

Calculations for cycles using regeneration and cycles using steam bottoming cycles

show at peak operating temperatures below about 1500 K, the combined generator-steam

cycle is more efficient. At operating temperatures above 2000 K, cycles using regeneration

are more efficient. The highest efficiencies, which approach 70%, are achieved at the
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highest operating temperatures, greater than 2700 K, and correspond to the regenerative

cycle. Since the peak operating temperature of turbine-based cycles is typically below 1500

K, the use of a MHD cycle results in an extension of the achievable cycle efficiency with

efficiencies greater than 50% possible.

Potential working fluids

Having demonstrated the potential benefits of cycles using MHD generators over

those using turbine generators, consideration is now given to the flow properties. As

discussed previously, a MHD flow seeded with
3He may be more desirable than a

traditional thermally ionized flow for several reasons. These reasons include concerns

regarding the corrosive nature of most thermally ionized flows, flow temperature

limitations, and seed material handling concerns. With the benefits of using a
3He seeded

flow rather than a thermally ionized flow established, the details of possible flows seeded

with 3He are considered.

When considering the performance of a complete thermodynamic cycle, the

characteristics of the possible working fluids and mixtures need to be considered. The

simplest fluid considered here consists of pure
3
He. This fluid would have the highest

possible neutron interaction for a given set of thermodynamic and neutron flux conditions.

This fluid is also the easiest to maintain since any species besides
3He could be removed

without concern for mixture ratios.

In nature,
3He is only 0.00013% abundant which makes large quantities of the

isotope difficult to collect. On the other hand, helium is the second most abundant element

in the universe so large quantities of the isotope are available. However, the earth has little

helium so the current cost of
3He is much higher than

4
He. As of this writing, the cost of

3He is approximately $100-$ 130 per STP liter. When the quantity of work fluid necessary
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3He may make the use of pure

3He

economically impractical.

As a result of the cost for
3
He, it may be more desirable to seed a working fluid of

4He with
3
He. By balancing the cost savings of using less

3He with the lost value of lower

power output for a given volume flow, an optimum seed ratio may be achieved. This

mixture would maintain the chemical properties of the pure
3He gas at a lower cost. The

system would be more complicated due to the need to maintain the mixture ratio within a

specific range which would also have to be taken into account in the economic analysis.

Aside from economic concerns, a pure
3He working fluid may introduce additional

problems related to system operation depending on the specific system configuration. In

particular, if helium is used as a thermal coolant in a reactor such as the HTGR, the
3He

would act as a poison which would have serious consequences to the reactor operation. In

order to use pure
3
He, modifications to the system would be necessary. One possible

system modification would be to use
4He as the coolant and

3He as a MHD fluid in a

separate loop. The MHD channel could be positioned within the reactor neutron field for

conductivity enhancement and thermal energy could be transferred from the
4He to the

3He

via heat exchangers. Many other possible arrangements exist, the specific details would

depend on the particular application.

Another concern about the use of helium as the working fluid is the ionization

potential of helium is the highest of all the elements at 24.5 eV. It may be desirable to use a

different bulk gas with lower ionization potential seeded with
3
He. The use of a heavier

noble gas such as argon with an ionization potential of 15.8 eV would maintain the inert

nature of the flow and increase the degree of ionization. Since argon is easier than
4He to

distinguish from 3
He, an Ar/

3He mixture may be easier to regulate. The pumping

requirements are much lower for argon than for helium due to the higher atomic mass of

argon which simplifies the compressor stage. Argon is also much more common on Earth

representing approximately 1% of the atmosphere which results in lower costs.
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Other types of working fluids are possible including molecular species such as

oxygen. Depending on the details of the particular system, there is potentially some benefit

in using more complicated fluids. None of these flows are likely to be more complicated

than those associated with fossil fuel cycles so the chemical analysis of these flows is

certainly within the abilities of current technology. For the present study, only ^e^He

mixtures are considered due to the simplicity of the gas mixture. Furthermore, pure
3He is

considered for most of the analysis and experiments since it provides the most neutron

interaction from which a benchmark can be established.

1.4 Motivation for Research

The discussion in the previous section gave some motivation for pursuing research

into the use of nuclear-induced conductivity enhancement. Additional motivation for

continuing research into this concept can be provided by considering the broad range of

potential applications of this technology. These motivating factors can be divided into three

broad areas of interest, namely, space applications, sea-based applications, and terrestrial

applications. In this section, the specific requirements and potential applications in each of

these areas are briefly discussed.

1.4.1 Space Applications

Consider first potential applications of nuclear-driven MHD energy conversion in

space systems. These applications include both military and civilian systems. In general,

space systems require minimized mass with high reliability. Both of these requirements

make MHD energy conversion attractive for space applications. An MHD channel is likely

to be lighter than a turbine stage of similar capability, particularly for the vortex generator
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geometry. Also, the lack of moving parts in a MHD channel reduces the likelihood of

mechanical failure and makes servicing easier.

Military applications are most apparent when considering space-based ballistic

missile defense systems such as those considered by the Ballistic Missile Defense

Organization (BMDO), formerly the Strategic Defense Initiative Organization (SDIO).

Many of these systems require extremely high power output, on the order of gigawatts, in

both pulsed and continuous modes. MHD energy conversion as described here holds the

potential for meeting these requirements. Studies directed specifically at this problem have

been pursued at INSPI [17] both at the University of Florida and California State

University, among other places.

In addition to the military applications of space-based, nuclear-driven MHD energy

conversion, many civilian and industrial applications exist. As space exploration missions

become more demanding, power requirements continue to increase. Until large-scale space

manufacturing facilities are available, space systems must have low mass to maintain

reasonable launch costs. Due to the unforgiving nature of space, high reliability is required

to safeguard both facility and life. In order to meet these needs, a low-mass, high-power-

output, high-reliability, cost-effective power source is needed.

Civilian space applications begin with the potential power needs of Earth orbiting

stations. Though the power requirements of current station designs can be met by existing

technology, expanded station designs may eventually require more power than is available

from current technologies. As space-based industry grows, power requirements will

rapidly increase making advanced power sources like nuclear-driven MHD energy

conversion necessary for further growth.

Manned exploration of other planets also requires efficient, reliable power

production. As these explorations become more aggressive and longer mission times are

envisioned, more reliable power systems become necessary.
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planetary bases desirable. In order to reduce propulsion power requirements, low mass,

high output power systems will be needed since all systems are likely to originate from the

vicinity of Earth.

1.4.2 Sea-Based Applications

In many ways, sea-based systems are similar to space-based systems. As in space,

sea-based systems must be highly reliable due to the unforgiving nature of the ocean

environment and the possibility of extended periods of isolation. Sea-based systems must

also be compact due the limited space on sea vessels and proposed bases. In addition to

system requirements similar to those of space systems, quiet operation is often required for

military systems. Again, nuclear-driven MHD energy conversion offers several possible

applications for both military and civilian uses.

In terms of military applications, the potential value of nuclear-driven MHD energy

conversion is best seen in consideration of submarine power requirements. Modem

submarine warfare depends on the silent operation of the vessel for survival. Due to the

limited range of sight under water, sound becomes the most significant source of

information about the surrounding environment. A capable SONAR officer can distinguish

between biological, geological, and man-made sources of sound. This capability includes

determining the particular types of vessels in the vicinity. The determination of the ship

type is generally based on the sounds emanating from the vehicle power source for both

propulsion and energy requirements. The primary source of sound in the power system of

most ships is mechanical noise due to turbine stages.

An ongoing Navy research project is considering several alternative energy

conversion techniques to replace turbines in submarines. Though not specifically included
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in the Navy research project, nuclear-driven MHD energy conversion represents a possible

solution. Since nuclear powered submarines are already in service, the technology for the

production of compact nuclear reactors already exists. With some further design analysis,

a compact nuclear-driven MHD generator system may be possible. Since there are no

moving parts in the MHD generator, the distinctive sound of turbines is eliminated from the

power source.

In surface ships the need for compact and reliable energy production is very

significant. Ships often spend weeks or even months isolated from land and must therefore

depend on the reliability of the onboard power plant. Since many modern military ships

use nuclear reactors as a source of power, it may be desirable to replace or augment current

turbine stages with mechanically simpler and potentially more efficient MHD cycles.

1.4.3 Terrestrial Energy Conversion

Near term development of nuclear-driven MHD energy conversion is most likely to

be associated with terrestrial power production. This front of development is attractive

because of the potential for greater profit in energy production through the use of more

efficient, less costly power cycles. The present research is motivated in large part by the

potential advantages of terrestrial MHD power production as discussed here.

Many nations around the world are increasing their use of nuclear energy.

Associated with the world-wide interest in nuclear power, advanced reactor design

continues. Of particular relevance to the research considered in this study, General Atomic

has continued the development of advanced gas cooled, solid core reactors. Since MHD

cycles like those considered here are capable of higher efficiency and reliability than turbine

cycles, operation ofMHD cycles could be less costly. Additional cost savings may be

realized in reduced construction and maintenance costs.



In comparison to other MHD cycles utilizing thermal ionization and fossil fuels,

nuclear-driven MHD conversion systems utilizing ^e^He flows are likely to have longer

life and higher reliability due to lower corrosiveness. Furthermore, MHD conversion

based on nuclear-induced ionization is not as severely velocity limited by temperature

requirements as is the case with thermal ionization so more compact, and hence less costly

generators are possible.

1.5 Focus of Research

1.5.1 Statement of Objective

In the above discussion, the potential value of nuclear-induced conductivity

enhancement was qualitatively established. In order to determine the limits of the

application of nuclear-induced ionization in a
3
He/*He MHD flow, a series of experiments

are needed. The objective of these experiments is to examine the extent to which nuclear-

induced ionization can enhance the electrical conductivity of the gas mixture over a range of

thermodynamic and neutron flux conditions consistent with a conceivable MHD energy

conversion system.

Information about the conductivity of a static gas volume provides a baseline' that

can be used in calculating local flow conditions. Also, the conditions in a static volume are

reproducible with less difficulty than those in a flow channel. Additional information about

the kinetic behavior of the gas can be determined by observing the behavior of the

conductivity as the neutron flux changes. Collection of this experimental data also allows

for comparison with kinetic models of the gas behavior to establish the accuracy of these

models.
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1.5.2 Plan of Attack

In order to achieve the stated research objective, the following plan of attack has

been followed as discussed in later chapters.

Model development. First, the kinetic processes likely to be significant to the

behavior of the electrical conductivity are examined. Second, a mathematical model of

these processes is developed from which the density of the species present in the gas can be

calculated. Third, a model of the electrical conductivity is developed which uses the

species densities calculated from the kinetic model. Based on these calculations,

predictions are made for the results of the experiments. These steps are discussed in detail

in Chapter 2.

Experiment design. Based on the results of the predictions from the kinetic and

conductivity models, a set of experiments are designed. The experimental apparatus

consists of a gas chamber which maintains a 20 cm diameter by 20 cm long gas volume at a

steady thermodynamic state. Consistent with typical conditions in MHD channels, the

range of thermodynamic conditions considered are temperature between 300 K and 1500 K

and pressure between 0.076 torr and 3800 torr. The upper limit for the thermal neutron

flux is 5 x 10
16
/cm2

s which is the practical limit for conceivable reactor designs.

In addition to the gas chamber, instrumentation for measuring the thermodynamic

state, the conductivity, and electron density is required. The conductivity measurement

instrumentation includes a conductivity probe and a triple probe. A detailed description of

the chamber and instrumentation designs is included in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 respectively.

The apparatus is designed to be integrated with the Penn State Breazeale Reactor

facility. This reactor is a 1 MW steady-state reactor capable of being pulsed to 2000 MW.

Practical operation limits the maximum pulse to 1 100MW which corresponds to a
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maximum thermal neutron flux of 5 x 10
16 /cm2

s. Details about the design and operation of

this reactor are discussed in Section 3.4.

Execution of experiments. With the experimental system designed and constructed,

the experimental data is collected. The experiments proceed in three stages. First, a series

of preliminary experiments designed to characterize the system operation outside of the

reactor environment are performed as discussed in Section 4.1. Next, a series of

calibration experiments are performed in the reactor environment. These experiments are

necessary for neutron flux mapping in the chamber and are described in Section 4.2

Finally, conductivity measurements are performed using pure
3
He. The procedure for

performing these experiments and results are discussed in Section 4.3 and 4.4.

Data analysis. Once the raw data is collected, detailed analysis is performed to

reduce the data to a useful form. The procedure for reducing the data is discussed in

Section 5. 1 . The results of the data analysis and comparison with predicted results are

discussed in Section 5.2. From this comparison, a qualitative evaluation of the kinetic

model is made. Observed discrepancies between the experimental and computational

results are considered in Section 5.3. Finally, conclusions based on these results are

discussed in Chapter 6. These conclusions include suggestions for future research efforts

based on the experience of this work as well as concluding remarks.



CHAPTER 2
A MODEL OF THE PROCESSES INVOLVED IN NUCLEAR-INDUCED

IONIZATION OF A 3He/4He MIXTURE

2.1 Historical Background

The kinetics of plasmas and ionized gases have been extensively studied during the

last 50 years. In order to approach the problem of modeling a 3He/4He gas weakly ionized

by neutron interaction, these past studies are reviewed. Of particular interest are studies

concerned directly with the kinetics of helium plasmas.

2.1.1 Studies of Nuclear-Induced Ionization in Gases

As mentioned in Chapter 1, several studies have considered the ionization of helium

and other noble gases by nuclear fragments. A large body of work has been produced by

G. H. Miley and associates at the University of Illinois since the late 1960s. Of these

works, a number have been concerned with the ionization process and distribution in noble

gases. Generally, these papers consider use of a surface coating of 10B as a nuclear

fragment source but the basic concepts are applicable to all ionization sources. In the paper

by Guyot, Miley, and Verdeyen [10], a method of determining the ionization distribution in

a gas surrounded by a slab of 10B is discussed. Later, Wang and Miley [18] published

results for a similar system using a Monte Carlo simulation. Lo and Miley [11] reported

results for calculations of the electron energy distribution when helium is used as the gas in

the above systems.

38
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Analysis of a similar system was considered by Deese and Hassan [12] at North

Carolina State University. This analysis proposed a model which included a surface source

of ionizing nuclear fragments and fifteen kinetic interactions considered relevant. Each

excited state was treated separately using the multifluid conservation equations. Calculated

results were compared to the measurements of Walters [19]. Reasonable agreement was

found between experiment and theory.

2.1.2 Studies of Nuclear-Induced Conductivity in 3He/4He Mixtures

Three significant bodies of work have been directly concerned with the observation

of the ionization and conductivity of a 3He/4He mixture interacting with a neutron flux for

application to MHD energy conversion. The first two were produced in the mid-1960s to

1970s by Braun et al. and Ellis et al. Braun was the first to publish results but Ellis

published several papers within a few years. The third body of work was performed by

Watanabe et al. in the 1980s in connection with the heightened interest in gas core reactors

for space applications.

AB Atomenergi research. The group at AB Atomenergi in Sweden lead by Braun

produced the largest body of work in the particular interest of helium plasmas for use in

MHD energy conversion. The first publication was in 1964 by Braun, Nygaard, and

Witalis [13]. This paper discussed the concept and a device for measuring the

conductivity. A more detailed internal report was published by Braun and Nygaard in 1966

[21] and summarized at the 1966 Symposium on Magnetohydrodynamic Electrical Power

Generation [22]. This paper reported on modifications made to the previously discussed

experiments and the results achieved.
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The results suggested the induced conductivity of purified 3He within the limited

range of parameters considered in the experiments is marginal. This conclusion is in

agreement with the model discussed below and is primarily the result of the low neutron

flux considered. These studies also found the inclusion of trace amounts of metal vapor in

the gas increased the conductivity. Results of a study of the nuclear induced conductivity

of 3He seeded with silver and copper were reported by Larsson and Braun [23].

An internal progress report was published by Braun [24] in 1970 which included

discussion of work focused on MHD gas flow and recombination processes in helium

plasma. The group continued research into the 1970s but publication waned.

University of Florida/Ellis research. While the work in Sweden was being

pursued, a smaller program led by W. H. Ellis at the University of Florida was also

considering the behavior of a helium plasma induced by neutron irradiation. This study

included the development of the Pulsed Ionization Chamber (PIC) technique for measuring

plasma parameters first discussed in 1968 [25]. These experiments considered both 3He

gas and 235U surface ion sources and thermodynamic conditions consistent with MHD

applications. Experiments using 3He were reported in 1970 by Ellis, Imani, and Cofer

[20] and showed reasonable agreement with theory. This work has been continued

intermittently through the 1980s.

University of Florida/INSPI research. More recent studies of helium plasmas

induced by neutron interactions have been performed at the Innovative Nuclear Space

Power and Propulsion Institute (INSPI) at the University of Florida since the 1980s. The

study most significant to the analysis presented in the next section is the development of a

two-temperature kinetic model of a helium plasma published in 1990 by Watanabe,
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Applebaum, and Maya [14]. This work and the associated computer code PCD are the

basis for the model used here.

2.1.3 Other Relevant Studies

Two other fields of interest are relevant to the development of a kinetic model for a

helium plasma. These fields are the study of helium afterglow and nuclear pumped lasers.

Helium afterglow. An afterglow is the ionization and excitation state present after a

source of ionization energy is removed while the gas returns to a ground state. Serious

experimental study of afterglow processes became possible in the late 1940s with the

development of microwave techniques. The earliest published study was by Biondi and

Brown in 1949 [26]. Based on these results, numerous theoretical and experimental

analyses were performed. These analyses have focused on all aspects of afterglows from

particular interactions to the general behavior of the decaying plasma. It is not practical to

mention all the reports relevant to this study, but several particularly significant studies of

afterglow kinetics are mentioned from which additional references may be attained.

Several analyses have been performed by J. Stevefelt and associates. Some of this

work was performed in connection with the work at AB Atomenergi. A large report was

published at AB Atomenergi in 1968 discussing results of spectroscopic studies of helium

afterglow [27]. This study was primarily concerned with the recombination processes in

the early afterglow. These studies were continued through the 1970s and 80s. Later

studies were performed at the University of Orleans in France. One publication of

particular relevance to the discussion below is the 1981 paper by Stevefelt, Pouvesle, and

Bouchoule [28]. In this paper, the authors examined the radiation emitted by diatomic

molecular helium and experimentally determined the function of the branching between

molecular radiative recombination and dissociation.
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The most significant paper for kinetic model development in noble gas plasmas

since its publication is the analysis performed by Deloche, Monchicourt, Cheret, and

Lambert in 1975 [29]. This study included an extensive theoretical and experimental

analysis of the processes relevant to helium afterglows. The results have been widely used

with reasonable agreement in all the fields discussed here. In the analysis by Deloche et al.

the effect of each interaction is considered separately in a kinetic model of the decaying

helium plasma. The density of all the relevant species are determined experimentally for a

range of pressure from 5 to 100 torr at 300 K. Using this information, the rate coefficients

and parameters are determined from the kinetic model.

Nuclear pumped lasers. The development of nuclear pumped lasers is also relevant

to the analysis considered here. Again, the body of work is too great to fully discuss all

relevant reports so a sample is presented. In general, the significant gas for producing laser

emission is not helium. Rather, the interaction of neutrons with 3He is used as the energy

source for lasing. This concept has been considered since the 1960s and the development

of gas lasers. Several studies have been reported by Wilson et al. with the particularly

relevant study published in 1979 by Wilson, DeYoung, and Harries [30]. This paper

discusses a kinetic model of a nuclear pumped 3He-Ar laser similar to the model discussed

below. A similar set of papers were published by Mis'kevich at the Engineering Physics

Institute in Moscow [31].

More recent publications include a model developed by Shon and Kushner [32] at

the University of Dlinois in 1993 for an argon laser with a He/Ar gas mixture. Though not

specifically concerned with nuclear pumping, the kinetic modeling, which considers 286

processes, is relevant. Most of these processes are for Ar interactions at different excited

states and not directly relevant to this analysis, but the general approach is very applicable.

Williams and Miley [33], also at the University of Illinois, published a similar study for a
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nuclear fragment source.

As can be seen from the above discussion, there are many sources of information

for developing a kinetic model of a helium plasma. However, few studies have considered

the range of parameters of interest for MHD energy conversion. Fewer still have focused

on the determination of the electrical conductivity of a nuclear induced helium plasma.

Therefore, the model must be developed cautiously and the assumptions associated with

each step realized and understood. With this in mind, the model is presented in the next

section.

2.2 Helium Plasma Model Derivation

The model of the ionization and recombination processes presented in this section

follows closely those presented by Deloche et al. [29] and Watanabe et al. [14]. The model

differs due to its focus specifically on a 3He/4He mixture ionized by neutron irradiation.

Also, the model is developed in a way that allows application to a broader range of

conditions.

2.2.1 Limitations and General Assumptions of the Model

As seen from the historical discussion, few works exist which consider nuclear-

induced ionization in 3He and 4He mixtures. The lack of previous works is especially

evident for conditions consistent with MHD energy conversion. As a result, much of the

information available upon which to base a model comes from the other fields of interest

discussed above. Due to the differences in conditions associated with these other works,

the validity of the available information over the range of conditions discussed here is
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various coefficients.

Due to the general lack of information, the available data is used as a starting point.

The purpose of the model developed in this section is to provide a general framework for

predictive analysis. As more experimental information becomes available, including the

results of the experiments discussed in the following chapters, this model can be updated.

In developing this model, more specific limitations are discussed.

Before proceeding with the model development, several assumptions about the

general system under study need to be presented. Additional assumptions regarding

specific processes are made as the model is developed.

Assume pure helium. The first assumption is the system consists entirely of helium

species. These species include any possible composition of 3He and 4He, but only helium.

In making this assumption, consideration of any impurity species resulting from wall

sputtering, outgassing, or any other mechanism is precluded.

This assumption also implies neglecting the effects of the tritium and hydrogen

produced in the 3He(n,p)T reaction. This should be a reasonable assumption considering

the rate of ionization exceeds the rate of tritium and hydrogen production by at least a factor

of 104 as shown below. This is also consistent with a real system in which the continual

removal of the hydrogen and tritium would be advantageous both to prevent embrittlement

and to maintain optimized gas properties.

Assume the density of the neutral background gas is constant. Secondly, assume

the density of the neutral background gas mixture is constant. In addition to the

background density being constant also assume the mixture ratio of 3He and 4He is

constant.



This assumption has two possible interpretations, both of which may apply

simultaneously. The first is the total volume of gas relative to the degree of interaction for

an appropriate length of time is sufficient to make changes in the neutral density negligible.

The second is the bulk gas is supplied at a rate sufficient to avoid affects associated with

changes in both the 4He neutral density and the 3He density.

Assume a low degree of ionization. The third assumption is an extension of the

interpretation of the second assumption. Assume the density of neutral background atoms

is much greater than the density of any other species in the system. Much greater can be

interpreted as a factor on the order of 103 . This assumption implies a low degree of

ionization which is consistent with the results of previous works [21].

Assume charge neutrality. Fourth, assume charge neutrality in an elemental

volume. This means the sum of the positive ion densities equals the free electron density in

each elemental volume. This is justified in the absence of electromotive forces significant

compared to the effects of the ion and electron mobility.

Flow effects and external fields The fifth assumption includes consideration of

effects due to flow and external fields. Since both flow and external magnetic fields are

required for MHD energy conversion, neglecting the associated effects is not entirely

justifiable. In fact, previous works have suggested both flow and external fields have a

significant effect on the behavior of the conductivity. Therefore, consideration of these

effects will be included after an examination of the interaction kinetics of the ionized gas.

For the purpose of focusing on the interaction kinetics assume the gas volume is

stationary. By itself, this assumption is reasonable if sonic transitions do not occur and
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acceleration is minimal or nonexistent. Under these conditions, the time variation of the

plasma parameters are unaffected.

Again for the purpose of focusing on the interaction kinetics assume there are no

applied fields in the gas volume. However, unlike the assumption regarding flow, this

assumption cannot be considered valid for MHD energy conversion purposes. The most

significant effect neglected in this assumption is Joule heating of the electrons. Due to the

potential significance of this effect, it will be reconsidered later.

Assume a cvlindricallv symmetric volume of infinite length. The final general

assumption is the system is contained in a cylindrically symmetric volume of infinite

length. Additionally, the plasma is perfectly centered in this volume and also cylindrically

symmetric. This assumption is primarily intended to simplify the problem of diffusion

discussed in the model. Consideration of the distribution of ionizing events also requires

information about the system geometry and particle range. If the actual system geometry

under consideration is incompatible with this assumption, only minor adjustment to the

model is required.

2.2.2 Interactions Modeled and the Associated Rate Equations

In this section, the processes considered relevant to the 3He/4He mixture are

presented. Associated with each process is a set of rate equations relating the change in

number density of the associated species to the rate at which the interaction occurs. As a

matter of consistent format, square bracket expressions, e.g. [He+], represent the number

density function of the species as a function of time and space. Rate equations associated

with the bulk neutral species are not presented since it is assumed the densities of these

species are constant. Rate equations for the Maxwellian electrons are discussed separately.
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Note the processes considered do not generally distinguish between 3He and 4He.

This topic is discussed in detail in the section on the computer code CSOLVE associated

with this model. Also, as mentioned in Chapter 1 , thermal neutron cross sections are

approximated by 0.025 eV neutron cross sections.

Ionization energy source

In order for the gas to maintain a state of ionization, energy must be provided to the

system. In this case, the ionization energy originates in the neutron absorption process of

the 3He isotope

*He + n° -+ 3H + p + 160keV (2-1)

The 760 keV of energy released in the reaction is distributed between the triton and proton.

From the conservation of momentum, on average the proton has kinetic energy of 570 keV

and the triton has 190 keV [14].

The rate at which this reaction occurs is a function of the 3He density and the

thermal neutron flux,
<f>n. In terms of the rate equations discussed in the following sections,

this interaction results in a source term proportional to

Soc YHe\
anp^ (2-2)

where is the cross section for the (n,p) reaction with 3He and is equal to 5300 b [6].

Note this value of the cross section is actually the cross section for 0.025 eV

neutrons. Since
3He is a 1/v absorber, the average thermal cross section can be determined

from a reference cross section if the neutron energy distribution is approximately a

Maxwellian. The average thermal neutron cross section differs from the reference value by

a factor of (nT0/4T)
y2

where T0 is the temperature of the reference neutrons and T is the

absolute temperature of the neutrons. In this case, 7>=293.61 K for 0.025 eV neutrons.
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For the experiments considered in later chapters, the average thermal neutron temperature,

T, in the experimental apparatus can not be greater than 800 K. Using this value for T, the

maximum difference between the average thermal neutron absorption cross section and the

0.025 eV neutron absorption cross section is a factor of 2. Therefore, the reference cross

section is used as an approximation of the average thermal neutron cross section. This

approximation is made throughout the remaining discussion unless otherwise noted.

Notice no consideration is given for the electrons originally associated with the

3He. These electrons are neglected because the rate of ionization due to the interaction of

the triton and proton with the bulk gas results in a factor on the order of 104 more free

electrons than the rate of electrons produced by the nuclear reaction. This point is further

discussed in the next section on nuclear fragment ionization.

Nuclear fragment ionization and excitation

The first process of interest is the transfer of the nuclear fragment energy, namely

the kinetic energy of the triton and proton, to the bulk gas by collisions. These collisions

can result in either ionization or excitation of the species into a higher energy state. Since it

was assumed the density of the bulk neutral species was at least three orders of magnitude

greater than any other species, it is reasonable to assume only the bulk neutrals interact with

the high energy ions. The processes of interest are

He + ff^He+ +e + fr (2-3)

He + jf^He+jf (2-4)

where the prime indicates the nuclear fragment has lower energy than before the interaction.

The metastable population created is mostly in the 2'P, 3^, 2 ! S, and 4'P states [29].



The electron released in the ionization process typically has kinetic energy greater

than the ionization energy of the surrounding atoms. As a result, these primary electrons

further ionize and excite the gas. Overall, the combination of primary and secondary

ionization and excitation processes results in a significant number of interactions associated

with each nuclear fragment.

This complex progression of interactions can be readily characterized by the

theories concerned with the ionization of gases by energetic charged particles. According

to Platzman [34], the initial energy of the original ion is transferred by ion production, atom

excitation, and subexcitation electron production. From the conservation of energy, these

terms are related by

T^Nft +N^+Nfi (2-5)

where T0 is the initial energy of the ion, N
{ is the number of singly charged atomic ions

ultimately produced, E
i
is the average energy expended in producing the ions, Nex is the

number of excited atoms ultimately produced, Ea is the average energy expended in

exciting atoms, and e is the average energy of the subexcitation electrons produced.

Define the term W as the mean energy required to form an ion pair

WsIs. = E
i
+ Em + £ (2-6)

Both the value of Wand the ratio of the number of excited atoms to the number of ionized

atoms has been measured extensively for the noble gases. A similar term can be defined

for the energy required to excite an atom

"• m
jf- (2-7)

ex

Relating Wand Wa using Equations 2-6 and 2-7 gives the following result

W.. =

V"ex)
W

(2-8)



From (2-2) and (2-6), the rate equation for nuclear fragment ionization can be

written as

d[He+]

dt
= f-L S = f^\ i

He](T <b

w (2-9)

where/is the fraction of the initial nuclear fragment energy transferred to the gas before the

ion is lost to the wall and E
ff

is the initial energy of the nuclear fragment. For the

hypothetical volume of infinite radius, this term is identically unity. If the radius is larger

than the range of a 570 keV proton in the gas,/is unity for some region of the volume. If

the radius is smaller than the proton range,/is always less than unity.

For the purpose of these calculations, a form of/along the central axis can be used.

Following the analysis in Braun [21], the Bragg curve, which describes the distribution of

ionization events along the track of the ion fragment, can be approximated by a straight line

between a minimum at the particle origin to a maximum at the end of the particle track. If

the ratio of the specific ionization at the track end to the track beginning is aB and the particle

range is R
p , the approximate Bragg curve is

b„(r) = 1 +
R (2-10)

J

Assuming the thermal neutron flux distribution is constant and the volume length is greater

than or equal to the diameter, the form of/along the central axis is

R

f(r = 0) = jbB (r)dr (2-11)

where R is the radius of the volume. Completing the integration gives the two expressions

f(r = 0) =
R

P B

1+ 1

2 RL

p J

f(r = 0) = \ ,R
P
<R

(2-12)
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Since the proton and triton have different ranges and kinetic energy, the value of/ will

differ for the two species. To account for these differences, the product of the function/

and the fragment energy £# can be rewritten

Additional correction terms can be included to account for shadow effects resulting from

the presence of instrumentation components in the real volume.

A similar expression for the metastable atoms can be written as

As mentioned above, the metastable population consists of atoms in several possible states.

As a result, each state could have an associated rate equation. In this analysis, all

metastables are grouped together resulting in a single associated rate equation. Further

consideration of individual metastable states is given in later sections on collisions.

Atomic helium ion recombination

The next process of interest is the recombination of atomic helium ions. The

recombination can take place by three primary mechanisms: radiative recombination,

electron-assisted three-body recombination, and neutral-assisted three-body recombination.

These three recombination paths are implied by experimental data to be the most significant

[29]. The above processes may result in the production of either neutral ground state or

metastable atoms.

In the case of metastable production, some of the interaction energy is transferred to

the bound electrons of the recombining ion. The resulting metastable is either in the 23P,

2!P, 23S, or 2'S state [35]. In writing the associated rate equations, the population of each

electronic state may be treated separately. In order to maintain a manageable number of

f- Eff=fp
E

p +frET (2-13)

(2-14)
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equations and since experimental data of individual branching ratios is limited, all

metastable populations are included in one term. Unlike kinetic studies of nuclear pumped

lasers, the detailed analysis of electronic states is unnecessary for the present research.

Radiative recombination. Radiative recombination conforms to the following two

processes

He* +e-> He + hv

or

(2-15)

He+ +e^He'+hv (2-16)

where to) represents the energy released by a photon emitted during recombination. These

processes result in a decrease in the helium ion density which can be expressed as

dt

(

J rod
fr

d[He\\

dt
= -a.

Jrad

7 [He
+
][e] (2-17)

The term/r describes the fraction of radiative recombination processes resulting in the

production of metastable neutrals. The term a, is the coefficient of radiative recombination.

The temperature ratio is included because the recombination process may be dependent

upon the electron temperature. The term x, accounts for nonlinear behavior of the

interaction as a function of temperature and is generally determined from emperical data.

Electron-assisted three-body recombination. Electron-assisted three-body

recombination results in the energy released in recombination being transferred to a second

electron. As a result, energy is added to the background electron population. The process

proceeds as follows



He* + e + e-*He + e + Q (2-18)

or

He* + He +e + Q (2-19)

where Q represents the release of kinetic energy and is a function of the initial and final

electronic state of the helium. The associated rate equation is

d[He*]^

dt
Je-Z

J_
d[He}^

dt
Jt-3

4£]
dt

= -cc.

Jt-l

I j V 1

t

T
[He

+
][e]

2

(2-20)

where ae is the coefficient of electron-assisted three-body recombination. Again,fe

describes the fraction of electron-assisted recombinations resulting in metastable neutrals

and y, describes the nonlinear temperature dependence.

Neutral-assisted three-bodv recombination. Neutral-assisted three-body

recombination is similar to electron-assisted recombination. In this case, the energy of the

recombination process is transferred to the neutral atom

He* + e + He He + He + Q (2-21)

or

He*+e + He^> He' + He + Q

The associated rate equation is

jgfll 1 (d[He*\\

dt
SHe-3

= -a. [He*][He][e]

(2-22)

(2-23)

where a„ is the coefficient of neutral assisted three body recombination. The term/n and

the temperature ratio in parentheses are equivalent to those described above.
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Molecular helium ion recombination

A similar set of recombination processes takes place with molecular helium ions. In

general, molecular helium ions could include He2
+

, He3+, and heavier clusters. In this

model, only He2
+ is included since most previous works suggest the plasma behavior due

to molecular species can be well characterized considering diatomic molecules only [29].

It should be noted that some studies provide significant evidence for heavier

molecule formation under some conditions [36]. Since the conditions under which heavy

molecules are detected are generally at pressures and temperatures outside the range

considered for MHD energy conversion, neglecting heavy molecules should not introduce

significant error. Even if heavy molecular helium species are present, their effect on the

system kinetics is usually negligible.

Since no ground state neutral helium molecule exists, all recombination processes

involving helium molecules result in metastable molecule production or dissociation to

neutral atoms. The metastable molecules may be formed in any allowed combination of

excited electronic, vibrational and rotational states. As with consideration of atomic ion

recombination, all excited states are included in one expression.

Radiative recombination and dissociation. As with atomic ion recombination,

molecular ions experience radiative recombination. However, due to the recombining

species being molecular helium, the dissociative process needs to be considered

simultaneously. The possible recombination processes are

He
2 +e-> He

2 + hv (2-24)

or

He
2

+
(v,K) + e-> {He

2
'{p,v,K)}^> He(p) + He + Q (2-25)
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where p, v, and K represent the energy state of the species. The dissociative process, (2-

25), actually involves a three part interaction in which an electronically excited metastable

molecule is formed before dissociation. The result is the production of two neutral atoms,

at least one being excited, and kinetic energy.

The branching ratio between the radiative recombination and dissociation processes

is highly dependent upon the fractional ionization as shown by Stevefelt et al. [28]. In

general, above a fractional ionization of 2 x 10"5
, the radiative process dominates. In the

work by Stevefelt et al.[28], the branching ratio,/,*, is defined by

f«-^T (2-26)
d

where a,2 is the rate coefficient for radiative recombination and ad is the rate coefficient for

dissociative recombination. Over the range of the data provided, the branching ratio is well

characterized by an exponential function

f -he I*

where a and b are emperically derived constants. Deloche et al. [29] used a similar

definition of the branching ratio

/i*(
=

^21

)

= ~— f2-2R1

where the expression in parentheses is the name used in the reference. Combining these

two expressions provides a means for using the general formulation developed by Deloche

et al. while including the dependence on fractional ionization as discussed by Stevefelt et al.

f — 1

-
1

ht
1 +/ "

flJfL (2-29)
Jrd

1 + Z>e""l

Consistent with the treatment by Deloche et al. this branching factor is also applied to

electron-assisted and neutral-assisted three-body recombination processes.



The rate equations used here are of the same form as those used by Deloche et al.

dt
Jd

d[He

dt
Jd

(9/

= -a

(2-30)

The rate coefficient is the combined rate coefficient for radiative and dissociative

processes. The factorfg is the fraction of recombination processes leading to ground state

atoms. It is included to compensate for dissociation to the ground state which is consistent

with the treatment of Deloche et al. Note the electron temperature dependence of both

dissociative and radiative recombination is assumed the same.

Electron assisted three body recombination Electron-assisted three-body

recombination of molecules follows the process

He
2 + e + e -> He

2
' + e + Q (2-31)

where as before, Q is the kinetic energy released in the process. The corresponding rate

equations with a
e2

the rate coefficient, are

dt

1

A-3

d[He\

dt
/e-i (*-/,-/,) dt

A-3

dt

(2-32)

which is similar in form to the equations for atomic recombination. As with the atomic

recombination processes, a temperature dependence is included.

Neutral-assisted three-body recombination Again, similar to the case for atomic

recombination, the neutral-assisted three-body recombination process and rate equations
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and

He
2
+ e + He-+ He* + He + Q (2-33)

d[He
2

+
]^

dt
/«-3 u dt

Jn-l

d[He
2*Y

dt
Jn-l

= -a
(j V2

(2-34)

^ [He+lHele]
\T

0

Associative ionization. The inverse of the dissociative process is called associative

ionization and is described by the following interaction

He +He^He
2

+ + e (2-35)

The rate equations for associative ionization are

d[He£]) ( d[He']

dt dt
= Pai

[He-][He] (2-36)

where pV is the rate coefficient. This process is generally considered negligible due to the

small corresponding reaction rate for most cases of interest [14]. For completeness, the

associative ionization process is included in the model.

Conversion of helium ions and metastables to molecules

An important source of molecules is conversion of atomic ions and metastables.

These processes are known to occur rapidly after ionization and result in the processes

associated with molecular species dominating the plasma behavior over a significant range

of conditions.

Ion conversion. Considered first neutral-assisted atomic ion conversion

He+ +He + He-> He
2

+ + He (2-37)



Two forms of the rate equation characterizing this process are considered. The first is used

by C. J. Chen [37] and Watanabe et al. [14], and is consistent in form with the rate

equations discussed to this point

dt

d[He
+

]

dt
- -a. [He+][Hef (2-38)

where a
c
is the rate coefficient and T

g
is the gas temperature. Note the temperature ratio in

this case does not include the electron temperature since no electrons are involved in the

process. The second form is used by Deloche et al. [29]. Like the form used by Chen,

Deloche's form is also independent of electron temperature

d[He^

dt dt
= -f]P

2
[He

+

]

where P is the gas pressure and 77 is a conversion coefficient.

(2-39)

Both forms appear equally in the literature and upon closer inspection, both forms

are equivalent. Converting (2-39) to a form consistent with the parameters used by Chen

using the equation of state for a gas gives

-77F {He+} = -(nk%i) ±l\ [He+}[He] (2-40)

The temperature ratio is added to account for effects due to gas temperatures other than the

reference temperature. Using the conditions of Deloche's experiments, the temperature

ratio drops out and the equation reduces identically to Deloche's original equation, (2-38).

In an effort to maintain a similar format for the rate equations, (2-39) is used here.

Metastable conversion. Atomic metastables are converted to molecular metastases

by a neutral-assisted three-body collision

He + He + He -> He
2

' + He (2-4

1

)



As was the case with atomic ion conversion to molecular ions, two forms of the rate

equations are considered which are of similar form to the ion conversion expressions (2-

38) and (2-39). Again, both equations are equivalent and for consistency, the form

adopted here is

Metastable collisions

Collisions between metastable species are a significant source of ions and electron

energy. In a rigorous treatment, modeling these processes can be complicated because of

the number of possible interactions between metastables of different energy states. In this

treatment, all metastable states are combined into single atomic and molecular metastable

populations.

Three generalized interactions are considered: atomic-atomic metastable, molecular-

molecular metastable and atomic-molecular metastable collisions. Each of these three

interactions may result in either atomic or molecular ion production. Also, each of these

interactions results in energy being transferred to the electron population.

Atomic-atomic metastable collisions. Consider first collisions between atomic

metastables

He + He* -> He* +He + e + Q (2-43)

dt j I dt
J/ conv* \ / conv*

[He}Hef (2-42)

or

He* + He* -> He
2

+ +e + Q (2-44)
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Define the fraction of interactions leading to atomic ions, (2-43), as X„. The

corresponding rate equations are

(

dt

_2_

Xu

(

d[He
+

]

dt

= -2
dt

= ~Pn[He]

d[He
2

+

f
dt

Ja'-a'

.12

Ja*-a*

(2-45)

The factor of two in the ion production terms is due to the consumption of two metastables

per ion produced.

Molecular-molecular metastable collisions. For collisions between molecular

metastable species, the process and rate equations are similar to those for atomic collisions

He
2 + He2

-> He* + 3He + e + Q (2-46)

or

He
2
' + He2

-» He
2
+ 2He + e + Q (2-47)

Again defining the fraction of interactions leading to atomic ions, Equation 2-46, as X22 , the

rate equations are

d[He
2 ]

dt
Jm*-m>

_2_

Xn

' d[He^

dt

4^1
dt

Sm*-m'

= -2f4£T
dt

(2-48)

= -P22[He2'f
Jm*-

The factor of two serves the same purpose as with atomic metastable collisions, balancing

the rate of metastable destruction with the rate of ion production.

It should be noted that the metastable collision processes presented do not include

all possible outcomes. Collisions between molecular metastables may also produce heavier

ions, each of which results in additional energy release to the free electron population. As
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stated previously, for the model presented here, production of molecules larger than the

diatomic are neglected.

Atomic-molecular metastable collisions. Finally, metastable atoms may collide with

metastable molecules in the process

He +He
2
' -> He+ +2He + e + Q (2-49)

or

He' + He
2
' -» He

2

+ + He + e + Q (2-50)

As before, define XI2 as the fraction of interactions resulting in production of atomic ions.

The rate equations are

d[He]^

dt

fd\He^
dt

1

(1-*12 )

1

Xn

d[He
2

+
]^

(

d[He^

dt

(2-51)

In this case, the factor of 1/2 is included to maintain a consistent format with Equations 2-

45 and 2-49. This factor should be considered when interpreting experiments aimed at

measuring the coefficient P,2 .

Electron-metastable collisions

The last class of interactions considered in this model are superelastic collisions

between metastable neutrals and electrons. These processes result in a release of kinetic

energy to the electrons and leaves the helium species in the ground state.



Atom-electron collisions. For the case of a superelastic collision between a

metastable helium atom and an electron

He +e->He + e + Q

the rate equation is

f

[He\e] (2-53)

(2-52)

d[He']

dt
/He'-e

Ml
dt

= -a.
( j v

'He'-e

The value of Q for this process depends on the excitation level of the metastable. Values

corresponding to transitions from the 2 ! S and 23S states are 20.6 eV and 19.8 eV,

respectively [29].

Molecule-electron collisions Similar transition processes can occur with metastable

molecules. In the case of molecules, decomposition to ground state neutral atoms also

occurs since no ground state helium molecules exist

He
2
' + e-^2He + e + Q

The corresponding rate equation is

r
d[He

2
'\

\ _ ( c{e-]\
(

dt

(2-54)

dt
'He, *-e

= -a
s2

J He, *-e
T (2-55)

Again, the value of Q depends on the initial energy state of the molecule. A typical

transition from the 232 state with no vibrational excitation releases 17.9 eV of kinetic

energy to the electron [29].
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General form of the equations

Having described the processes considered significant and the corresponding effect

on the population of the four groups of helium species, a set of particle density equations

can be formulated. These equations describe both the spatial and time variation of the

species populations.

Consider a volume fixed in the space occupied by the gas. The change in the

population density of species X as a function of position and time can be written asM =«*.fe| =MtI1%1)1
Dt dt dt dr dt

1 n (2-56)

Spatial variation. The second term on the right hand side of Equation 2-56

describes how particles of species X pass through the volume. From diffusion theory, this

term can be rewritten using the ambipolar diffusion coefficient, D, as

v.V[X(r,0]=DV2
[X(r,r)] (2.57)

For ion diffusion, using the form presented by Deloche et al. [29], the Laplacian in (2-57)

is written in the form

(

f

diff

1 +
r.(r.f)

Vv * J

V[X(r,0] (2-58)

As an approximation, the diffusion term can be written in the form used by

Watanabe et al. [14]

D,DV 2
[X] = --[X]

(2-59)

where L is a characteristic length of the system. Also, the ambipolar diffusion coefficient

can be written in terms of a reference value
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D = D(T0)Mf T En

P
(2-60)

where T0 is the reference temperature, D(T0) is the reference value of the ambipolar

diffusion coefficient, and p0 is the reference pressure. These expressions for the diffusion

term are used in the computer code CSOLVE described later.

Time variation. The first term in (2-56) represents the total change in the population

density in the control volume due to all other mechanisms. These mechanisms include the

kinetic processes described previously. The general form of the time variation of the

population density is the summation of the rate equations presented for each process

dt
=1

dt
(2-61)

' process

By combining the spatial and time variation components, Equations 2-56 and 2-61,

the total change in population density as a function of time and space can be determined.

The resulting four species density equations are listed below.

The rate equation for atomic helium ions is

D
i
He+

] _= D„.V 1 + ^-

-[He+][e] a.

( T V'
e

( j V'

W + «. ih [He]
T

-a, [He+][He]
2

(2-62)
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For molecular helium ions, the rate equation is

Dt

(f
r

>

T
vv '«y

+ a.

v^oy
[//e

+

][^f + ^[^-J[//,]

^(O-^^A.I^r+fl-^jA^^I^I+O-^)^^;]
2

)
(2-63)

V V i oy

( j y*

el

v^oy

(t Y 2

^

The rate equation for atomic metastable neutral helium is

D[He}

Dt

^y Y'

vToy K
ToJ

[He]

J

\ v'oy
+ CC.

( j YJ

-zr\ [e] + a
tn2

v'oy y

-Ai[««r-7Aa[&l*i']-^I»] (2-64)

-a,.

^0

(
J >

^oy

The rate equation for molecular metastable helium neutrals is

+[^2

+
]H(i-/,.-/J

v^oy

^oy

/y Y*

v-^oy

-^[^2*]
2

-^A2[^*I^]-a.9 2

v^oy
[He

2'][e]

[He] (2-65)
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Electron continuity equation

In order to characterize the electron population, the total energy of the Maxwellian

electrons is calculated. Following the analysis of Deloche et al., the energy density of the

Maxwellian electrons in cylindrical coordinates is

V
t
(r,t) =hT

e (r,t%e(r,t)] (2-66)

where k is Boltzmann's constant. The total change in the Maxwellian electron energy

density is

(2-67)

where De is the electron thermal diffusion coefficient. The first term in the parentheses

describes the change in energy density due to changes in the electron density. The second

term describes changes in the energy density due to changes in the electron temperature.

Charge neutrality condition. Because of the assumption of charge neutrality, the

first part of the energy density balance is found from the density equations for ionic species

Dt Dt Dt
(2"68)

This term may also be written as the charge neutrality condition without loss of information

as follows

[e] = [He+]+[He2+] (
2_69)

Electron energy equation. The second part of the energy density balance requires

more analysis. Consider first the diffusion term. Assuming electron-neutral collisions

dominate, the diffusion coefficient can be written as [29,38]



kTD - '

mv. (2-70)

where m is the electron mass, and is the electron-neutral collision frequency. Electron-

ion collisions can be neglected in calculating the diffusion since the neutral background

density is assumed to be orders of magnitude greater than any other species density and

therefore controls mobility. The electron-neutral collision frequency can be written in terms

of the electron-neutral momentum transfer cross section, Qeo , as

vV2

v,o =-d0{He]
3 v itm

(2-71)

Substituting (2-71) into the expression for the diffusion coefficient, (2-70), produces

3 fn*TAV2

D.= (2-72)SQ
0[He]{ 2m J

This expression is discussed again in the derivation of the conductivity model. Substituting

(2-72) into the diffusion term and pulling constant terms out of the differential gives

3

(2-73)
*<L[He]

The time variation of the electron temperature requires additional consideration of

the processes described for species interactions. The first interaction of interest is elastic

collisions between electrons and neutrals. The change in electron temperature due to elastic

collisions with neutrals can be expressed in terms of the collision frequency

dt

2m
(2-74)

Je-0 M

This expression assumes the electron temperature is greater than or equal to the gas

temperature. Making the substitution for the collision frequency in terms of the momentum

transfer cross section gives

*0 - MQjHe) \2km~r v2,r T x

dt)
e_0 3M V * ' 1 e ~ g >

(2-75)



Additional energy is lost from the Maxwellian electron population by elastic

collisions between electrons and ions. Analogous to the expression for energy loss in

collisions with neutrals, the time rate of change of electron temperature due to elastic

collisions with ions is

v A )t-i

2m

~M (2-76)

where vei is the electron-ion collision frequency and Mis the mass of the ionic species.

The collision frequency between electrons and ions is much more complicated than

that for neutral collisions. Deloche et al. [29] derives an expression for the collision

frequency making two assumptions which are adopted here

-mv 2 =kT
2

*»1
v.

(2-77)

(2-78)

where v is the mean electron velocity and v, is the mean ion velocity. These assumptions

are reasonable for all conditions of interest here. The resulting collision frequency

including collisions between electrons and both atomic and molecular ions as derived by

Deloche et al. [29] is

ei2T

eW2
[e]

V2

Substituting Equation 2-79 into the rate equation, (2-76), gives

dt ). ..

3/2 >

(2-79)

4ne
0 )

2MK2k) V J 2 l 2 J
J T

e

m

•In

3*(4*£0 )

2

f j 3/2

e
3K1/2

[ef

(2-80)

The factor of 1/2 before the molecular density is the result of the molecular mass being

twice the atomic mass. This expression assumes all molecular species have a mass twice
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the mass of the atomic species. This assumption may introduce some error if heavy

molecular species are present and when differences in isotopic mass is considered.

Energy is added to the electron population by the processes listed above which

included a Q value. This energy transfer takes place as the non-Maxwellian electrons

ejected from the interactions slow down by collisions in the plasma. Since the high energy

electrons can collide with neutrals and ions as well as background Maxwellian electrons,

only a fraction of the released energy is transferred to the background electrons. The

energy from interactions of type i transferred to the electrons is defined as E,, The resulting

change in the electron energy density can be related to the rate equation of the particular

process i by

dT. 2E.. 4lP
dt

(2-81)

Ji
dt J, 3k[e]

The resulting energy rate terms are found by making the appropriate substitution into (2-81)

resulting in the following equations:

electron-assisted three-body recombination for atomic ions

dt a<r-3

2E,
=—-a,

3k
'

(t V
\T0

(2-82)

electron-assisted three-body recombination for molecular ions

(dT. _2E
e2 ael

\ ToJ
[He

2

+
][e]^ yL-a 3k

collisions between atomic metastables

[Hef

(2-83)

dt 3k
11

[e]
(2-84)

collisions between molecular metastables

i2

dT.

v dt )m._m . 3k
(2-85)
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collisions between atomic and molecular metastables

dt Ja* 3k

[He][He
2
']

[e]

superelastic collisions with atomic metastables

(2-86)

(dT,

dt

2^
3k

a. (2-87)

and, superelastic collisions with molecular metastables

dt 'si

=
2E^

3k
a

f j V' 2

si (2-88)

The value of the various Ei is dependent upon the initial energy and free diffusion

of the ejected electron. An upper limit for E, is the Q value corresponding to the particular

interaction. In general, these interactions release a few eV to the electron gas per

interaction. Deloche et al. shows for electrons with initial energy between 15 eV and 20

eV, E, can be approximated by the expression

E, = 1.385x10^
eV-cm 3,2

Torr
l/2 ([e]T\V2

K 1/2

P J

(2-89)

within the limits

w <2xlOn
cm^Torr- 1

(2-90)

This expression neglects effects due to the free diffusion of the electrons. If such effects

are significant, Deloche suggests modifying the constant in Equation 2-89. In the event of

insufficient information regarding the energy transfer to the Maxwellian electrons for a

particular kinetic process, Equation 2-89 may be used.

Additional energy is transferred directly to the Maxwellian electrons by the

relaxation of the metastable molecules. A likely mechanism for this energy transfer, as



suggested by Collins [39], involves the capture of an electron by an ionic molecule in a

highly excited electronic state immediately followed by autoionization

The most significant source of highly excited molecular ions is the conversion of atomic

ions. Therefore, the rate of energy transfer from the relaxation of metastable molecules to

the Maxwellian electrons is proportional to the rate of conversion

The maximum possible value for Er is 2.387 eV [29].

Collisions between metastable species also lead to the production of excited ionic

molecules which may then release energy to the background electron population. As a

result, an additional energy transfer term proportional to the metastable collision rates could

be included. In form, this term would be proportional to the metastable energy transfer

rates, (2-84), (2-85), and (2-86), multiplied by a factor (1+m). The factor m represents the

proportion of the metastable collision energy transfer coefficient, E^, E^, and E^,

transferred to the background electrons by relaxation processes. However, increasing the

value of E^ to compensate for this factor has the same effect.

The high energy ions produced in the nuclear reaction with 3He also transfer some

energy to the electrons. This energy transfer takes place via collisions between the sub-

excitation electrons produced in ionizing collisions and thermalized electrons. As discussed

above, the mean energy of the sub-excitation electrons is e . This energy is transferred

primarily to thermal electrons and neutrals through collisions. As presented by Watanabe et

al. [14] the fraction of the sub-excitation electron energy transferred to Maxwellian

He
2

+
( v, K) + 2e -> He

2
'(p,v,K) + e + Q,

He
2
'{p, v, K) -> He

2

+
(v -l,K) + e + Q2 (2-92)

(2-91)

(2-93)
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electrons is related to the collision frequencies for electron-electron collisions and electron-

neutral collisions

E =
2mv.

(2-94)

M
The electron-neutral collision frequency is the same as given in (2-71). The electron-

electron collision frequency is similar to the electron-ion collision frequency, (2-79)

(2-95)v.. =
8/

eW2
[e]

1'2

J

Substituting (2-95) into the energy transfer expression, (2-94), and rearranging gives

E =

x

4m[He]Q
e0

(4xe0kTe )

2

nM[e] e
A

(
f

^3/2y- 3/2 V
In

(2-96)

^V/2
[ef 'J

Each primary ionization process results in energy transfer so the total rate of energy transfer

from sub-excitation electrons to Maxwellian electrons is proportional to the source term

Vdt )ff

J
3kW [e]

(2-97)

An additional source of energy to the electrons comes from externally applied fields

in the form of Joule heating. Though it was stated in the general assumptions that external

fields and flow were to be neglected, the associated effects are significant to plasma

behavior for MHD energy conversion. Therefore, an expression for energy transfer due to

Joule heating is presented for completeness

I * Jjo* l + (a>T)
2

3k[e]
(2-98)

where r\e is the channel efficiency, ot is the electrical conductivity of the flow, m is the

Hall parameter, u is the flow velocity, and B is the magnetic field strength.
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Combining the above expressions describing the individual processes, the total rate

of change of the electron temperature can be written as

3k DT
2 Dt \6Q

eo
[He] V 2m

v(r;/2vr
f )

+M
f j Y 1

(E.(l-/.) + E../>, d- [He
+

]
+ E

e2ae2
± [He+]

E ra.

r T
\<- ( j Y»»

±\[He'] + E
s2as

± [He;]

E„£.

+|(Ej5u[^f + EmJ322[^2*f + Ej312[/fe*I*fe/])

M(4^e0 )

2

V 2k V 1 2 [ 2
*J T*2

SQe0 [He] EkhH m( v

^
e
3Kl/2

[ef
2

3/2 \
(2-99)

2.2.4 The Electrical Conductivity Model

Since the primary objective of this model is to predict the behavior of the electrical

conductivity of the gas, an appropriate model of the conductivity is needed. Theories of

conductivity for both weakly ionized gases and fully ionized plasmas have been extensively

investigated. In the case of an extremely weak ionization, collisions between electrons and

neutrals dominate so the conductivity is proportional to the thermal diffusion of the

electrons. In the case of a highly ionized gas, the interaction of the electric field of the

electrons and ions controls the conductivity. Note the conductivity associated with the ions

is neglected since the mobility of the electrons is much greater than the mobility of the ions.
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The degree of ionization for this work is expected to be between the two extremes.

An appropriate model of the conductivity, as suggested by Lin et al. [40], treats these

effects simultaneously. The Lin-Resler-Kantrowitz model of conductivity considers the

two effects as serial resistances

1 v 1 v 1

—=L— +L— (2-100:

where ae is the electrical conductivity of the gas, is the portion of the conductivity

resulting from electron-neutral collisions, and ati is the portion of the conductivity resulting

from the interaction of the electrons with the ions. The summations result from the

possibility of multiple ion and neutral species interacting with the electrons. This model is

analogous to an electrical circuit comprised of two resistors in series, requiring the

electrons to flow through both resistors.

Consider first the electron-neutral collision dominated conductivity term. Since the

background density of neutral helium is assumed much greater than any other species, only

collisions between electrons and neutral helium atoms are considered.

Chapman and Cowling [38] developed a conductivity model for a single ion species

in a gas of mostly neutrals. In the case of interest here, the ionic species is the electrons.

The general form of the electrical conductivity driven by electron collisions with neutral

helium atoms is

where De0 is the thermal diffusion coefficient of the electrons in neutral helium. If the

electrons and neutrals are modeled as rigid elastic spheres, the thermal diffusion coefficient

is approximated by

D. (2-101)
{47C£0)kTe

(2-102)
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Substituting this expression into the collision dominated conductivity term, (2-101), and

simplifying the reduced mass assuming m«M, the conductivity becomes

_3 f? [e] e
2

The thermal diffusion term reduces to the expression used above, (2-72), so the

conductivity model is consistent with the earlier analysis.

Similar expressions have been presented in other works [14,40], differing from this

expression only in a constant term. It should be noted, as discussed by Lin et al. [40], and

Rosa [3], the expression used for the diffusion is not directly applicable for gases in which

the Ramsauer-Townsend effect is significant such as argon. In the case of helium, this

model is applicable.

Next consider the ion interaction dominated conductivity term. The generally

accepted form of the conductivity for a highly ionized gas is developed by Spitzer et al.

[41] Spitzer begins with Boltzmann's equation and shows the diffusion coefficient is

related to the Debye shielding length. For a singly ionized gas, the conductivity, in MKS

units, is found to be

2Y* (W(*r.)*

where A is

_ U7t(e
QkTf

2

The coefficient y represents the deviation of the real gas from a Lorentz gas. The

calculation of yis discussed by Cohen et al.[42] Calculated values of y are tabulated in

Spitzer et al. [41] for several values of the mean ionic charge in the gas. For the case of

interest here, the mean ionic charge is unity and the corresponding value of yis 0.5816.
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Substituting the Equations 2-103 and 2-104, into the general conductivity model,

(2-100), gives the desired result. Rearranging to a form similar to that given by Rosa [3],

the electrical conductivity is

f 2r i V
e [g]

(mkT
ef

/
2 y/2

[He]Q
e0 +
—
2y

1 (k^12

2J AK£
0kTe

[e]lnA (2-106)

2.3 CSOLVE - The Kinetic and Conductivity Model Code

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the model described above, numerical values

must be obtained and compared to experimental values. The model consists of a set of

strongly coupled nonlinear differential equations which are difficult to solve analytically.

Therefore, a computer algorithm, CSOLVE, is used to solve these equations numerically.

The code CSOLVE is based on the code developed by Watanabe et al. [14] called

PCD. The PCD code uses a slightly different model than the one presented here. The most

significant difference is PCD allows the inclusion of additional species, A and B, which

may produce ions A+, B+, and B-. A real system is likely to produce trace amounts of

additional species due to wall sputtering and other effects. As a result, these species are

typically metallic atoms. Experiments have shown these species can have a measurable

effect on the conductivity [23], usually beneficial.

For the present investigation, these species are not included for two reasons. First,

the kinetics of the interaction is dependent upon the specific species involved. In order to

include the effects due to these impurity species accurately, a physical system should be

defined and the associated expected effects can then be added to the model. Secondly, the

addition of these species usually results in an increase in the conductivity so calculations for

a pure helium system should give reasonably conservative values upon which further

development may be based.
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2.3.1 Description of Code Operation

The code CSOLVE uses an iterative method of solving the six model equations for

the four helium species densities, the electron density, and the electron temperature. A

complete listing of the code with comments is included in Appendix A.

Following the method used in PCD, the species densities and electron temperature

are handled separately. Since these two parameters are interdependent, an iterative

approach is used to solve for a set of concentrations and the corresponding electron

temperature.

The program first uses the Newton-Raphson method and LU decomposition to

solve for the steady-state solution of the five species concentrations. An initial guess for

the electron temperature is used to begin the iterative process. The routine called MNEWT

is taken from Press et al. [43] verbatim. The mathematical theory of the method is

described in Appendix A.

Once the species concentrations are determined, the corresponding electron

temperature is found from the steady-state solution of the equation for the time rate of

change of electron temperature, (2-99). With the calculated values of the species

concentrations, the electron temperature equation reduces to a one dimensional equation.

The surest method of solving this equation is by the bisection method as described by Press

et al. Again, the details of the method are discussed in Appendix A.

The newly calculated value of the electron temperature is compared to the previous

electron temperature. If the difference between the two values is greater than the required

degree of accuracy, a new set of species densities is calculated using the new electron

temperature. The electron temperature is again updated using the new species densities.

This iteration is repeated until the electron temperature, and hence species densities,

converge within an acceptable level of accuracy.
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Table 2-1. Input parameters for CSOLVE.

Input Set 1 - &inpl
Model Code Model Code Model Code

phi EP ep ET et
none nvi W w £ eex
n ex/ly l rnxni Rv rp RT rt

aB ab B gaus u vel
P press T

8 tg *
n rdens

iL chlgt eta COT ihall
<*np sigmf mole frac. [

3
He] rf

Input Set2-&inp2
Model Code Model Code Model Code
ar ar ae ae an
xl xl yi yi zl
Tr fr fe fe fn fn
and ar2 ae2 <*n2 an2
x2 x2 y2 y2 Z2 z2
Q. ard b brd h fng
ac ac ac * acs
Y -xc xc *c* xcs

«r as <*s2 as2
Zs zs zs2 zs2
Pll bll fin bl2 022 b22
XII chill XI

2

chil2 X22 chi22
Pai bai DX difp(n) E« deCO

Input Set 3 -&inp3
Code Use Code Use
nophi # of fluxes to calculate temax Maximum for Te
nnmx Max. # of program

iterations

ntrial Max. # ofMNEWT
iterations

eps Limit of maximum error tolx Limit for MNEWT
tolf Limit for MNEWT xCl-5) Init. guess for

concentrations

Required innut data for CSOT VF CSOLVE requires an input deck with

appropriate values for a number of parameters. These parameters are divided into three

main sets. The first set consists of fundamental gas properties, flow properties, and bulk

concentrations. The second set consists of properties associated with specific kinetic

processes including rate coefficients and exponents, branching fractions, ambipolar

diffusion coefficients, and electron energy transfer coefficients. The third set includes
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information for the solution methods used such as accuracy limits, initial guesses, and fail

safe limits. A complete list of the required input parameters is included in Table 2-1 and a

sample input deck is included in Appendix A.

Computed output of CSOT .VF. Once the required data is provided to CSOLVE, the

code calculates the density of the four helium species considered, the electron density, and

the electron temperature for steady-state. The output consists of a list of the input data and

results of calculations. The calculated values are listed as a table of values for the number

density of the bulk gas, 3He, 4He, He+ He2+ He*, and He2
* as a function of neutron

flux. Also, the code tabulates the value of the electron Debye length, electron mean-free

path, Hall parameter, electron temperature and electrical conductivity. A sample of the

calculated output is shown in Figure 2-1 and the complete sample output is included in

Appendix A.

Tg 00 - 500.00 press (otm) - 8.333E-02
rdens - 5.000E-02 [N] (/onA3) - 1.223E+18

Flux [He3]
(/cmA2/s) C/anA3)

[He4]

C/cmA3)
1.000E+12 1.223E+18 0.000E-01
1.000E+13 1.223E+18 0.000E-01
1.000E+14 1.223E+18 0.000E-01

[He+] [He2+] [He*] [He2*]
C/OHA3) (/cnVS) C/onA3) (/cmA3)
5.421E-f07 8.290E+10 3.938E+10 7.213E+10
5.709E+08 2.413E+11 2.219E+U 1.501E+11
5.897E+09 6.486E+11 9.102E+11 2.937E+11

Flux [e] Debye
(/cmA2/s) (/onA3) (on)
1.000E+12 8.296E+10 1.695E-02
1.000E+13 2.419E+11 9.%2E-03
1.000E+14 6.545E+11 6.133E-03

MFP Hall

Con)

1.136E-03 0.000E-01
1.136E-03 0.000E-01
1.136E-03 0.000E-01

Te Cond.

(K) [mho/in]

500.68 1.9096E-01
504.07 5.5495E-01
516.94 1.4827E+00

Figure 2-1. Sample output of calculated results from CSOLVE.

2.3.2 Atomic and Coefficient Data

Knowledge of appropriate values for the various atomic and coefficient data values

required to calculate species concentrations and the electron temperature. This is true for
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both the numerical calculations discussed in this section and analytical calculations

discussed previously. As a result, the more accurately the atomic and coefficient data is

known, the more accurately the desired parameters can be calculated. At this point, several

comments need to be made regarding the current knowledge of this information.

Limitations of existing data

As discussed above in the background information about gas kinetics, many studies

have been concerned with calculating and measuring the various parameters used in this

model. These studies have originated in several related fields, most notably afterglow

kinetics, nuclear pumped lasers, and nuclear induced plasmas. Each of these fields is

typically concerned with a particular range of thermodynamic parameters.

Of these studies the most notable is the analysis of afterglow kinetics presented by

Deloche et al. [29] This work is used as the basis for numerous other works in all the

fields mentioned, including the model presented here. The widespread use of this work is

primarily due to the detail of the model developed, the close comparison between calculated

values and experiment, and the completeness of the set of coefficient data obtained. The

coefficient data presented is often used for systems outside of the range of conditions

considered by the original work. As a result, there exists a possible source of error due to

potentially inconsistent data.

This is generally true when using any data from one range of conditions for use in

another range. Unfortunately, coefficient data is not available for all ranges of interest.

This is particularly true of data for high pressure and high temperature. However, past

models utilizing the available data seem to reasonably fit experimental results over a wide

range of conditions. Therefore, as a starting point, currently available data, particularly the

data of Deloche et al. is used here with the original limitations of the data in mind.
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Concerns for 3He versus 4He data

In addition to the limitations resulting from inconsistencies between thermodynamic

ranges, there also exists a possible source of error due to differences in the behavior of 3He

and 4He. Though these effects are not likely to be as significant as differences in

interaction parameters, the possible points of concern and solutions are discussed.

Cross sections and rate coefficients. Consider first possible sources of error due to

differences in the interaction cross sections. Aside from the (n,p) cross section, the

collision cross sections of 3He and 4He are different because of differences in the atomic

mass of each species. This effect is most pronounced in calculating effects due to

collisions between ions or electrons and neutral heliums where interactions occur over short

distances. When both interacting species are ionized, electrostatic effects control the

collision kinetics which is unaffected by isotopic composition.

The expressions presented above to describe these types of collisions, or more

specifically the expressions for collision frequencies, allow for consideration of an atomic

mass other than the mass of 4He. However, the electron-neutral momentum transfer cross

section is generally only available for 4He. Therefore, using this value for both 4He and

3He collisions introduces a possible source of error.

It is also possible the rate coefficients may be effected by isotopic differences.

Unfortunately very little information is available regarding rate coefficients for 3He in the

processes described above. In general, most of the processes described above are

dependent upon electronic structure rather than nuclear structure. The most notable

potential error results from differences in vibrational modes of molecular species.

Since the analysis presented here does not track the electron energy strictly,

differences in vibrational modes are indistinguishable. Therefore, it is unlikely that
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significant error would result from using coefficient data obtained from systems consisting

entirely of 4He for use in systems entirely of 3He. In fact, one study of the recombination

processes involved in helium afterglows used 3He in place of 4He to eliminate the

possibility of misinterpretation of mass spectrometry data [36].

Calculation of molecular weight. As discussed above, the greatest source of error

resulting from differences in the interactions of 4He and 3He is due to differences in atomic

mass. The expressions for collision frequencies can approximately account for the

differences in atomic mass by using a weighted atomic mass. Specifically, the background

gas is assumed to consist of a mixture of 3He and 4He with mole fractions rHe.3 and rHe^

where the sum of the mole fractions is unity. The weighted atomic mass is calculated from

M = (3r«,-3 + 4rWe_4 )m„ (2-107)

where m
p

is the mass of a proton andM is the weighted atomic mass. This expression

assumes the two isotopic species are evenly mixed.

Ranking of model input data by significance

The effect of the potential errors in the atomic data can be evaluated by solving the

model equations over a variation of the individual parameters of concern. In this way the

relationship between the percent error in the data can be related to the percent change in the

calculated parameters. This exercise also provides some insight into the relative

significance of the interactions considered in the model at different conditions.

As a starting point, the analysis of Watanabe et al. [14] is considered. For

conditions of high temperature and density greater than 1/4 atmospheric density, Watanabe

found the most significant parameter to be the electron momentum transfer cross section

with neutral helium atoms. This conclusion is also true for this analysis. By calculating



the conductivity for a gas at a given set of thermodynamic conditions and neutron flux, the

fractional change in conductivity is found to be inversely proportional to the fractional

change in the momentum transfer cross section as shown in Figure 2-2. The baseline value

of Qe0 used in Figure 2-2 is 5.4xl0" 16 cm2 and the gas temperature and pressure are 1500

K and 0.05 atm respectively. This is the expected result since the equation for electrical

conductivity above includes the momentum transfer cross section in the denominator.

1E+3 -

In order to compensate for the significance of the electron momentum transfer cross

section with neutral helium, an empirical expression for calculating the cross section as a

function of electron energy could be included in CSOLVE. The energy of the Maxwellian

electrons considered likely for application to MHD energy conversion is less than 1 eV. In

this range, the cross section varies from 5.2xl0" 16 cm2 to 5.6xl0" 16 cm2 and is

approximately linear [44], as shown in Figure 2-3. This range in the variation of the cross

section corresponds to approximately a ±4% change in the baseline value of the

conductivity regardless of the other parameters used. It should be noted including this



expression in CSOLVE does not completely compensate for variation in momentum

transfer cross section. Since the electron energy distribution function is not calculated in

detail, effects due to high-energy electrons colliding with neutrals are not considered.
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Figure 2-3. The electron momentum transfer cross section as a function of electron energy [44].

The second most significant input parameter is the energy required per ionization

pair, W. This is expected since the source term is inversely proportional to W. The

resulting variation in conductivity is less than inversely proportional to the variation in W

but still significant. From calculations performed using CSOLVE, a 10% change in Wis

found to result in approximately a 3% change in conductivity. Fortunately, the value for

both Wand the ratio of ionizations to excitations in helium is known with good accuracy.

Therefore, the value used for the baseline W should not introduce significant error in these

calculations.

The error introduced by inaccuracies in volume recombination coefficients is also

significant. The coefficients of greatest importance can be grouped by the bulk density

range independent of temperature and neutron flux. In general, at densities less than

2xl0 16 /cm3
, the most significant ion species is He+. At bulk densities between 2xl0 16

/cm3 and lxlO17 /cm3
, atomic and molecular ion densities are about equal. At higher

densities, molecular ions are the dominant species. Calculations show some variation

dependence upon temperature and neutron flux, but the density range is a good indicator of

transitions in the dominant species.



As a result of these transitions in the dominant species, the coefficients of greatest

influence change. At lower densities where atomic ions dominate, the atomic

recombination coefficients are of greatest significance. At higher densities, molecular ions

dominate and the corresponding recombination coefficients are of greatest significance. In

the middle region, both sets of coefficients are of equal importance. As discussed above,

the range of densities of interest for MHD energy conversion includes all three of these

regions. Further determination of the significance of the particular set of coefficients

requires consideration of a specific MHD system.

Some generalizations can be made about the relative significance in the accuracy of

the particular coefficients in a set. For relatively low ionization fractions, the neutral-

assisted three body recombination coefficient is most significant. At high ionization

fractions where the electron density becomes more significant, electron-assisted three body

and radiative recombination coefficients are of greatest significance. Again the degree of

relative significance is dependent upon the details of the system being considered.

As a demonstration of the potential significance of the recombination coefficients,

consider the AB Atomenergi experiments. These experiments considered temperatures

ranging from 300 K to 1600 K and 0.25 atmospheric to 1.0 atmospheric density. The low

neutron fluxes used resulted in low ionization fractions, typically less than lxlO 6
.

Molecular ions dominated by several orders of magnitude. As a result, the neutral-assisted

three body recombination coefficient is most significant, followed by the radiative-

dissociative coefficient. A factor of 10 increase in the neutral assisted recombination

coefficient for molecular ions results in a 65% decrease in calculated conductivity. This

result is consistent with the findings of Watanabe et al. [14]

Other interaction coefficients may also have a significant effect on the calculated

conductivity. Since the interaction coefficients have the greatest uncertainty, they are likely

to be the primary source of error introduced by the input deck. Generally, the values used



for the energy transferred to the Maxwellian electrons by particular processes have minimal

influence on the calculated parameters as long as they are of the right order of magnitude.

Since metastable populations are generally less than dominate ion populations the

associated metastable interaction coefficients are not nearly as significant.

Since certain interactions are less significant than others for given conditions, it is

possible to use a simplified model of the interactions. In the case of the majority of the

experimental data discussed in the following chapters the bulk density is low. At low bulk

density, the collision rate is low and the significance of both three body recombination and

molecular interactions becomes minimal. These conditions result in a case where only four

of the 22 interactions considered are significant; specifically, the primary collision terms,

(2-9), and the atomic ion radiative recombination terms, (2-17). At a relative bulk density

of 10"4 the difference between the results of the simplified model and the full model is on

the order of 1%. This difference increases to approximately 30% at a relative bulk density

of 10~3
,
and increases dramatically as the density increases further. The increase in the

discrepancy is primarily due to the increasing significance of three body recombination and

results in the simplified model overestimating the conductivity. In general, it is important

to include all terms of the model in calculations.

The baseline input deck

Past analysis in several fields have used similar sets of atomic and coefficient data.

When using this data, attention must be paid to the conditions of the experiments from

which the values were determined. In the case of the work by Deloche et al.[29], the

experiments were performed at 300 K and pressures ranging from 5 torr to 100 torr. Since

comparison of experimental and theoretical data obtained using these data sets show

reasonable agreement over a wider range of conditions, a similar set is proposed here as a

baseline. This is the baseline set used for the analysis in the previous section and is used
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throughout the remaining sections accept where noted otherwise. The values are listed in

Table 2-2 along with the associated model and code variables where applicable. References

for the values are also listed.

Table 2-2. Baseline data set for CSOLVE calculations.

Model Code Value Ref. Model Code Value Ref.

E
«

ep 0.57 MeV 14 ET et 0.19 MeV 14

W w 42.3 eV 34 e eex 7.6 eV 34

NJN, rnxni 0.4 34 RJatm) rpl 5.13 cm
Rj{atm) rtl 1.38 cm a* ab 2.0 21

<?„n sigmf 5300 bn 14 ft, bai 0.0 cnr'/s 14

a. a r 4.9x10 " cm7s 14 Or. ar2 5.1x10-'° cmVs 29

a. ae 8.7x1

0

20 cm6
/s 14 a„ ae2 4.5x1

0'20 cmVs 29

a. an 1 ,4x 1

0"27
cm'Vs 14 oc, an2 5.3x1

0'27 cmVs 29

*l
Y 1A J. n 7-u. / x?. A C fl 7 Z7

Vi yi -4.5 29 y, V2 -4.5 29

z, zl -2.5 29 z, z2 -2.5 29

fr fr 1.0 14 a a rd 1.0944x10s

f. fe 1.0 14 b brd 0.17416

f. f n 1.0 14 f. f ng 0.0 29

ar ac 1.3xl0 31 cm6
/s 37 a. as 4.2xl0 10 cm3

/s 29

ar . acs 1.9xl0"
34 cmVs 29 a., as2 3.8xl0'°cm3

/s 29

xr x c -0.24 37 z. zs 0.0 29

x r , xcs 0.0 29 zs2 0.0 29

A. bll 1.5x10 9 cmVs 29 Xn chill 0.3 29

ft, bl2 2.5x1
0"9 cm 3

/s 29 In chil2 0.15 29

b22 1.5xl0"
9 cmVs 29 chi22 0.15 29

DHe* difpl 0.54 cnr/s 29 DHe difp3 0.55 cm 2
/s 29

DHe2

* difp2 0.84 cm 2
/s 29 DHe* difp4 0.40 cnr/s 29

2.3.3 Comparison of Code Results to Earlier Experiments

In order to determine the accuracy of the kinetics model, calculated values must be

compared to experimental values. Two previous works are used here for comparison,

namely the studies performed by Braun et al.[21] and Ellis et al.[20] As discussed in the

historical background information, both studies were focused on measuring the

conductivity of
3He ionized by nuclear fragments for use in MHD energy conversion. Both

studies considered a range of thermodynamic parameters included within the range of
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interest to this study. However, the range of neutron flux considered by the previous

studies is several orders of magnitude below the range of interest here.

Comparison to the results of the ABA experiments

Consider first the work of Braun et al. This set of experiments used a cylindrical

volume 15 cm in length and 15 cm in diameter. They considered a range of gas

temperatures from 300 K to 1600 K and a relative density from standard atmospheric

density to 0.25 standard density. These parameters result in a region within the gas volume

unaffected by wall effects. The unitless reduced density is defined by Braun as

™ p(atm)
H =

T(K)
(2" 108)

where the particle density for helium is found to be

n(l/cm
3

)
= 2.45xl0 1!V (2-109)

The input deck used in CSOLVE for the Braun experiments is reproduced in

Appendix A and the thermodynamic conditions used are listed in Table 2-3. For the range

of conditions considered in the Braun experiments, wall effects are generally small but

measurable.

Table 2-3. Thermodynamic points used in calculations for Braun experiments.

Tg(K) p (atm)

n*=0.25
p (atm)

n*=0.5
p (atm)

n*=0.75
p (atm)

n*=1.0

300 0.250 0.500 0.750 1.000

1200 1.000 2.000 3.000 4.000

1300 1.083 2.167 3.250 4.333

1400 1.167 2.333 3.500 4.667

1500 1.250 2.500 3.750 5.000

1600 1.333 2.667 4.000 5.333
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Recall the discussion above regarding the value to be used for the energy

transferred to the Maxwellian electron gas by individual processes. It was suggested these

values may be approximated by the expression

eV cmm TorrV2 (*^T V/2

E
;
= 1.385x10"*-

within the range of conditions

&<2x\0n
cm-3

Torr-
1

The inequality can be written in terms of the bulk density and gas temperature as

w

(2-89)

(2-90)

nT.
<2xl0-8

(l/tf) (2-no)
t

Braun finds the ratio of the electron density to the bulk density ranges from 10-9 10 jq-7 for

their experiments. Combining this range with the range of the gas temperature and density

considered, Equation 2-1 10 ranges from 6.25xl0" 13 to 3.3xlO-10. This range is within the

range considered acceptable for application of 2-89.

The approximation 2-89 can be written in terms of the ionization fraction as

P,(«V) = 4307.1^ (2-111)

Using this expression and the range of ionization fractions given above, the approximate

energy transferred to the electron gas by kinetic processes ranges from 0.1362 eV to 1.362

eV. Since much of the data presented by Braun is in the vicinity of an ionization fraction of

10-8
,
a representative value of Ej equal to 0.6 eV is used for these calculations. Previous

analyses show the effect of error within an order of magnitude in Ej are negligible.
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CSOLVE. 0.25 atm density ~~" Braun, 0.25 atm density

CSOLVE, 0.5 atm density —D Braun, 0.5 aun density

1 Braun, 0.75 atm density

CSOLVE. 1.0 atm density — Braun. 1,0 atm density

Figure 2-4. Comparison of Braun et al. experimental results to CSOLVE calculations.

Conductivity versus neutron flux as a function of bulk density.
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Figure 2-4 shows the conductivity measured by Braun (heavy lines) overlaid on the

values calculated by CSOLVE (dashed lines) as a function of thermal neutron flux. The

data for the plots are from values read off of graphs provided by Braun et al.[21] These

values are subject to some degree of error due to inaccuracies in reading values off of a

logarithmic scale by eye. In general, the results calculated from the kinetics model are of

the same order of magnitude as the experimental results.

At lower temperatures, CSOLVE tends to overestimate the conductivity compared

to these experiments. This over estimation is particularly true at lower densities. This can

be explained by recalling the method of measurement and the method of accounting for wall

effects. Consideration of wall effects in these calculations is limited to an approximation of

the wall effects along the central axis. However, the measurement technique used by

Braun was not localized to the central axis, rather the measurements consider the average

value over an extended region. As a result, the calculated value is generally high since the

actual electron density decreases towards the volume walls resulting in a lower measured

conductivity. This consideration is revisited in Chapter 5 in the discussion of the

experimental results of the current experiments.

At higher temperatures, the experimental results become more complicated. In

general, the over estimation of CSOLVE is reduced and eventually eliminated at the highest

temperatures considered. Again, this effect is most obvious at lower densities. The- likely

explanation for the apparent increase in conductivity in the experiments is the presence of

metallic ions sputtered from the walls. In fact, Braun reports detecting trace amounts of Fe

and Cr vapor above 1400 K. This would explain both the increased complexity of the

experimental results and the apparent decrease in the significance of wall effects.

From the graphs in Figure 2-4, it is shown the slope of the conductivity versus

neutron flux for experiment and calculation agrees fairly well at temperatures below those

resulting in the production of metal vapor. It is reasonable to assume the discrepancy in

magnitude is the result of error due to over estimating the source term. This assumption is
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further supported by the fact that the conductivity measured by Braun et al.[21] is an

average conductivity across the radius of the volume and therefore dependent upon wall

effects along the radius. Also, the discrepancy is less significant at higher densities where

wall effects are less significant. Again, this factor is revisited in Chapter 5.

Comparison to the results of the University of Florida/Ellis experiments

As discussed previously, the studies of Ellis et al.[20] were performed at very low

neutron flux. Figure 2-5 shows a representative plot of the electron density versus neutron

flux using the data reported by Ellis (points). Overlaid on this plot are the results predicted

by CSOLVE (lines). The two plots are for a temperature of 300 K and pressures of 1 atm

and 10 atm.
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Figure 2-5. Comparison of Ellis et al. experimental results to CSOLVE calculations.

Electron density versus neutron flux at 300 K.

The input deck, included in Appendix A, is the same as the standard input deck

listed above except for the items discussed here. Using the approximate expression (2-

1 10) for the energy transfer to Maxwellian electrons per process event as suggested above,

the energy transfered is found to range from 8.7 x 10"4 to 8.7xl0"
2 eV at 1 atm and 2.75 x



10"4 to 2.75 x 10"2 eV at 10 atm. A mean value of 0.01 eV is used for all cases.

Calculations using the range of values for E, show little difference in results so this

approximation should introduce little error.

The physical diameter of the chamber used by Ellis is not mentioned but based on

the design of the University of Florida Training Reactor (UFTR) used at the time, it is

likely to be of the order of 2-3 inches. Based on this estimate, the characteristic radius used

is 2 cm.

The experimental data fits well with the theory discussed by Ellis. Specifically,

Ellis suggests the electron density can be modeled by the summation of first and second

order effects. In general, these effects are represented by a rate coefficient. The first order

effect is ambipolar diffusion and the second order effect is volume recombination. This

treatment is generally consistent with the model used here.

For neutron flux above 1 x 10
5 /cm2

s, the experimental data and predicted data

agree well, particularly for the 1 atm case. This is consistent with the gas behavior being

dominated by volume recombination. At the high densities considered in the experiments,

volume recombination should be very significant. The experimental data suggests the

electron density has a stronger dependence on pressure than calculated but the model results

are still reasonably close.

For neutron flux below 1 x 10
s
/cm2

s, specifically in the regions where

experimental data suggests first order effects dominate, the predicted results do not agree as

well. The predicted results do not show the dramatic change in slope as found from

experiment. The calculated results suggest volume recombination still dominates rather

than diffusion. This could be due to assumptions made in the model regarding diffusion

processes. It should be noted that lines of slope 1 and 1/2 as published by Ellis were hand

fit to the data points. Examination of the published results shows the data represented by a
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slope of 1 actually has a slope less than unity. Therefore, the theory used by Ellis is not

entirely consistent with the experimental results either.

Another point of note is the region of greatest discrepancy is at very low flux levels.

The corresponding conductivities are extremely low and not of interest for MHD energy

conversion purposes. Since the results for higher flux have good agreement with both the

results of Ellis and Braun, the model presented above is acceptable for predictions in

regions of interest here.

Predicted results for current experiments

Having concluded the model as solved by CSOLVE is reasonably accurate

compared to the available experimental data presented above, further predictions of the

behavior of the gas can be made. Of particular interest here is the gas behavior over the

range of conditions considered useful forMHD energy conversion.

No wall effects. Consider the conductivity induced by neutron irradiation of a gas

of pure
3
He. As a baseline and in order to make predictions for the results of the

experiments described in the remaining chapters, consider the case of a static volume

similar to the one used by Braun et al. In this case the characteristic length defined by the

radius is 10 cm. Consider first the case where wall effects are negligible, hence the volume

is approximately infinite. Consideration of the infinite volume provides an upper limit of

the conductivity achievable given a set of conditions.

The predicted electrical conductivity using the standard input deck and no wall

effects is plotted in Figure 2-6 as a function of relative density. Plots are included for

neutron flux ranging from 1 x 10 10 to 1 x 10 16 /cm2
s. The lines connecting sets of data
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points at given neutron fluxes are for the case of a system at 1500 K. The additional data

points plotted at given densities are for temperatures ranging from 300 K to 1500 K.
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Figure 2-6. Conductivity versus relative density as calculated by CSOLVE neglecting wall effects.

From Figure 2-6, it is seen the general behavior of the conductivity at a given

neutron flux as a function of density results in a maximum at some density. At densities

below the associated maximum, the interaction between the neutron flux and the gas is

insufficient to produce an ionization source necessary to maintain the electrical

conductivity. At densities higher than the associated maximum, the ionization source is

overwhelmed by the recombination rate. Combined with lower electron mobility at higher

density, the heightened recombination results in lower conductivity.
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Notice as the neutron flux increases, the density corresponding to the maximum in

conductivity decreases. This is consistent with the increased neutron flux compensating for

the decrease in atom density. As a result, a larger source of ionization energy is produced

at lower densities. Since the electron mobility is greater at lower densities, a significantly

higher conductivity results.

Figure 2-7 shows how the gas temperature effects the conductivity as a function of

density at a given neutron flux. In this case, the plot is for a neutron flux of lxlO 10 /cm2
s.

All the behavior described above is evident for the plot at each of the temperatures

considered. The maximum in conductivity now covers a local range depending on the

temperature. In addition to the previously described characteristics, comparing the plots for

several temperatures introduces several additional behavior patterns.
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Figure 2-7. Conductivity versus relative density and temperature.

<()„= lxl0 10 /cm2s Wall effects are neglected.

Notice first at densities below the region of maximum conductivity, the lower

temperatures result in higher conductivity. This is because at lower temperatures the
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collision frequency is lower for a given density. Since the collision frequency is lower at

lower temperatures, more time is available for ionization events to occur before a given

recombination event. As a result, the degree of ionization is higher at lower temperatures

which increases the conductivity.

At densities greater than the density associated with maximum conductivity, the

plots flip so the higher temperatures result in higher conductivities for a given density.

This can be explained by considering the Debye length. For a given neutron flux and gas

density, the electron density is less than a linear function of temperature. As a result the

Debye length is mostly driven by the temperature. At higher temperatures, the Debye

length increases which causes the recombination rate to decrease. Combined with the

higher electron temperature, this results in a higher conductivity. At lower temperatures,

the Debye length is smaller which results in an increased recombination rate and lower

conductivity.

Also notice as the density approaches the maximum conductivity, the temperature

effects become less significant. In this region effects due to the collision frequency, which

resulted in increased recombination for higher temperatures, are balanced by effects

associated with Debye length, which resulted in increased recombination at lower

temperatures. The net effect is a minimization of the temperature dependence of the

conductivity in this region.

Conductivity including wall effects. Since the gas chamber used in these

experiments has a finite radius less than the maximum proton range considered, wall effects

will generally be significant. Using CSOLVE, the conductivity for the data points to be

considered in the experiments are plotted in Figure 2-8. The data points correspond to the

standard input set discussed above with the wall effects switch set to on. Points are shown
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for temperatures of 300, 500, 1000, and 1500 K, and flux of lxlO10
, lxlO 12

, lxlO 14
, and

lxlO 16 /cm2
s. Solid lines connect the 1500 K data to illustrate general trends.
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-a Neutron Flux = 10'° /cm7s
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Neutron Flux = 10 14 /cmVs

Neutron Flux = 10" /cmVs

Figure 2-8. Predicted measured conductivity values including wall effects.

Cylindrical volume with 10 cm radius. Data points for 300, 500, 1000, and 1500 K.

Solid lines are 1500 K.

Notice the maximum conductivity for a given neutron flux occurs at a higher

density than the case where wall effects are neglected as shown in Figure 2-6. Also, the

magnitude of the maximum conductivity is up to several orders of magnitude lower than the

infinite volume case. The temperature dependent behavior is similar to the behavior shown

in Figure 2-7 with the associated density shift. From Figure 2-8, it is apparent the design

of a nuclear-driven MHD channel as considered earlier must take into account wall effects.

Conductivity and MHD cvcle design. Assume the MHD channel design is

sufficient to make wall effects negligible. From Figure 2-6 several points can be made
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regarding use of this plasma for MHD energy conversion. The horizontal line overlaid on

the plot marks the level of conductivity, 10 mho/m, considered to be the reasonable

minimum for useful energy production. The minimum flux necessary to achieve the

minimum required conductivity is lxlO 12 /cm2s. A practical upper limit of attainable

neutron flux is 5xl0 16 /cm2s. A real system is likely to introduce a neutron flux into the

MHD channel no greater than lxlO 15 /cm2s.

The vertical line marks atmospheric density and crosses the minimum conductivity

line in the region of neutron flux of lxlO 16 /cm2s. Since this flux level represents the

upper limit practically achievable, atmospheric density represents an upper limit of useful

densities. As a result, the upper left quadrant defines the region of conditions likely to be

valuable for MHD purposes. The corresponding thermodynamic conditions are consistent

with those determined useful to MHD conversion cycles discussed in Chapter 1.

Since the gas is also to be used as a coolant gas for a reactor core in most of the

discussed scenarios, which requires high densities, the limits of this region imply the

ionization process must occur after the gas exits the core and is accelerated through a

nozzle. For scenarios where the gas is not used as a core coolant, the system has greater

flexibility to deal with the density requirements on conductivity. In either case, it is

conceivable to design a system in which the gas is expanded before the ionization process

occurs. If such a system is acceptable, then the results predicted are hopeful for several

reasons.

First, recall the expression for the ideal power density, (1-4). Since the channel is

not intended to provide thrust and the power density is not dependent upon the mass flow,

the use of low density gas is acceptable.

The power density is proportional to the flow velocity squared. The greater the

flow velocity for a given conductivity and channel, the greater the power output per unit

length. As discussed in Chapter 1 , unlike nonequilibrium generators utilizing alkaline
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seeds to enhance thermal ionization, nuclear induced conductivity is not velocity limited by

temperature effects on conductivity. Therefore, it is desirable to accelerate the flow as

much as possible which minimizes channel length and hence, cost. As the flow velocity

increases, the density decreases which favors the predictions for conductivity in Figure 2-

6. Since there is a predicted maximum in conductivity as a function of density, there is a

maximum desired expansion associated with a particular flow, but this maximum is

typically at high Mach numbers.

As the flow velocity increases, thermal energy is converted to kinetic energy and the

high speed flow has a temperature less than the stagnation temperature. As the flow

velocity gets very high, the temperature gets very low as discussed in Chapter 1 . For any

system utilizing thermal ionization, this is a significant problem and results in the

previously mentioned velocity limitations. However as shown in Figure 2-7, the

conductivity in this case is only minimally effected by temperature. As a result, the

temperature decrease associated with acceleration to high velocity is not as significant to the

power density.

The nuclear induced conductivity for a flow at higher densities is less than those

typically achieved in seeded thermal flows. However, at lower densities and reasonable

neutron fluxes, the predicted nuclear-induced conductivity is very competitive. At densities

less than 1% atmospheric and neutron fluxes above lxlO14 /cm2s, the predicted

conductivity increases beyond that achievable by practical thermal techniques, in some

cases by orders of magnitude.

It should be noted that though these results seem encouraging, other effects due to

the high neutron flux must be considered. Two of the most significant effects involve

interaction of the other system materials with the neutron field.
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First, material embrittlement is significant at the flux levels considered here.

Though not trivial, this is a familiar effect in traditional nuclear systems and a body of

knowledge has been developed which may be used for engineering this type of system.

Secondly, superconducting materials used in high performance magnets are

susceptible to breakdown by neutron irradiation. Most modern high magnetic field systems

use superconductors for efficient field production. The higher performance materials are

generally more susceptible to breakdown by neutron irradiation. Since the power density is

proportional to the magnetic field strength squared, higher fields are desirable, requiring

higher performance materials. Two possible recourses are considered. The fusion

technology community has developed a great deal of knowledge about neutron effects on

superconductors, although this data is primarily focused on higher energy neutrons than

those useful here. Nonetheless, some of this knowledge may be applied to the engineering

of a MHD conversion system. On the other hand, since significantly higher conductivities

are possible at lower densities, lower field strengths produced by lower performance, more

reliable superconductors may be acceptable. Again, this problem is not trivial but should

be predictable and hence engineerable.



CHAPTER 3
OVERVIEW OF THE DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

3.1 Overview of the Experimental System

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the experimental

apparatus design and operation for measuring the electrical conductivity of 3He over a

broad range of conditions. Specifically, the system is designed for the following range of

conditions:

Bulk gas temperature: 300 K<T
g
< 1500 K

Bulk relative density: 1 x 1
0"4 atm < n * < 1 atm

Bulk pressure: 7.6x10 2 torr <pg
< 3.8x1

0

3 torr

Thermal neutron flux: lxlO 10 /cm2s <%< lxlO 16 /cm2s

where the relative density is as defined in Section 2.3.3 and the range of pressure

corresponds to the combined limits of the range of gas temperature and relative density.

The apparatus used in these experiments can be divided into two primary sets of

components. The first set includes the gas chamber and support systems not directly

related to the conductivity measurements. The second set includes the instrumentation

components used to measure the parameters associated with the conductivity

enhancement. This division of components is represented graphically in the system

schematic shown in Figure 3-1.

In the design of the experimental system, several factors were taken into account.

Of greatest significance was the means of measuring the parameter of primary interest,

namely the electrical conductivity. The means of measuring the electrical conductivity

102
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included both the type of probes used and the instrumentation used to record the output of

the probes. The next factor considered was the means of maintaining the thermodynamic

state of the
3He in the active volume, especially the gas temperature and density. Finally,

the reactor design and means of integrating the experiment into the reactor system was

considered. The results of these considerations are now discussed in detail in three parts

focused on the design of the gas chamber and control systems, conductivity

instrumentation design, and reactor design.

Conductivity Measurement Components

Conductivity

Probe

Instrumentation

Triple Probe

Instrumentation

Signal

Conditioning
Computer

Active Volume

Heater

(7) Thermocouple

Pressure
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r > f
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Control Circuit Power

V J )

Gas Supply and

Distribution

Filtering and
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Pumping System ( H

To Atmosphere

I

ure Control

Circuit

Flow Control

Valve

Chamber Control Components

Figure 3-1. Schematic layout of experimental apparatus components.
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3.2 The Chamber Design

The chamber design includes the gas chamber and support structure, temperature

control, pressure control, and gas handling systems as shown schematically in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-2 shows how the experimental apparatus interfaces with the reactor core and

provides a reference to accompany the description of the system in the following

sections.

3.2.1 Chamber and Structural Support Design

The gas chamber is designed to maintain the gas temperature and pressure, and

hence relative density, approximately constant for the range of conditions listed above.

The chamber also must accommodate the presence of the probes for measuring the

electrical conductivity and provide means for instrumentation feedthroughs. In order to

efficiently maintain the thermodynamic state of the gas, a multilayered cylindrical

chamber is used as shown in Figure 3-3.

Active volume design. The inner most volume is the active gas volume as shown

in the close-up view in Figure 3-4. The active volume is defined by the Hastelloy-X

cylindrical shell and high purity alumina end caps. The active volume serves several

purposes. First, the active volume defines the volume of gas in which the electrical

conductivity is measured. As discussed in Chapter 2, the radius of the cylindrical volume

is significant in determining the extent to which ionization occurs. Second, the active

volume provides a relatively clean space in which to measure the induced electrical

conductivity. Since the chamber is designed to operate at temperatures up to 1500 K,

contaminants from the materials near the heaters may be released at high temperature.

The active volume helps to isolate the
3He from the majority of the contaminants,
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resulting in more reliable data. Finally, the outer shell of the active volume acts as the

outer electrode of the conductivity probe described later in Section 3.3.3.

Figure 3-3. Cross-section of the gas chamber.

Active Volume

Figure 3-4. Close-up view of the active volume.



The outer shell of the active volume as well as the gas inlet tube are constructed

of Hastelloy-X, a nickel-based, non-magnetic, high-temperature alloy. This alloy

consists primarily of nickel, chromium, iron, and molybdenum. It is used here primarily

for its high-temperature characteristics, in particular it has a high yield strength at

temperatures around 1500 K. Originally molybdenum was the material of choice, but

cost constraints and fabrication difficulties required the use of Hastelloy-X.

One problem associated with the use of Hastelloy-X is its susceptibility to a type

of deterioration called "green rot." "Green rot" is "a form of deterioration which may

occur in some high-nickel content nickel/chromium alloys exposed to high temperature in

atmospheres containing C0
2 ,
H

2
0 and H

2
. It appears to be due to carburisation of the

chromium followed by selective oxidation of the chromium-impoverished matrix.

Results in brittleness and an intergranular fracture having a green appearance (due to

Cr
2
0

3 )
[45]." Since the active volume is typically only exposed to

3He or vacuum, "green

rot" is not usually an issue.

One situation in which "green rot" was important occurred unexpectedly during

the initial heating of the chamber. The initial heating of the chamber caused a large

amount of outgassing, especially H
2
0 and C0

2 , from the alumina and silica thermal

insulation surrounding the heater. This resulted in the formation of an even coating of

green oxide over the entire surface of the active volume. This oxide has a much higher

resistivity than the Hastelloy-X, and would have caused significant difficulties in

operating the conductivity probe if not removed. The active volume was thoroughly

cleaned of the oxide and the surface was monitored at later stages of testing for additional

signs of oxidation. During regular operation of the system, "green rot" was not a

problem.

Gas flows through the inlet tube into the chamber and wraps around the active

volume outer shell twice to achieve thermal equilibrium before entering the active

volume. As shown in Figure 3-3, the outer shell of the active volume is surrounded by
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the heater, therefore the gas flowing through the inlet tube is heated prior to entering the

active volume. Gas flow first enters the active volume plenum closest to the reactor side.

The gas then drifts through holes drilled evenly over the face of the separating alumina

disk. Similarly, flow exits through an alumina disk at the instrumentation end of the

active volume into a second plenum and then exits the chamber.

The active volume has dimensions of 20 cm in diameter and 20 cm in length.

These dimensions correspond to a trade off between the range of the protons produced in

the 3He(n,p)T reaction and the chamber cost. This diameter also allows a reasonably

even thermal neutron flux distribution across the diameter of the volume due to the

dimensions of the Breazeale Reactor core face as discussed in Section 3.4.

' r i i i i """i 'i
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Figure 3-5. Range of 0.57 MeV protons and 0.19 MeV tritons in helium.

The range of 0.57 MeV protons and 0.19 MeV tritons as a function of relative

helium density is plotted in Figure 3-5. Since the tritons have an energy of 0. 19 MeV,

approximately a third the proton energy, and three times the mass of a proton, the range
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of the tritons is approximately one third the range of the protons. The proton range and

relative density can be related by the expression

where m
p

is the proton rest mass, mT is the triton rest mass, and ZT is the triton charge.

Expressions 3-1 and 3-2 are shown graphically in Figure 3-5.

A horizontal line is drawn over the graph in Figure 3-5 which represents the 10

cm radius of the active volume. For the range of relative density corresponding to the

range of protons less than or equal to the radius of the active volume, i.e. n* > 0.5, a

volume centered within the active volume can be shown to behave like an infinite

volume. At relative densities less than 0.5, the proton range becomes larger than the

active volume radius and wall effects must be considered significant for the entire

volume. The mathematical handling of wall effects, essentially introducing a component

in the source term which represents the fraction of the kinetic energy loss to collisions

with the walls, was discussed in Chapter 2.

Thermal insulation design. The active volume is immediately surrounded by the

heater which is described in Section 3.2.2. The heater and active volume assembly is

then surrounded on all sides by 5 inches of alumina/silica fiber thermal insulation. The

insulation consists of two nested shells which completely surrounded the heater and

active volume assembly as shown in Figure 3-3. The insulating shells are manufactured

by a vacuum forming technique and is composed primarily of alumina and silica fibers.

As a result of the manufacturing process, the insulation consists of approximately 30%

void space which contributes to its excellent insulating properties. The inner 2.5" thick

layer of high temperature insulation has a 97% alumina content and is rated to

*,~(cm)
n

(3-1)

while the triton range can be approximated from proton range data to be

(3-2)
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temperatures of 1873 K. The outer 2.5" thick layer of insulting material has a

composition of approximately 50% alumina and 50% silica fibers and is rated to 181 1 K.

The insulation is manufactured by Thermcraft Incorporated and the technical

specifications are provided by them.

Two problems were encountered with this insulating material. The first problem

encountered was related to the binders used in the manufacturing process. As mentioned

above, a significant quantity of material was outgassed from the insulation during the

initial heating of the chamber. Additional outgassing occurred during later heating

cycles. The material outgassed ultimately coated all cold surfaces in the system with a

carbon-like soot. It was determined that this soot was produced by the oxidation of the

binders in the insulation, though the exact composition of the soot was not determined.

Unfortunately, this outgassing was not expected and no warning had been given by the

manufacturer. As a result, enough soot collected on the rotors and stators of the

turbopump to permanently damage the pump. Later consultation with the factory

revealed that it is necessary to pre-fire this insulation prior to initial use to eliminate this

outgassing problem. As a result, the system had to be completely dismantled and cleaned

of all residues. Ultimately this outgassing problem was eliminated by repeated heating

cycles and the use of cold traps at the pumping outlet of the chamber. Additional effects

of this problem are discussed in Chapter 5 with regards to impact on data accuracy .

The second difficulty was related to the void space produced in the manufacturing

process. A significant concern in vacuum system design is minimizing surface area and

maximizing open volume to allow for low impedance of molecular flow. In this system,

the void space in the insulation provided a very high surface area and small open volume

which resulted in high flow impedance. As a result, significant time was necessary to

evacuate the chamber to a pressure below 100 mtorr. Typically, greater than 24 hours

pumping was necessary to achieve the base pressure and the base pressure in the chamber

was never below a few mtorr.
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As a thermal insulation, this material was excellent. During the bake-out process,

the temperature at the center of the chamber was maintained at temperatures above 1570

K for several days at a time and the outside chamber temperature was always below 60

°C. After power was removed from the heaters during maximum temperature operation,

48 hours were required for the temperature to decrease by 1000 K, and an additional 48

hours were required for the temperature to drop below 350 K.

Chamber structural design. The outer shell of the chamber is a stainless steel

cylindrical shell designed to be both pressure tight and water tight. Flat stainless steel

disks enclose both ends of the cylindrical shell with welded joints. The outer shell has

dimensions of 20.5" outside diameter and 23.5" length. The cylindrical shell has 1/4"

thick walls and the endplates are 5/8" thick. The instrumentation end of the chamber has

a 16.5" Conflat-type flange which provides a 14" diameter access port.

Type 304 stainless steel was chosen as the structural material due to its strength

and resistance to corrosion. However, in the reactor environment, aluminum is a

preferable structural material due to its shorter-lived activation products. Since the

chamber is intended for vacuum use and standard vacuum fittings, such as the Conflat-

type fittings used, are available only in stainless steel, aluminum was not economically

acceptable. Additional concerns about the activation of the chamber materials are

discussed in Section 4.1.3.

Using the above dimensions, a maximum design pressure of 75 psi is calculated

using the ASME standards. This design pressure is above the maximum pressure of 5

atm planned for the original experiments, especially when the 2 atm of external pressure

due to the pool water is taken into account. In the final experiment schedule, all

experiments above atmospheric pressure were eliminated so the rupture pressure was

never an issue during operation.
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Chamber instrumentation and access. Access to the active volume is provided

through the ports on the instrumentation end of the chamber. As described above and

shown in Figure 3-3, a 14" port is provided through the instrumentation side of the

chamber shell by a 16.5" Conflat-type flange. This port allows the active volume shell

and heater unit to be removed as necessary. This large port is capped by a 16.5" Conflat-

type flange with several smaller access ports for chamber instrumentation and access.

The location and purpose of these smaller ports is shown in Figure 3-6. All ports use

Conflat-type flanges with copper gaskets to provide vacuum tight seals and are capable of

long-term use in the radiation environment near the reactor core.

Figure 3-6. Instrumentation flange showing port location and purpose.

Chamber access is divided into three primary functions: gas handling, heater

power, and instrumentation. Each of these functions has an access tube associated with it

which provides access to the pool surface as shown in Figure 3-2. The access tubes are
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constructed of 304 stainless steel and use Conflat-type fittings to provide a water tight

seal which is durable in the reactor environment. A jog in the access tubes prevents

neutron streaming directly from the reactor to the surface.

Gas handling access includes the pumping port and gas inlet. The pumping port

is connected via a 2" diameter access tube and the gas inlet port is connected via a 1/4"

diameter access tube to the pumping and gas handling system on the pool deck. In the

original system design, the
3He supply was provided through the gas inlet and removed

primarily through a gas outlet separate from the pumping port. After initial tests of the

system operation, several modifications were made including the elimination of the

separate gas outlet because it was ineffective in maintaining a separation of the chamber

gases and the active volume gases.

The slight positive pressure relative to the rest of the chamber caused by

introducing the
3He directly into the active volume was sufficient for maintaining clean

3He in the active volume while minimizing contaminants from the chamber materials.

The gas exits the active volume assembly by flowing through the penetrations in the

thermal insulation on the instrumentation side provided for instrumentation and support

structures. After the gas passes through the thermal insulation, it returns to the gas

handling system via the pumping port. See Section 3.2.3 for details about the gas

handling system on the pool deck.

The heater power port provides access for electrical power through an electrical

feedthrough which maintains the vacuum tight seal in the chamber and water tight seals

on both sides of the feedthrough as shown in Figure 3-7. The feedthrough is rated for 30

amps per pin at 5000 volts and consists of two pairs of pins. The heater power

feedthrough is connected to the power supply on the pool deck via power lines running

through a 1 .5" diameter access tube to the pool surface. Additional details of the heater

operation are given in Section 3.2.2 in the description of the temperature control system.
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2.5" Conflat Double-Sided Range

Figure 3-7. Cross-sectional view of the power feedthrough port.

Instrumentation access involves the majority of the access ports as shown in

Figure 3-6. Two ports are used for thermocouple feedthroughs and two ports are used for

probe instrumentation feedthroughs. The feedthrough design is similar to the power

feedthrough shown in Figure 3-7 except for the difference in the type of signal

connections.

One thermocouple feedthrough provides connections for five Type-K

thermocouples used to monitor temperatures at various points in the chamber. The other

thermocouple feedthrough provides connections for two Type-C thermocouples used to

monitor the temperature in the active volume as shown in Figure 3-4. Additional

discussion of the use of thermocouples is provided below in Section 3.2.2.

The two instrumentation port feedthroughs allow for four BNC connections each

on the outside of the chamber. These connections are used for the two types of probes

used to monitor the conductivity of the gas as described in Section 3.3.

The four instrumentation feedthroughs, two for thermocouples and two for probe

signals, are linked to the instrumentation manifold. The instrumentation manifold

provides a location for connecting lead wires provided from the surface via a 2.5"

diameter access tube. Also, the instrumentation manifold houses a junction box that
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converts the four twisted, shielded pair instrumentation line from the surface into eight

BNC connections for the instrumentation feedthroughs. All thermocouple leads are

provided as shielded thermocouple pairs.

Chamber support structure. The cylindrical gas chamber assembly attaches to a

support rig which positions the chamber at the same height above the pool floor as the

reactor core as shown in Figure 3-2. This allows the reactor core face to be positioned in

contact with the reactor side of the chamber shell and hence, provide the maximum

possible neutron flux in the active volume. The support rig also supports the access tubes

running from the chamber instrumentation ports to the pool surface and provides a means

for lifting the apparatus. The support rig is constructed of 6063 aluminum to minimize

the quantity of long lived activation products.

3.2.2 The Temperature Control System

The temperature control system is designed to maintain the
3He in the active

volume at a constant temperature set point. In addition to controlling the temperature, the

temperature control system monitors the temperature at several points in the chamber. A

schematic diagram of the temperature control system is shown in Figure 3-8.

The active volume heater design. Heating is provided by a cylindrical radiant

heater around the active volume shell as shown in Figures 3-3 and 3-8. The heater is a

Model RH 2007 manufactured by Thermcraft, Inc. The heater elements use Kanthal

APM resistance alloy which allows for operation up to 1675 K. The heater is divided

into 90° segments 10" in diameter and 12" long. Each segment is rated to 2010 watts and

230 Vac for a total power rating of 8040 watts. The element support matrix is
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constructed from R-21, a silica/alumina high temperature ceramic and the elements are

cemented into the matrix with Alundum EA-139 alumina embedding cement.

INSTRUMENTATION
SIDE Active Volume
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Figure 3-8. Schematic diagram of the temperature control system.

As shown in Figure 3-8, heater power is provided by a Phasetronics EZ1-20-50-F

series SCR power controller. This controller uses an SCR and zero voltage switching to

minimize radio-frequency interference. The controller is rated for a maximum current of

50 A at 208 Vac and accepts an input signal of 0-10 Vdc to control the output

proportionally from 0 to 100%. The power controller is operated on 208 Vac although

the heater is rated for 230 Vac, but no effect on heater performance is noticeable.
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The control signal to the SCR power controller is supplied by an Omega Model

CN3001 dual input, programmable process controller. This model controller has many

capabilities, those significant to this project are summarized. The process controller is

capable of proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control and can control two separate

loops simultaneously. The controller allows for two inputs which may be thermocouple,

RTD, voltage, or current signals. The model used is supplied with two 0-10 Vdc analog

outputs. The configurations used in this project are discussed later in this section.

Temperature monitoring instrumentation. Temperature monitoring is provided by

a set of thermocouples placed at key locations throughout the chamber. As shown in

Figure 3-8, two Type-C thermocouples are inserted into the active volume parallel to the

central axis. Type-C thermocouples are tungsten based and consist of legs with

composition of W-5%Re and W-26%Re. Even though this type of thermocouple is not

an accepted ASTM standard, the temperature/EMF curves are well established by ASTM

and reliable. Type-C thermocouples are used due to the need for accurate temperature

monitoring up to 1600 K. The thermocouples used here are ungrounded and sheathed in

molybdenum tubing to protect the elements. Since the thermocouple elements are

tungsten based and the sheath is molybdenum, these thermocouples are very sensitive to

oxidation at high temperature, but since only
3He and vacuum are used during normal

operation oxidation is not a problem. Type-C extension grade wire was used to connect

the thermocouples to the controller via the 25 foot long instrumentation access tube.

Type-C thermocouples were chosen for monitoring the active volume temperature

over the more common, more durable, and less costly Type-K thermocouples due to two

problems associated with Type-K thermocouples. First, Type-K thermocouples suffer

from EMF drift when exposed to temperatures greater than 300 °C [46]. Second, since

the Chromel leg of Type-K thermocouples has a composition of Ni-10%Cr, it is prone to

"green rot" as described above in the discussion about the active volume [45]. As a result
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of "green rot," the chromium composition of the leg changes and causes an unpredictable

change in the thermocouple EMF[46].

In addition to the two Type-C thermocouples, Type-K thermocouples are used to

monitor the temperature at key locations outside of the active volume. These locations

include the pumping port, gas inlet port, heater power feedthrough, top of the chamber,

and bottom of the chamber. None of these locations ever reach a temperature above 200

°C, and therefore the problems associated with Type-K thermocouples discussed above

are not a concern. These thermocouples are typically monitored by the computer data

acquisition system which is described in overview in Section 3.3.1. The purpose of these

thermocouples is to monitor for temperatures at the previously mentioned locations rising

above acceptable operating temperatures.

Type-K thermocouples were also used during the first series of bake out

operations because the environment produced by the outgassing products was too

reactive to use Type-C thermocouples. Since the Type-K thermocouples are typically

less than 10% the cost of the Type-C thermocouples, destroying a Type-K thermocouple

was more acceptable. During these operations, the behavior of the Type-K

thermocouples was monitored for abnormal output and they were replaced as necessary.

After the majority of the outgassing was completed, Type-C thermocouples were used

with no difficulty.

Temperature control configurations. Two configurations of the temperature

process controller were used over the course of the project. The primary configuration is

shown in Figure 3-8. In this configuration, one of the controller loops was assigned to

the active volume heater and one of the loops was assigned to the CuO bed heater (not

shown in Figure 3-8) described in detail in Section 3.2.3. The active volume control loop

used one of the two Type-C thermocouples in the active volume to monitor the

temperature of the
3
He. The CN3001 controller operated in PED mode and provided a 0-
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10 Vdc analog control signal to the Phasetronics EZ1-20-50-F series SCR power

controller which controlled the power to the chamber heater. The second loop used the

same arrangement for the CuO bed temperature control system which is described in the

next section. This configuration was used throughout the primary experiments in the

reactor environment.

In the second heater control configuration, used during the bake out operations,

both inputs were assigned to the active volume temperature control. One input was

connected to one of the Type-C or Type-K thermocouples in the active volume, the other

input received a 0-10 Vdc analog signal from a separate computer monitoring system.

The 0-10 Vdc input from the computer monitor was proportional to the ratio of the

indicated temperature to the maximum allowed temperature for the five Type-K

thermocouples used to monitor temperatures in chamber. The controller was configured

to maintain the active volume at the setpoint temperature unless the second input value

increased above 5 Vdc. If the second input increased above 5 Vdc, the second input

became the controlling process variable. In this way, points throughout the chamber

were maintained below their maximum allowable values while the active volume was

maintained near its set point. The configuration was used during the bake out process to

allow for extended periods of high temperature operation without continuous monitoring

by personnel.

3.2.3 The Pressure Control and Gas Handling System

The pressure control and gas handling system had several purposes. First, it

maintained the pressure in the active volume at a specific set point. The pressure control

system also provided a means for ramping the pressure from one set point to another in a

controlled fashion. Second, the gas handling system provided a means for recycling the

3He which was necessary for economic reasons. Third, the gas handling system provided
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a means for separating and containing the tritium produced by the interaction of the
3He

and reactor neutrons. The design of the pressure control and gas handling system is

discussed below with these three primary functions in mind.

Bunion Selector O
Switch

-0

MKS Type
PDRC-1C

Baratron Display

Cylindrical

Resistance

Heater

Type-K
Thermocouple

Signal To
CN3C01 Process

Room Temperature

Molecular Save Bed

Compressor

Figure 3-9. Diagram of the pressure control and gas handling system.

Pressure control. The pressure control and gas handling system is drawn

schematically in Figure 3-9. The combined system is divided into two set of

components: the pressure control components and the gas handling components. The

present discussion focuses on the pressure control components.
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As mentioned in Section 3.1, the gas density was of primary concern due to its

dominant thermodynamic influence on the induced conductivity. In order to control the

gas density, the temperature and pressure had to be controlled. In these experiments, the

temperature was treated as an independent parameter, therefore the regulation of pressure

relative to the gas temperature was used to control the gas density.

The 3He originated in the
3He storage bottles in the gas handling components

discussed below. The 3He flow to the chamber was regulated by a MKS Type 148

solenoid control valve. The gas flowed through the throttled solenoid valve to the

chamber via the gas inlet supply tube. The helium flowed through the active volume as

described above in the discussion of the active volume design, and exited the chamber

through the pumping port on the instrumentation access flange. After traveling through

the pumping access tube, the flow passed the MKS pressure transducers which measured

the gas pressure in the chamber and through a liquid nitrogen cold trap which eliminated

any condensables in the gas prior to contacting the pumps. A gate valve was positioned

between the chamber Baratron pressure transducers and the liquid nitrogen cold trap so

the cold trap could be serviced during the course of the experiments without exposing the

chamber or gas handling system to the atmosphere. The 3He flow then returned to the

vacuum pumps and was recompressed through the gas handling system into the storage

bottles.

The solenoid valve required a 0-120 mA nonlinear analog signal to drive the

solenoid which throttled the valve. This driving signal was provided by a MKS Type

1249A solenoid valve driver module which accepted a 0-10 Vdc analog input signal

proportional to the percent of throttle. The proportional control signal was provided by

an Omega CN2001 programmable process controller similar to that used for the

temperature control. The CN2001 controller operated in PID mode, accepted one 0-10

Vdc analog input, and provided one 0-10 Vdc analog output.
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The process variable, i.e. the gas pressure, was provided by a set of MKS

Baratron pressure transducers. This type of pressure transducer utilized a capacitor

configuration in a balanced bridge circuit. One side of the capacitor plate was exposed to

the gas whose pressure was to be measured. The other side of the capacitor plate was

exposed to a vacuum reference cavity maintained at a pressure of 10"7 torr. As the sample

gas pressure changed, the capacitor plate deflected which changed the capacitance of the

sensor. This change in capacitance was measured by a balanced bridge circuit and the

output was a 0-10 Vdc signal proportional to the pressure of the sample gas. This type of

pressure sensor was chosen due to its high accuracy and insensitivity to gas composition.

In these experiments, two pressure heads were used to cover the entire range of pressure

encountered: a Type 121A absolute pressure transducer with a range of 0.5 to 5000 torr,

and a Type 122A absolute pressure transducer with a range of 10"3
to 10 torr.

Two stages of vacuum pumps were used in the pressure control system. The

primary pump was a Varian Turbo-V70D turbomolecular pump with a molecular drag

stage. This type of pump is standard in vacuum research and operates in the pressure

range below 10 torr. The relatively high operating pressure limit is due to the addition of

four molecular drag stages. In the configuration used here, using the diaphragm pump

described below, the base pressure of the turbopump was 8 x 10'7 torr which was well

below the minimum pressure of interest in these experiments. The pumping speed of the

turbomolecular pump for He was 27 1/s which resulted in a fairly long time required to

evacuate the chamber. Compounded with the high surface area and small open volume

of the insulation in the chamber as described previously, and the 25 foot long pumping

line resulted in a slow pumping system. However, economic concerns required

limitations to the pumping speed, and no significant problems were encountered as a

result of the pumping speed.

The roughing pump is a Vacuubrand Model MV2T four stage diaphragm pump.

The diaphragm pump was capable of operating from atmospheric pressure to a base
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pressure of 0.5 torr and had a pumping speed of 0.5 1/s. For system operation above 2

torr, pumping was typically achieved with the diaphragm pump only. The exhaust of the

diaphragm pump was connected to the gas handling system to maintain a fully closed

system during the experiments.

As shown in Figure 3-9, additional throttle valves preceded the pumps to prevent

the turbopump from being overloaded during operations as well as reducing the flow rate

through the system. This throttling was achieved manually via two valves in parallel.

One valve was a large gate valve which was primarily used for low pressure operation

and pumping down to the base pressure. The second valve was a high impedance needle

valve (Nupro Model SS-4BMG-V13) used to throttle the gas flow at higher pressures,

typically above 5 torr. The turbopump inlet pressure was monitored with three Baratron

pressure transducers positioned near the turbopump inlet as shown in Figure 3-9. The

pump throttle valves were manually adjusted to maintain the pump inlet pressure

typically below 1 torr during turbopump operation and below 10 torr when the diaphragm

pump was used alone.

fias handling system. Due to the high cost of
3He (current prices are $100-$ 130

per STP liter) and the need for large quantities of clean helium, additional gas handling

components were incorporated to recycle the gas as shown in Figure 3-9. The recycling

process involved both gas filtering and gas distribution. The gas filtering system was

composed of four segments: a prefilter liquid nitrogen cold trap, a CuO catalyst bed, a

molecular sieve filter and an activated carbon filter. The gas distribution function of the

gas handling system incorporated compression, storage, and distribution of the
3He

supply. Most of the connections in the gas handling system utilized VCR-type face seal

fittings with silver-plated nickel gaskets to maintain clean and leak-tight seals.

As mentioned above, the interaction of the neutron flux with the 3He produced

tritium and hydrogen which contaminated the bulk
3He supply. Also trace amounts of
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other materials entered the gas flow through evaporative, chemical, and sputtering

processes, especially at higher temperatures and lower pressures. In order to limit the

amount of impurities present in the gas at any given time, clean 3He continually flowed

through the system. The supply of
3He was kept clean by the use of the multistage

filtering system.

The liquid nitrogen trap mentioned above served as a prefilter to eliminate any

condensables released into the gas stream in the chamber. This step was primarily to

protect the pumps but also served to reduce the quantity of nonradioactive materials

absorbed by the molecular sieve filters. The trap worked by impeding the flow of the gas

with a cylinder filled with liquid nitrogen as shown in Figure 3-10. As the gas molecules

collided with the cold cylinder, their energy was reduced by conduction to the cold

surface. As the condensable species loss energy, they tended to solidify on the surface

and were effectively filtered from the gas.

The primary concern in terms of contaminants was to minimize the amount of

tritium flowing through the system in the
3He and to localize it in a containment trap for
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disposal. The gas filtering system for tritium was composed of two components. These

components were the CuO catalyst bed and the molecular sieve filters.

The exhaust of the diaphragm pump was directed through the CuO bed which was

heated by a cylindrical resistance heater to 600 °C. The temperature in the heater was

controlled by the second loop of the Omega CN3001 process controller described earlier.

The temperature in the heater was measured with a Type-K thermocouple and power was

supplied by a Phasetronics Model EZ1-12-10-F SCR power controller similar to that used

for the chamber heater. The CuO bed was contained in a 1/2" OD stainless steel tube

with frits at each end and connected to 1/4" OD stainless steel tubing via welded reducing

fittings.

As the gas containing tritium and hydrogen passed through the bed, the following

chemical interaction took place:

CuO(s) + H
2 (g) -> Cu(s) + H

20(g)

where the gaseous hydrogen may be tritiated thus producing tritiated water vapor. The

gas exiting the CuO bed then passed through a room temperature molecular sieve which

absorbed the water vapor, in addition to other contaminants, but did not interact with the

helium. The gas then flowed through a second molecular sieve in a liquid nitrogen bath

which was more efficient than the room temperature filter and absorbed any remaining

contaminants. The room temperature molecular sieve efficiently absorbed water vapor

without causing ice to form which would have blocked the flow of the gas through the

filter.

Once the gas was cleaned of contaminants, especially tritium, it was

recompressed for storage. Compression was performed by a stock refrigerator

compressor. This type of compressor was designed to compress freon, but it was found

to work well for helium at fraction of the cost of a high performance helium compressor.

Maximum compression of 150 psig was achievable and sufficient for these experiments.

The primary drawback of using a refrigerator compressor was the introduction of
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contaminants into the
3He supply from the lubricants in the compressor. To overcome

this drawback, the compressed gas flowed through an activated carbon filter operated at

liquid nitrogen temperatures. This filter was very efficient at absorbing any contaminants

introduced into the
3He by the compressor.

The cleaned and compressed 3He then flowed into one of the three gas storage

cylinders shown in Figure 3-9. The manifold that linked the three storage cylinders to the

gas inlet and outlet allowed for the continual recycling of the
3He without interchanging

components. This reduced the possibility of a costly escape of
3He to the atmosphere as

well as the potential for exposure to tritium. During operation, one bottle was initially

evacuated and served as the storage bottle for the cleaned
3
He. One of the two initially

full bottles served as the supply of
3
He. Dividing the

3He across three cylinders in this

fashion reduced the possibility of losing all of the helium supply by accidentally leaking

the gas to atmosphere.

3.3 Instrumentation Design

The parameter of primary interest in these experiments was the electrical

conductivity. In order to measure the conductivity, two techniques were employed. The

first used Langmuir probe techniques, specifically a triple probe, to provide information

about the free electron density and temperature from which an approximate value for the

conductivity could be calculated. The second method used a probe design similar to that

used for the AB Atomenergi experiments [21] and allowed direct measurement of the

conductivity by application of Ohm's law. Prior to discussing the probes used to measure

the conductivity and related parameters, an overview of the computerized data acquisition

system is presented.
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3.3.1 The Data Acquisition System

Data acquisition was achieved through a combination of single purpose modules

such as the temperature and pressure controllers described above and a multipurpose

computer-based data acquisition system using National Instrument's LabVIEW software.

The computer platform was a Gateway 2000 4DX2-50V based on Intel's 80486 CPU.

Data acquisition was achieved in two steps: signal conditioning and signal digitization.

Signal digitization was accomplished using a National Instruments Model AT-

MIO-16E-2 multifunction I/O board. Among its numerous capabilities, this board

provided 12-bit analog-to-digital conversion on 16 inputs and sampling rates up to 500

kS/s. The AT-MIO board was the direct link between the computer and the

instrumentation signals.

Signal conditioning was performed by a National Instruments Model SCXI-1 100

32-channel multiplexer amplifier with a Model SCXI-1 303 terminal block. This signal

conditioning module could input up to 32 differential channels and provide amplification

with gain up to 2000 and filtering prior to signal digitization by the AT-MIO- 16E-2 I/O

board. The SCXI-1 303 terminal block included cold-junction temperature measurement

for processing thermocouple signals. Using a multiplexing scheme, the SCXI-1 100

module buffered the monitored signals and sent them to channel 0 of the AT-MIO I/O

board. The buffering process reduced the possibility of losing data during acquisition.

The SCXI-1 100 limited the overall sampling rate to 250 kS/s which was sufficient for

these experiments.

One of the most important features of this data acquisition system was the

LabVIEW software used to configure and operate the hardware. This software was based

on a graphical programming interface which allowed the user to configure and process

the acquired data with a high level of flexibility. This software was capable of managing

data acquisition, system control, and data analysis due to its large library of instrument
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subroutines or "virtual instruments" and processing subroutines. A detailed discussion of

the system operation using LabVIEW in these experiments as well as some unforeseen

limitations is included in Section 4.3.

In the original system design, all system operation tasks including pressure and

temperature monitor and control, and data acquisition were to be handled by LabVIEW

and the associated hardware. Early in the testing phase of the experiments, it was

determined that the number of tasks assigned to LabVIEW was too great for the

capabilities of the computer system. As a result, the tasks of temperature and pressure

control were reassigned to the stand-alone controllers described above and LabVIEW

was tasked primarily with data acquisition for the conductivity measurements as well as

some monitoring duties.

3.3.2 Langmuir-tvpe Probe Applications

A Langmuir probe is essentially an exposed, open-ended conductor inserted into a

plasma. When a potential is applied to the conductor in the plasma, a current flows due

to the presence of free charges. The behavior of this current can be used to determine

several parameters of the plasma such as electron temperature and density. Several

geometrys and configurations have been used for different applications. Three references

used for this analysis which provide more detailed descriptions of general probe theory

and operation are Chen [47], Hershkowitz [48], and Hutchinson [49].

Two configurations of Langmuir probes were utilized for these experiments. The

first is the use of single, cylindrical floating field probes as described in the discussion in

Section 3.3.3 about the conductivity probe. The second, described in this section, utilizes

three cylindrical probes in close proximity to one another and is commonly referred to as

a triple probe. Application of a triple probe provides a measurement of the electron

density and temperature from which an approximate value of the conductivity can be
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calculated for comparison with the values measured using the conductivity probe. Also,

these measurements can be used for comparison with the calculated values of electron

temperature and density using the CSOLVE code described in Chapter 2.

Parameters significant to the application of Langmuir probes. Before considering

the application of Langmuir-type probes, the parameters influencing the use of these

probes must be considered. The two parameters most significant to the method of

Langmuir probe data analysis are the characteristic probe dimension relative to the Debye

length and mean-free path. The Debye length determines the thickness of the sheath and

hence, the associated method of analysis. The mean-free path determines whether

collisions are significant, and again, the necessary method of analysis.

Since electrons are the primary charge carrier, the influence of ions is generally

neglected. The electron Debye length provides a characteristic distance over which the

electron charge influences the surrounding fields. The Debye length is related to the bulk

electron density and temperature by the following expression

(3-1)

c0 2 e

In order to use the simplifying approximation of a thin sheath in the analysis of a

given probe, the probe is usually designed such that the characteristic probe dimension is

much greater than the Debye length. In the case of a cylindrical probe, the characteristic

probe dimension is the probe diameter. This results in the influence of the probe on the

surrounding medium being small.

For the range of conditions considered in these experiments, the predicted Debye

length varies from lO5 cm to 1 cm. For a typical probe diameter of 0. 1 cm, special

consideration must be given for some of these experimental conditions. Specifically, at

relative densities below 0.05 (38 torr at 300 K) and neutron flux below lxlO 13 /cm2
s, the

predicted Debye length is on the order of 0.1 cm. At relative densities below 0.005 (3.8
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torr at 300 K), the Debye length is on the order of 0.1 cm for neutron flux below 1x10 15

/cm2
s. For these conditions where a thin sheath can not be assumed either the Langmuir

probe techniques are not used or more complicated analysis techniques must be

employed.

The second parameter, the mean-free path, provides a measure of the significance

of collisional effects. Specifically, the mean-free path determines whether the charge

carrier reaches the probe through free flight in a collisionless gas, or by diffusion in a

collision dominated gas. The mean-free path is related to the bulk density and the

electron momentum-transfer cross section by

In the present experiments, the momentum-transfer cross section can be

approximated as that associated with electron-neutral helium collisions. The analysis is

simplified by assuming the mean-free path is much greater than the characteristic probe

dimension and hence, the gas collisionless. In the case where the characteristic probe

dimension is much greater than the mean-free path, the gas must be treated as collisional

and the current to the probe is reduced by the ratio of the mean-free path to the probe

radius. Both of these cases are readily manageable; however, if the mean-free path is

smaller than the Debye length, the sheath must be treated as collisional and the analysis

becomes complicated.

For a constant electron momentum-transfer cross section, as is approximately the

case here, the maximum mean-free path occurs for the minimum bulk density. At a

relative density of lxlO"4, the minimum considered in these experiments, the mean-free

path is 0.757 cm. This value is large enough to allow the gas to be treated as collisionless

using the characteristic probe dimension of 0.1 cm. However, an order of magnitude

increase in the bulk density makes the gas collision dominated. Furthermore, as the

relative density increases above 0.05, the mean-free path becomes of the same order as

the Debye length and finally less than the Debye length at higher densities resulting in the
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sheath being collisional. As a result of the changing collisional nature of the gas in these

experiments, the analysis of the probe data must take into consideration the collisional

behavior at each density considered. Approximate methods for correcting for these

sources of error are discussed in detail in the references mentioned above.

Probe characterization . In order to interpret the measurements of the conductivity

and Langmuir probes, the probe characteristics must be measured as a function of gas

state and neutron flux. The probe characteristic is represented by a plot of the current

through the probe as a function of applied bias. A sample of a typical Langmuir probe

characteristic is shown in Figure 3-11. This information is required to determine the

region of linear probe operation for a given gas state.

The characteristic shown in Figure 3-1 1 is for a single Langmuir probe and a

plasma with small Debye length and large mean-free path. Note the probe potential

increases to the left. Consider first the point Vf where the characteristic crosses the probe
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potential axis and the current is zero. At higher potentials, the probe collects ion current

to a maximum ion saturation current, Isi. As the potential drops below Vf, the probe

collects a net electron current. The two dashed lines constructed along the approximately

linear sections of the characteristic intersect at the plasma potential, Vp, and the electron

saturation current, Ise.

Triple probe theory and application. Typically, the operation of Langmuir probes

requires a circuit capable of sweeping the bias potential over a significant range and

recording the current response. This procedure results in a signal response similar to the

characteristic shown in Figure 3-11. Analysis of this probe characteristic provides the

information necessary to determine the electron density and temperature. However, the

response of this probe circuit is limited by the sweep rate so observation of the variation

of the plasma parameters with time is limited. In the case of reactor pulse mode

operation, the width at half maximum height of the reactor pulse is on the order of 10 ms.

In this mode of operation, there is not sufficient time to sweep the bias potential before

the reactor power changes significantly.

Since the temporal behavior of the conductivity is of interest and much of the data

is collected in pulse mode operation, a more sophisticated probe circuit is used, namely a

triple probe. The use of the triple probe method was first examined by Chen and

Sekiguchi [50]. As shown schematically in Figure 3-12, the triple probe consists of three

Langmuir probes electronically configured such that probe 2 floats, acting as a reference,

and a voltage difference, Vd3, is applied across probes 1 and 3. Vp is the plasma potential

and Vf is the floating potential. All three probes are located in close proximity so each

probe is exposed to the same conditions and the local gas properties are measured.

Notice no ground connection is used in the device so the entire probe floats resulting in

fast response times.
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Figure 3-12. Schematic diagram of the triple probe circuit.

The mathematical basis of triple probe operation is described generally in [50]

and the more recent application described by Tilley et al [51]. The theory is summarized

here based on these analyses. This analysis makes the following assumptions: 1)

Maxwellian electron energy distribution, 2) large mean-free path relative to the sheath

and the probe radius, and 3) sheath thickness small relative to the probe separation. Also,

each of the three probes is assumed to be geometrically identical.

Using Kirchoff s Laws, the instantaneous current flow through the three probes is

found to be

$J.(X)-J,<yi)]

l2 =-S[Je(y2)-Ji
(V2 )] (3-3)

^=-4W)-W)]
where

. I kTe (-eV

Iron. lkTe
(3-4)

and J
e
is the electron saturation current density, 7, is the ion saturation current, S is the

probe surface area, k is Boltzmann's constant, e is the electron charge, and m
e
is the

electron mass.
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In the case where J
i
(V,)=J

i
(V

2
)=J

i
(V

3 ) , Equations 3-3 can be combined to yield

the following expression

I>+I
2 =

l-cxV(-eVd2 /kTe )

/,+/
3

l-cxp{-eV
d3 /kTe )

where

V
tB
= V-V

l
,1 = 2,3 (3-6)

In the case drawn in Figure 3-12, probe 2 floats and therefore carries no current through

it. The relation between the currents can be written using Kirchoff s Laws

/2 =0, /.J^/j (3-7)

and (3-5) simplifies to the following expression

1 _ \-cxp(-eVd2/kTe )

2 \-txv{-eVd3/kTe )
V*>

Since all the variables in (3-8) except the electron temperature, T
e , are either known or

readily measured, this equation can be used to determine T
t
directly. Similarly, the ion

current density can be measured directly using the following equation

' s(l-cxp(-e(V
d3 -Vd2 )/kTt ))

(3_9)

The electron temperature and ion current density are the only quantities that can

be measured directly using the given assumptions. It is useful to make an additional

assumption to model the ion current, namely to require the Bohm sheath criteria. This

assumption, explained in detail in [50], is based on the experimental evidence that the

electric field produced by the ion sheath around a probe can partly penetrate the region

outside the sheath. Also, the Bohm sheath criteria assumes the electron density and ion

density in the electric field outside of the sheath are approximately equal, and the surface

area of the sheath is approximately equal to the surface area of the probe. From these

assumptions, it can be shown that

= en
e
(kT

e
/m

(
.

)'
/2
exp(- 1/2) (3.

1

0)
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where m
i
is the ion mass. The assumptions leading to (3-10) must be kept in mind when

analyzing data collected using the triple probe because the Bohm sheath criteria are not

generally applicable, especially in these experiments. Additional corrections to account

for conditions outside of these assumptions are discussed in both [50] and [51].

If the Bohm sheath criteria is applicable, a useful expression for the electron

density can be derived. Setting Equations 3-9 and 3-10 equal, one gets

n = /exP(V2 )
(3-11)

' Se{kTJrn)
xl

\exV(eVJkTe )-\)

Again, all quantities on the right-hand side of (3-11) are known or measurable so the

electron density can be determined directly. The modified analysis in the case where the

Bohm sheath criteria is not entirely valid yields a similar expression. For the purposes of

introducing the function of the triple probe, the modified analysis is not included here.

The result of the triple probe configuration is the elimination of the need for a

voltage sweep to determine the electron temperature and ion current density. With some

additional considerations of the conditions in the particular application, the electron

density can be measured instantaneously as well. Since the voltage sweep is eliminated

and the probes float relative to the floating point potential, the frequency response is on

the order of the ion plasma frequency. Using appropriate corrections for a particular

application, the error in measurement can be reduced to within a fraction of an order of

magnitude of the actual value. For the purposes of these experiments, this accuracy is

sufficient for comparison with the direct measurements of the conductivity and values

predicted using the CSOLVE code as well as independent evaluation of the enhancement.

Additional discussion of the data collected using the triple probe is included in Section

4.3 and Chapter 5.

The triple probe used for these experiments had a cylindrical probe geometry in a

triangular arrangement. The probes were constructed of 1 mm diameter molybdenum

wire and extend 1 cm in length. The probes were sheathed in a high purity alumina

ceramic tube with four holes, of which three were used. The probe wires were bonded to
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the ceramic tube with alumina cement which both fixed the wire to the ceramic sheath

and provided a tight fit around the wire which helped define the boundary of the wire

area exposed to the gas. As shown in Figure 3-3, the triple probe was located near the

center of the active volume, two inches from and parallel to the cylindrical axis.

I

Vd3

HP Model 6205B

DC Power Supply

SCXI-1 100 Signal

Conditioning

Module

SCXI-1 303

Terminal Block
National Instruments

AT-MIO-16E-2

I/O Board

Figure 3-13. Design of the triple probe circuit.

The circuit used to operate the triple probe is shown in Figure 3-13. Voltage was

applied across probes 1 and 3 by a Hewlett-Packard Model 6205B dual DC power supply

which had switchable variable voltage outputs of 0-20 Vdc and 0-40 Vdc powering up to

1.2 watts. A differential channel in the SCXI-1 100 module acted as a differential

amplifier across a shunt resistor in the lead wire for probe 1 and was used to measure the

current flowing between probes 1 and 3. The resistance of the shunt resistor was kept

small relative to the resistance of the gas between the probes to minimize the shunts

influence on the potential between the probes. A second differential channel monitored

the potential between probes 1 and 2. Both differential channels had high input

impedance to minimize the influence of the sampling on the behavior of the probes.
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3.3.3 The Conductivity Probe

The measurement of the electrical conductivity is different from the measurement

of electron temperature and density since conductivity is a macroscopic quantity. In

order to achieve the primary objective of this project, a means of measuring the electrical

conductivity independent of the microscopic processes was needed. This measurement

was acquired by means of Ohm's law as described below. A similar device was used by

Choi [52] for conductivity measurement.

Simplification of Ohm's law. The conductivity probe discussed in this section is

based on a simplified form of Ohm's law. Prior to discussing the theoretical operation of

the conductivity probe, the application of this simplified form must be justified. A

simplified form of Ohm's law was also used in Chapter 1, Equation 1-1.

In order to justify using this simplified form of Ohm's law, first consider the

generalized Ohm's law

j = o(E + uxB)-^(jxB) +-^Vp.-3 (3-12)
B [e\e Dt

where u is the flow velocity, B is the magnetic induction, co is the cyclotron frequency, t

is the mean time between collisions, and pe is the partial pressure of the electron gas. The

first term on the right is the conduction term. The second term gives rise to the Hall

effect and is included in Equation 1-1, as discussed in Chapter 1. The third term accounts

for diffusion of the electrons. The fourth term accounts for inertial effects. Following

the discussion presented by Rosa [3], reduction of this generalized form to the forms used

herein can be justified.

In the conductivity probe used for these experiments, no magnetic fields are

present and the gas is static on the time scale of interest. Therefore the second term drops

out immediately and the first term reduces to the product of the conductivity and the
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electric field. Equation 1-1 keeps both of these terms since magnetic fields are assumed

to be present.

The third term can be rewritten in terms of the electron temperature

' VPe = —VTe
(3-13)

[e]e ' e

assuming the electron density is approximately uniform. In order for this term to be of

the same order of magnitude as the first term, the magnitude of the gradient in electron

temperature would need to be 104 times greater than the electric field strength. For the

volumes and conditions of interest to this study, such a gradient is unlikely.

The fourth term can be eliminated by considering the value of the mean time

between collisions, T. Recall from the discussion of conductivity in Chapter 1 the

definition of t,

t =—— (1-10)
nQc

t

where n is the bulk number density, Q is the electron-fluid collision cross section, and ce

is the mean velocity of the Maxwellian electrons defined by (1-1 1). For the conditions of

interest here, the bulk number density ranges from 10
21 /m3

to 10
27 /m3

. Typical values

for the cross section and mean speed are of the order 10"20 m2
and 10

5 m/s respectively.

The mean collision time ranges from 10' 12
s to 10"6 s. Therefore, the fourth term is only

significant if variations in the current occur at least in the megahertz regime. Since the

applied currents always vary more slowly than this, the fourth term can be neglected.

Taking all of these considerations into account, the general form of Ohm's law

reduces to

j = oE (3-14)

which is the microscopic form of Ohm's law. This is the form used for the remaining

analysis.
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Theory of operation. The conductivity of a gas may be measured by direct

application of the definition of electrical conductivity as given in the microscopic form of

Ohm's Law, (3-14). Conductivity is the result of free charge in a material, in this case an

ionized gas. By passing a current through a gas volume, an electric field is induced by

the presence of the free charge. By knowing the value of the applied current and

measuring the induced electric field, the conductivity is determined.

Equation 3-14 is valid for any geometry. In order to extend the analysis beyond

(3-14) a geometry must be defined. The geometry of the conductivity probe used in these

experiments is shown in Figure 3-14. The active gas volume described in Section 3.2.1 is

cylindrical with the outer shell acting as the anode for the conductivity probe. An

electrode of length L acting as the cathode is placed on the central axis of the cylinder

between two guard electrodes. Two field probes with length L similar to Langmuir

probes are placed at radial distances a and b from the cathode.

— Ground

Figure 3-14. Layout of the conductivity probe.

Following the analysis by Braun [21], the electric potential assuming a

homogeneous source volume can be found for the active volume by solving Poisson's

equation

V> = 0 (3-15)
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The general ideal solution for an infinitely long cylindrical volume, with a0 a constant of

integration, is

<p = a0 \nr (3-16)

and the electric field is

E = -^e
r (3-17)

r

Using the value measured for the potential difference between the two floating field

probes, AV, the integration constant is found to be

AV
a° = -Ta\ <3 - 18 )

In -
Kb)

From observation of the geometry and the definition of current density, the total

current flowing from the inner to the outer electrode can be expressed as
2k

I = ljj
r
rd# (3-19)

o

Using Ohm's law and neglecting diffusion effects as discussed above, the total current

flowing to the electrode is found to be

AV
/ = 2m0al = 2nd , r (3-20)

In

The above expression for the current between the inner and outer electrodes

assumes the conducting medium is homogeneous. However, as discussed in detail by

Braun [21], the conducting medium in the experiments is not homogeneous due to

variations in the neutron flux profile and shielding effects associated with the presence of

the probes. Braun calculated a correction factor to account for these effects and found the

difference between the ideal case and the inhomogeneous case to be small. Therefore,

the assumption of a homogeneous medium will be used here as a first order

approximation.

Braun found for some range of current, the voltage difference between the two

field probes, AV, is linearly related to the current passing through the gas, /, by the

expression
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AV = R0I+V0
(3-21)

where R0 and V0 are constants. Taking the derivative of Equation 3-21 as a function of

current, /, gives the following result

(3-22,

Relating this expression to Ohm's law as given above and recalling the resistance is

defined as the inverse of the conductivity, gives the following expression for the

conductivity

a.J^Ji^-l-Jl) (3-23)
InLdAV KbJ IkLR^

The expression above is equivalent to the expression derived for the total current

in Equation 3-20. The use of the derivative of the potential as a function of current

eliminates the arbitrary ground potential V
0
simplifying the data analysis and improving

repeatability. By measuring the change in the difference in probe potentials due to small

changes in the applied current within the linear range, the conductivity is measured

directly.

This probe eliminates the need for consideration of microscopic parameters since

it measures the conductivity on a macroscopic level. For application in an MHD

generator, it is only the macroscopic conductivity that is of prime concern. In the case of

the two floating probes used to measure the potential, effects due to sheath thickness and

collisions still must be taken into account. However, these effects should generally

cancel out when the difference in the potential of the two probes is measured.

In the experiments performed by Braun, the minimum relative gas density was

0.25 which is approximately four orders of magnitude higher than the minimum in these

experiments. As a result, wall effects were not significant in the Braun experiments due

to the short mean-free path for all cases.

In the current experiments, the mean-free path was relatively large for a

significant range of conditions being considered. As a result, at low density, the gas, and
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hence the conductivity, may not be homogeneous due to wall effects. In other words, the

conductivity may vary as a function of radius. In this case, the difference in potential

between the two field probes may be due to combined effects of gradient in the applied

potential and gradient in the electron density. Again, the resulting conductivity

measurement represents a macroscopic effect, but is also dependent on the particular

geometry. Therefore, the raw conductivity measurements at low density do not

accurately represent the maximum possible conductivity for the given thermodynamic

and neutron flux conditions. Consideration of this lower apparent conductivity is

discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 5.

Probe design and operation. Referring to Figure 3-14, the dimensions of the

conductivity probe are summarized below:

Central Electrode Dimensions (Cathode): 2.54 cm long x 1 .27 cm diameter

Guard Electrode Dimensions: 8.75 cm long x 1 .27 cm diameter

Field Probe Dimensions: 2.54 cm long x 0. 1 cm diameter

Outer Shell Dimensions (Anode): 20 cm long x 20 cm diameter

Distance to Inner Field Probe (a): 2.54 cm from cylindrical axis

Distance to Outer Field Probe (b): 6.35 cm from cylindrical axis

Except for the active volume shell, all probes were constructed from molybdenum. The

field probes had a construction similar to the triple probe described above. The field

probe wire was sheathed in an alumina ceramic tube and bonded to the tube with alumina

cement. The bond provided a means for fixing the position of the wire in the sheath as

well as defining the boundary of the probe surface area.

The outer electrode was defined by the active volume and was an order of

magnitude longer than the cathode. The cathode diameter was large enough to eliminate

excessively large electric field gradients while minimizing shielding effects. Large field

gradients could have resulted in charge acceleration sufficient to produce secondary
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electrons on impact with the inner electrode. This additional electron population would

have resulted in an inhomogeneity in the conducting medium which would have altered

the measured conductivity enhancement. On the other hand, increasing the diameter of

the inner electrode increased the inhomogeneity of the conducting medium caused by

shielding effects. An inner electrode diameter of 1.27 cm resulted in a reasonable

balance between these two concerns. A length of 2.54 cm provided sufficient current

collection area to distinguish between signal and noise while maintaining the guard

electrode length needed to eliminate nonradial electric field components.

HP Model 6205B

or6209BDC
Power Supply

X

Guard
Electrode

Electrode I

-WV—9

—

Rs

Guard
Electrode

Outer

Electrode

100 k Q, typ.

Signal

Attenuation/

Amplification

<HWV

—

i
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^"lOO^tiCyP

National Instruments

AT-MIO-16E-2
I/O Board

SCXI- 11 00 Signal

Conditioning

Module

SCXI- 1303

Terminal Block

Figure 3-15. The conductivity probe circuit.

The circuit used to acquire data from the conductivity probe is shown in Figure 3-

15. A differential channel in the SCXI-1 100 module acted as a differential amplifier

across the two field probes. A second differential channel in the SCXI-1 100 module

monitored the voltage drop across a shunt resistor in the signal line to the center

electrode. This voltage drop was proportional to the current flowing through the center

electrode. The shunt resistor was maintained small relative the resistance of the gas to

minimize the influence of the shunt resistor on the measurement of conductivity. Also,
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the differential channels on the SCXI-1 100 module had very high input impedance to

prevent the introduction of a parallel path to ground. The current source for the

conductivity probe was provided by Hewlett-Packard Model 6205B and Model 6209B

DC power supplies. As mentioned previously, the Model 6205B had dual switchable

variable voltage sources of 0-20 Vdc and 0-40 Vdc powering up to 1 .2 watts. The Model

6209B had a single variable voltage output of 0-320 Vdc and current output of 0-100

mA. The procedure for operating this probe and analyzing the data is presented in

Chapter 4.

3.4 Reactor Design

Several factors were considered when selecting a reactor facility for these

experiments. These factors included maximum size of experimental apparatus the facility

could accommodate, maximum thermal neutron flux achievable at the location of the

apparatus, expense for use of the reactor facility, and availability of reactor time. Several

facilities were considered including those at the University of Florida, University of

Missouri, Georgia Institute of Technology, and Penn State University. The Breazeale

Reactor Facility at Penn State University was finally chosen as the best facility for this

project for the reasons described below.

The first consideration in choosing the Breazeale Reactor was the need for a

facility capable of accommodating the apparatus used in this project. At the time of the

selection process, the exact design of the experimental apparatus had not been completed,

but the dimensions of the active volume (20 cm diameter x 20 cm long) was known and

the rest of the structure was dictated by these dimensions. These dimensions indicated a

typical reactor thimble would not be sufficient, nor would a typical neutron access port.
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Description of the Breazeale Reactor. The Breazeale Reactor is a pool-type

TRIGA (Training Research and Isotope production reactor by General Atomic) reactor in

which the core is suspended in the pool from a bridge on the pool deck. The water acts as

a moderator and shield. The core is arranged in a hexagonally packed rod configuration

typically with hexagonal sides 12" wide and 24" high. These dimensions result in the

entire cross section of the active volume being exposed to a reasonably homogeneous

thermal neutron flux.

The bridge structure supporting the reactor core allows the core to be moved

north-south and east-west as well as rotated. In this way, the core can be moved

throughout the pool, accommodating multiple experiments. Since the core can be

positioned directly against the apparatus, the only limitation on the size of the apparatus

is the dimensions of the pool and the core dimensions. As a result of this reactor design,

experiments much larger than those at the other facilities considered can be

accommodated.

The next consideration in the selection of a reactor facility was the maximum

thermal neutron flux achievable in the chamber. The Breazeale Reactor core is capable

of steady-state operation up to 1 MW and, due to the TRIGA core design, pulse operation

up to 2000MW (though typically pulses are administratively limited to less than 1200

MW). The fuel is less than 20 percent enriched uranium. The maximum core face

thermal neutron flux for a typical maximum pulse is on the order of 10
16
n/cm2

s and has a

half-maximum-height width of about 10 ms. The pulse mode operation is possible due to

the large, inherent prompt negative reactivity feedback characteristic of the TRIGA fuel

design. This maximum flux level is very respectable relative to the other reactors

considered.

Since the core face can be positioned in contact with one end of the chamber, the

active volume is exposed to the maximum possible neutron flux for this reactor and

chamber design. Since the other reactors considered did not allow the core to contact the
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chamber face due to design and space restrictions, none of the other reactor facilities

would have been capable of providing a thermal neutron flux as high as that provided by

the Breazeale Reactor. Mapping of the thermal neutron flux in the chamber is discussed

in Section 4.2.

In designing the chamber described in Section 3.2.1, the dimensions of the reactor

core and position above the pool floor were design constraints. The chamber was

designed to fit between the top and bottom reactor core grid plates which hold the fuel

rods. The chamber support is capable of adjusting the height of the chamber to

accommodate variations in the pool floor.

One modification was made to the support and chamber after arrival at the reactor

facility to increase the thermal neutron flux in the chamber. Specifically, the chamber

was moved three inches ahead of the support structure so the core safety plate directly in

front of the core could be placed in contact with the reactor side of the chamber. This

modification eliminated three inches of water between the core face and the chamber

which would have resulted in a significant reduction in thermal neutron flux in the active

volume.

The final two considerations, though certainly as significant as the first two, were

the expense associated with using the reactor and the time available. These

considerations were very favorably met by the Breazeale Reactor Facility and a total of

100 hours of reactor time plus preparation time and waste disposal were purchased.

Operation of the Breazeale Reactor. The reactor is operated by means of a

recently installed control console which automatically handles all safety, monitoring, and

control functions in cooperation with the reactor operator. This console provides a

human-machine interface similar to those utilized in industry and allows for operation in

Manual, Automatic, Square Wave, and Pulse modes. Power monitoring is performed by

the control console via two instruments. A wide-range power monitor based on a fission
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detector covers the reactor power range from 10 to 2 MW. A gamma ionization

chamber covers the rest of the power range up to 2000 MW. Core temperature

monitoring is provided via two instrumented fuel rods containing Type-K thermocouples.

These control systems are designed to be entirely isolated from external systems. In

Chapter 4, both the power and temperature monitoring instruments are discussed with

respect to operation of the reactor during these experiments and problems encountered

with the isolation of the reactor instrumentation.

Since the analysis of the data requires knowing the thermal neutron flux for

accurate comparison to calculated results, a brief discussion of the key concerns

regarding the neutronics of this reactor is necessary. During pulse operation, a transient

rod is pneumatically injected into the core which causes the reactor power output, and

hence neutron flux, to increase rapidly. The increased power output quickly heats the

core to temperatures on the order of 500 °C. This heating causes the core reactivity to

decrease and forces the reactor to shutdown. This behavior is characteristic of TRIGA

reactors [53].

Due to the characteristic behavior of the reactor in pulse mode, the neutron

spectrum produced during the pulse is different from the distribution produced during

steady-state operation. Related to this, pulse mode operation introduces concerns about

the thermalization of the neutrons and corresponding thermal neutron spectrum in the

chamber. As discussed in Section 2.2.2, the thermal neutron absorption cross section is

calculated by taking the average absorption cross section over thermal energies assuming

an ideal Maxwellian distribution and the 0.025 eV neutron absorption cross section as a

reference. The unique neutronic behavior of a TRIGA reactor due to the UZrH fuel

introduces error into this assumption.

The prompt neutron lifetime in this reactor is approximately 38 (is. This lifetime

includes the time from the fast neutron birth to absorption in the reactor system or loss by

leakage including thermalization. The typical pulse width at half maximum for a reactor
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pulse is on the order of 10 ms. Therefore, the prompt neutrons are thermalized or

absorbed on a time scale much shorter than the duration of the pulse. Nonetheless, it

would be useful for these experiments if additional data could have been collected or for

future experiments to normalize the pulse mode results to a steady-state baseline. It

should be noted that the errors introduced into the data analysis due to the differences in

the neutron spectrum in the experimental apparatus for different modes of reactor

operation are less than an order of magnitude. This error can not account for the three

orders of magnitude difference between predicted and measured conductivity discussed

in Chapter 5.



CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND DATA COLLECTION

4.1 System Characterization Outside of the Reactor Environment

A series of preliminary experiments and operations were performed prior to

assembly in the reactor environment to characterize the behavior of the various systems

and instrumentation components. These preparations included operations to test the

temperature and pressure control systems as well as safety and ALARA analyses. In the

following sections, these operations are described and the results summarized.

4.1.1 Temperature Control Characterization

The characterization of the temperature control system was necessary to

determine the proper tuning parameters for the temperature controller under different

conditions. This operation also helped to determine the effectiveness of the thermal

insulation prior to introduction to the reactor pool.

The first stages of the characterization experiments were carried out in large part

while baking out the chamber after the initial heating as described in Chapter 3. As

previously discussed, the initial heating of the chamber resulted in a significant quantity

of outgassing from the thermal insulation which coated all of the cold surfaces in the

vacuum system. Following this event, the system was completely dismantled and

cleaned. Also, several design modifications were made, including the introduction of the

stand-alone temperature controller. Prior to beginning the characterization experiments,

the outgassing problem had to be eliminated by baking the system at temperatures above

149
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the maximum temperatures planned. The bake-out process began in December, 1995, six

months after the outgassing problem was discovered.

Due to the outgassing problem, the pressure in the chamber bottomed out near

300 mtorr at the start of the bake-out process. The heater control was achieved manually.

With only a minimal level of heating, the pressure began to rise as outgassing increased.

After several days of slowly increasing the temperature in the chamber, the temperature

reached 1300 °C and the pressure increased to over 3 torr. Even at this high pressure and

temperature, the stainless steel outer shell was always less than approximately 120 °C.

The temperature was cycled to greater than 1200 °C for a couple of weeks with

progressively lower maximum pressure as the outgassing decreased. Following some

changes in the pumping arrangement several fuses on the Phasetronics SCR power

controller were blown. These fuses are fast acting semiconductor-type fuses rated for 60

A and 750 volts. Since the maximum current through the heaters was 20 A, the reason

for the blown fuses was not immediately obvious. The fuses only blew when the current

increased above 7 A, so it was theorized that a short had developed in the heater or power

leads to ground via arcing. In order to determine the cause of the fuse problem, the

chamber was reopened and the power leads were examined. As expected, one of the

power leads had slightly worn insulation which was allowing an arc to form between the

lead and the chamber wall. Since the chamber was connected to ground, the resistance in

the heater circuit dropped to approximately zero and the current spiked quickly which

caused the fuse to blow.

After the fuse problem was diagnosed, some additional changes to the chamber

design were made to eliminate the potential for the same problem occurring again. Also,

several components, including the heater, were replaced. The Type-K thermocouples

originally used to measure the temperature inside of the active volume were replaced

with Type-C thermocouples at this time. Stand-alone controllers were incorporated into

the control system so the temperature could be maintained over multiple days without
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constant supervision. Ultimately, the outgassing was eliminated by maintaining the

temperature at the center of the chamber above 1200 °C for several days while pumping.

After the system was cleaned and reassembled, the temperature control system

was characterized. Since the active volume shell shields the thermocouples from the

heater, initial heating at the base pressure was very slow and overshoot was a problem. At

higher pressures, overshoot was not a significant problem due to convective heating.

Using the built-in auto-tune function of the controller, the tuning parameters for the

heater were:

Proportional Band = N/A

Reset = 0.04 r/min

Rate = 3 min

No value is listed for the Proportional Band because an error was made in recording the

value in the experiment log notes. The temperature controller tuning settings were not

changed at any point during the experiments because these settings were found to be

acceptable for all conditions encountered.

Due to time constraints, temperature control characterization was completed only

for experiments at 500 K. During these experiments, it was determined that the

temperature should be set after the pressure set point is achieved due to the problem with

temperature overshoot. Since the response time of the temperature increases due to

convective heating as the pressure increases, allowing the pressure to achieve its setpoint

first helped to eliminate the overshoot in temperature.

4.1.2 Pressure Control Characterization

Pressure control characterization was begun after the outgassing problem was

eliminated. Describing the pressure control characteristics was more complicated than

temperature control due to the strong influence of system configuration. Several
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components of the system contribute to these complications, namely the pumping

configuration and factors related to the thermal insulation in the chamber. Additional

uncertainties were introduced by the location of the pressure transducers.

The pumping configuration was designed to provide a means for maintaining the

flow of
3He through the chamber over the wide range of pressures planned for the

experiments. In order to achieve this flexibility with the constraint of a limited gas

supply, two valves and two pumps were used as shown in Figure 3-11. In addition to

these components associated with the pumping system, an additional valve was situated

ahead of the cold trap to control the rate of liquid nitrogen consumption. Depending on

the set point pressure, different combinations of settings for these components were

utilized.

Typically, the procedure for determining the appropriate use of these pumping

system components was as follows. First the valves at the pump location were set

according to the pressure set point. The pressure set point was achieved and then the cold

trap valve was throttled as necessary to reduce liquid nitrogen consumption while

maintaining gas flow. Finally, the pump valves were throttled to maintain the pressure in

the pumps at an appropriate level, typically less than 500 mtorr for the turbopump and 5

torr for the diaphragm pump. All of these changes had to be compensated for by the

pressure controller.

The other factor which complicated the pressure control behavior was the void

space present in the thermal insulation. As previously discussed, this void space had a

high surface area and small open volume which greatly impeded flow of any gas in the

insulation. As a result, gases tended to become trapped in the insulation whenever the

insulation was exposed to higher pressures. When the chamber was pumped down again,

the trapped gas acted as a virtual leak and required significant time to eliminate. In actual

operation, it could be argued that this virtual leak was never eliminated based on the

relatively high base pressure achieved.
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The existence of this virtual leak effected the pressure measurement, or more

specifically the partial pressure of
3
He. In order to compensate for this error in partial

pressure, extended exposure to
3He was used in an attempt to displace the contaminant

gases trapped in the insulation. In this way, the virtual leak would be composed

primarily of
3He which would reduce the error in partial pressure. This was important for

assuring the conditions at which the conductivity was measured were accurately

indicated.

Additional uncertainty in pressure control was related to the location of the

pressure transducers. In the final assembly in the reactor pool, the pressure transducers

had to be located at the top of the access tubes. As mentioned above, the length and

bends of the access tubes increase the flow impedance, particularly at low pressures. As

a result of these two conditions, the pressure measured by the transducers at the top of the

access tubes could have differed from the actual pressure in the chamber. In order to

account for this possible source of error, pressure transducers were located at the end of

the access tube as well as on the chamber access port during the pressure control

characterization experiments. The results of these preliminary experiments are used in

the data analysis described in Chapter 5 to accurately determine the pressure in the

chamber.

From the pressure control characterization experiments, several general

conclusions could be made. First, the pressure response is very fast when increasing.

The solenoid valve tended to pop open resulting in a quick initial rise in pressure

followed by a more controlled increase. As a result of these this behavior, the lowest

pressure set points at 76, 380, and 760 mtorr tended to produce significant overshoot even

when the controller was properly tuned. This overshoot may have been due in part to the

response limitations of the controller since this controller was designed primarily for

temperature control which has a slower response time. At higher pressures, overshoot
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was not a significant problem. Once the pressure set point was achieved the controller

maintained the set point quite well with minimal oscillation.

Tuning had to be changed for different ranges of pressure due to the differences in

behavior described above. Tuning parameters generally found to be effective are

summarized in Table 4- 1

.

Table 4-1. Pressure Control Tuning Parameters

Pressure Set Point Prop. Band Reset Rate

76 - 7600 mtorr 12% 2.22 r/min 0 min

38 - 76 torr 1 % 1 .36 r/min 0 min

380 - 760 ton- 1 % 0.74 r/min 0 min

The tuning values listed in Table 4-1 were used for room temperature experiments;

however, tuning parameters at 500 K were similar. In practice, these tuning parameters

were modified slightly to improve control during operations, but no general

characteristics of these modifications could be noted since each modification was based

on the specific conditions of the experiment.

Notice in all cases the rate was set to 0 minutes. This was found to reduce the

overshoot. At higher pressure, non-zero rate could have been used, but the difference in

behavior was found to be small. The proportional band was the most modified parameter

to eliminate oscillations in the process variable.

The difference between the pressure measured at the pump end of the access tube

and the chamber instrumentation port flange seemed to be nonlinear. It ranged from ±10

mtorr at low pressure to +45 mtorr at a few torr. At pressures greater than 38 torr a

pressure transducer with a higher absolute pressure range had to be used. The difference

in pressure between points for the higher range transducers ranged from -12 to -6 torr.
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4.2 Neutron Flux Mapping in the Active Volume

One of the assumptions used to simplify the data analysis is the neutron field is

homogeneous in the active volume. A second implied assumption made in the data

analysis is the magnitude of the neutron flux in the active volume is known. In an

attempt to confirm these assumptions, an initial set of reactor experiments were

performed prior to the completion of the integration of the experimental apparatus with

the reactor facility. These experiments involved the mapping of the neutron flux in the

active volume by the technique of gold foil activation.

4.2.1 Theory of Neutron Flux Mapping Using Foil Activation

Since the reactor core is of the same order of magnitude in scale as the active

volume, some variation in thermal neutron flux over the cross-section of the active

volume is possible. Also, the neutron flux varies with distance from the face of the

reactor core due to shielding and attenuation. As discussed in detail by Braun [21], these

variations result in a gradient in the ionization source which effects the values measured

by the probes. Although these effects are likely to be small compared to other factors, in

particular, wall effects, they must be accounted for if possible.

In order to map the neutron flux in the active volume, the method of foil

activation was utilized [54]. The method uses thin foils of an element which absorbs

neutrons in the spectral range of interest resulting in the production of a radioactive

isotope. The activity of these foils is governed by the following expression

dN— = (poNT -XN (4-1)
dt

where (p is the neutron flux, a is the absorption cross section, NT is the number density of

target nuclei, X is the daughter isotope decay constant, and N is the number density of
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daughter isotopes. By measuring the activity of the foil after exposure to the unknown

neutron flux, the neutron flux can be calculated by accounting for decay between the

activation and counting events

where AN is the foil activity, t
e
is the duration of the neutron exposure, and At is the time

interval between the activation and counting events. This method only measures the

neutron flux in the range of energies to which the target species is sensitive. Some

corrections are necessary to account for the properties of the foil and variations due to the

range of neutron energies present in the flux but the concept is essentially as described.

All of the following discussion assumes the target nuclei is stable as is the case with

197
Au.

The flux calculated from Equation 4-2 is an average flux over the period of the

neutron exposure. For most of the experiments, the reactor was operated in pulse mode

so the average flux is not useful. In order to determine the flux as a function of time, the

reactor power as a function of time and the neutron fluence can be used.

The reactor power monitor for power greater than 2 MW consists of a gamma

ionization chamber. The power signal output of this monitor is proportional to the

thermal neutron flux. This proportionality can be expressed as

where c is a constant of proportionality. Integrating (4-3) over the entire pulse gives the

following expression

(4-2)

<p(t) = cP(t) (4-3)

(4-4)

<,

where O is the thermal neutron fluence and P, is the integrated reactor power.
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The integrated power is calculated by the reactor control system during each pulse

as part of the standard operation in pulse mode. The neutron fluence can be calculated by

revisiting (4-1) and making an additional assumption. The duration of a typical reactor

pulse is on the order of 100 ms. The half-life of a typical isotope used for activation

analysis is on the order of hours, days, or greater. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume

the decay of the activation product during the neutron exposure is negligible. Applying

this assumption to (4-1) gives

dN
-

dJ
= (PaNr (4-5)

where the decrease in the accumulation of daughter products due to the rate of decay

during the reactor pulse is neglected. Integrating (4-5) over the reactor pulse results in

the following expression for the neutron fluence

\dN = oNT [q>(t)dt => <D = -^- (4-6)

t ,
foNT

where 3> is the neutron fluence and (XN) is the activity measured by a counting system.

Compensating for decay in the interval between the activation and counting events by

combining (4-2) and (4-6) gives the following expression

(AN)
° =^^ (4-7)

As mentioned above, the target nuclei are assumed to be stable isotopes. Therefore the

constant of proportionality can be determined from the ratio of the thermal neutron

fluence calculated from (4-7) and the integrated reactor power provided by the reactor

console

c = O/P,
(
4_8)

The reactor control system also records the reactor power as a function of time

during standard operations. Since both the constant of proportionality, c, and the reactor
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power as a function of time are known, the thermal neutron flux can be determined as a

function of time using Equation 4-3.

By placing small foils of parent isotopes at known positions in the region of

interest and applying the neutron flux, the foils will record the neutron fluence at that

position. Using the analysis discussed above, the flux throughout the gas volume can be

mapped, taking into account the shielding effects of the surrounding structure. Repeating

this procedure for several levels of reactor power provides a means by which the power

setting as read off the reactor control panel can be directly related to the neutron flux in

the active volume.

In the case of thermal neutron flux mapping, gold foil is typically used. The

interaction of interest is
197Au(n,y) 198Au. The gold is monoisotopic in nature and the

decay scheme is simple and well understood. The 0.025 eV neutron capture cross section

has been measured to be 98.7±0.3 b. The half-life is 2.7 days which allows sufficient

time to complete the foil analysis while being short enough to permit recycling of the

foils within weeks of exposure. Also, a half-life of 2.7 days is much longer than the

duration of the reactor pulse so the assumption of no decay during the activation event is

reasonable.

The behavior of the capture cross section in gold is proportional to the inverse of

the neutron velocity to well above the cadmium cut-off energy, i.e. it is a 1/v absorber.

Since the
3He is also a 1/v absorber, gold foil is a good mapping material because the

absorption process in both materials is similar. These factors allow the assumption of the

ideal case in the analysis of gold foil activation resulting in a reliable flux map.
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4.2.2 System Configuration for Flux Mapping

In order to create a full three dimensional map of the neutron flux within the gas

chamber, a foil holder tree was constructed. The holder consisted of a set of branches

that hold gold foil samples at specific positions within the chamber as shown in Figure 4-

1 . The tree was inserted into the chamber through the central access port as shown and

attached to a flange which covered the port. The shorter branch of the tree was rotatable

to permit insertion through the 1 .5" diameter access port. Foils were held in a single

layer of aluminum foil and attached to the foil holders with cellophane tape for ease of

handling. Since it was necessary to handle the foil tree between mapping experiments to

retrieve and reload gold foils, the tree was constructed of aluminum which has short-lived

activation products (^Al, t
1/2
=2.246 min, a=231 mb).

In order to minimize the potential for exposure to radiation fields due to activation

products, the chamber was configured with the minimum number of components while

accurately simulating the conditions during an experimental run. Figure 4-1 shows the

configuration of the chamber for the mapping experiments. The outer shell of the active

volume as well as the reactor side alumina separator plate were installed. The probes,

instrumentation side separator plate, and instrumentation side thermal insulation would

have interfered with inserting the foil tree so they were not installed. As mentioned

above, the middle access port was used to support the foil tree. The bottom access port

was connected to a valve for pumping the chamber prior to mapping as discussed in the

next section. All other access ports were covered with blank flanges.
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Figure 4-1. Foil holder tree layout inside chamber.

4.2.3 Mapping Procedure

The procedure for acquiring the neutron flux maps involved installing the foils on

the foil tree, evacuating the sealed chamber, positioning the chamber in the reactor pool,

exposing the chamber to the neutron field, and retrieving the foils after sufficient cooling

time. The mapping procedure was repeated for two pulse conditions corresponding to

maximum reactor powers of 95 MW and 1 108 MW and one steady-state condition at 98
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kW. The integrated powers for the three maps were 4.3 MWs, 13.92 MWs, and 4.28

MWs, respectively.

Each map required several days due to the production of activation products in the

chamber materials. The most significant activation products were 24Na (t
1/2
=15 h)

56Mn

(t
1/2
=2.6 h),

58Co (t
1/2
=8.9 h),

65
Ni (tm=2.5 h), and

MCu (t
1/2
=12.7 h) due to the length of

their respective half-lives and levels of production in the chamber. See the discussion

above in Appendix C for information about the interactions leading to the production of

these species. As noted in Appendix C, other isotopes were of greater concern after the

chamber had been exposed to the neutron field for a longer period of time but these

longer-lived isotopes did not accumulate significantly during these first three

experiments.

Immediately following the neutron exposure, the radiation field due to activation

products was greater than 200 rem/hr primarily due to short-lived isotopes. After four

days, the radiation level on the reactor side of the chamber dropped to 5 mrem/hr and on

the instrumentation side to less than 1 mrem/hr. These radiation levels were low enough

to allow the foils to be collected following the ALARA principles.

The maps were acquired with the chamber evacuated. Ideally, a map would have

been acquired at each density of
3He for each reactor power level planned in the

experiments. It was not practical to produce maps at every density condition for several

reasons. A total of 36 maps would have been necessary to cover the entire range of

conditions planned which would have required much more time than was available to

complete all experiment operations at the reactor facility. Due to the significant

quantities of activation products that would accumulate over the course of 36 mapping

experiments, personnel would have been exposed to higher radiation fields than was

acceptable under the ALARA principles. Finally, it was not necessary to have maps at all

conditions since reasonable calculations could be made for all conditions based on maps

acquired at vacuum. Details of these calculations are provided below in Section 4.2.5.
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4.2.4 Foil Counting System

The counting system used in these experiments was a standard arrangement of a

high-purity germanium gamma ray detector and Plexiglas frame with shelves to hold the

foil. Figure 4-2 shows the arrangement of the counting system and a schematic layout of

the spectroscope instrumentation. An EG&G-Ortec Model GEM-45195-P high-purity

germanium coaxial gamma ray detector was used to record the gamma ray emissions of

the foil. The detector was powered by a Tennelec Model TC950 5 kV bias supply. The

detector output was amplified by an Ortec Model 672 spectroscopy amplifier and

processed by a desktop computer running EG&G-Ortec Maestro II software. The

Plexiglas support structure and gamma ray detector were housed in a lead cave to reduce

background noise.

Figure 4-2. Foil counting geometry and instrumentation schematic.

Results of the counting system were further processed by an in-house computer

program which converted the spectroscopic peak information to neutron flux and fluence

based on additional information about the specific reactor and foil conditions. The flux
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calculation also takes into account the geometry efficiency of the counting system. This

processing is based on the analysis discussed above, specifically Equation 4-2. The flux

calculated by this code represents an average flux over the duration of the neutron

exposure. The fluence was calculated by multiplying the average flux by the duration of

exposure. This value for fluence was then used to determine the flux as a function of

reactor power from (4-8) and (4-3). The accuracy of this counting system was

established over thousands of counting operations on numerous types of materials used in

experiments at the Breazeale Reactor Facility.

4.2.5 Results of Flux Mapping

Using the procedure described in Section 4.2.3 and the foil counting system

described in Section 4.2.4, three neutron flux maps were acquired. The activation foils

used were composed of an aluminum-gold alloy with a weight fraction of 0.127% or

0.1 14% 197
Au. The low gold content was used due to availability and provided a high

enough activation to construct a reliable flux map. The results of the flux maps are

summarized below in Table 4-2. The foil locations referenced in Table 4-2 correspond to

the positions labeled in Figure 4-1. The Central Thimble location is in the center of the

reactor core and provided for a point of reference.

As discussed earlier, these maps are needed for two reasons. First, the analysis of

the conductivity data assumes the neutron flux and hence the ionization distribution is

homogeneous across the active volume cross section. Second, the actual neutron flux is

needed to compare the experimental results with the computational results discussed in

Chapter 2. The actual neutron flux is also needed to determine the amount of tritium and

activation species produced during the experiments for ALARA purposes.
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Table 4-2. Summary of flux mapping experiments.

Reactor Power Int. Power Foil Location Fluence Max. Flux

(MW) (MWs) (Ref. Fig. 4-1) (/cm
2

) (/cm
2
s)

1108 (max.) 13.92 A 2.40 x 10'- 1.91 x 10
15

PULSE B 2.44 x 10' 3
1.94 x 10

15

C 2.48 x 10
13

1.97 x 10
15

D 2.66 x 10' 3
2.12 x 10

15

E 1.29 x 10' 3
1.03 x 10

15

Cent. Thimble 1.37 x 10
15

1.09 x 10
17

95 (max.) 4.3 A 9.00 x 10
12

2.00 x 10
14

PULSE B 9.30 x 10
12

2.06 x 10
14

C 9.30 x 10
12

2.06 x 10
14

D 9.90 x 10
12

2.20 x 10
14

E 4.80 x 10
12

1.07 x 10
14

0.098 4.280 A 5.47 x 10
12

1.31 x 10"

STEADY- B 4.86 x 10
12

1.16 x 10"

STATE C 4.64 x 10
12

1.11 x 10"

D* 2.17 x 10' 2
5.18 x 10

10

E* 3.63 x 10
12

8.67 x 10
10

Cent. Thimble 8.51 x 10
13

2.03 x 10
12

* Foils D and E may have been switched during handling which would account for the unexpected steady-state tlux profile.

Characteristics of the neutron distribution. Several points can be made with

regards to the neutron flux distribution in the active volume based on the data in Table 4-

2. In the case of the two pulse mode maps, the distribution is reasonably flat over the

cross section represented by positions A-D. The average maximum flux as measured by

the method of gold foil activation over the cross section of the active volume for the 1 108

MW and 95 MW pulses are 1.985 x 10
15 /cm2

s and 2.08 x 10
14
/cm2

s, respectively. The

maximum deviation from the average is 6.8% and 5.8%, respectively, therefore both

pulse modes allow the assumption of constant neutron flux across the active volume cross

section.

It is notable that the flux maps for both pulses are similar in several ways. In both

cases, the flux increases slightly from the top to the bottom. This is most likely due to the

positioning of the active volume relative to the core and the mechanism used to operate

the reactor in pulse mode. In both cases, the neutron flux attenuates by a factor of just

under two (1.93 for 1 108 MW, 1.94 for 95 MW) from the center of the active volume at

locations A-D to the back of the active volume at location E. Finally, the flux
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measurements decrease proportionally with the reactor power. These similarities

demonstrate the consistent and controlled operation of the reactor in pulse mode which

increases confidence in applying the values of the neutron flux measured in these

experiments to analysis of later experiments.

Evaluation of the effect of attenuation on flux. In order to determine the actual

neutron flux in the active volume with
3He present in the chamber, the values in Table 4-

2 may need to be modified to account for shielding effects due to
3
He(n,p)

3H interactions.

In order to properly account for the attenuation due to the presence of
3
He, the

3He in the

void space of the thermal insulation must be included in the analysis. For the purpose of

clarity, this shielding effect is discussed here without reference to the "1/r
2" attenuation of

the flux due to the increasing distance from the source.

First consider the net effect of the
3He on the attenuation of the neutron flux

between the inside of the chamber on the reactor side and the center of the active volume

where the conductivity measurements are made. The attenuation of the flux can be

approximated in terms of the macroscopic neutron absorption cross section, X, and the

thickness of the attenuating material, x, by the expression

(p(x) = <p0e-
u

(4-9)

The macroscopic neutron absorption cross section, I, can be determined from the

microscopic thermal neutron absorption cross section and density of target nuclei to be

I = onr (4-10)

For the case of
3He in the chamber, a more convenient form for the macroscopic thermal

neutron absorption cross section is in terms of the fraction of void space, /„, the number

density at STP, n^-p , and the relative density as defined in Chapter 2. In terms of these

parameters, (4-10) becomes



2 = QfrW* (4-11)

Since the geometry of the chamber is fixed, only the relative density can effect the

attenuation of the neutron flux.

In order to determine the range of relative densities for which attenuation is

greater than 5%, set the exponential term in (4-9) equal to 0.95 and solve for n using (4-

11). The maximum attenuation occurs in the active volume even if the thermal insulation

void space is fully saturated. The distance between the inner wall of the thermal

insulation and the center of the active volume is 16.5 cm. The void space fraction in the

active volume is one, the microscopic cross section is 5300 b, and the number density of

3He at STP is 1.223 x 10
19 /cm3

. Solving (4-9) and (4-11) using these values determines

that the relative density must be greater than approximately 5 x 10
2
to produce a

significant level of attenuation.

Therefore, for all experiments performed at a relative density less than 5 x 10"2
,

the attenuation of the neutron flux due to the
3He can be neglected. As discussed below,

the only relative density at which data was ultimately collected was 5x10"*. In this case,

the combined effect of attenuation due to
3He in both the thermal insulation and the active

volume is approximately 1.3%. This attenuation is less than the variation in the flux

across the active volume, and therefore may be neglected with minimal effect on

accuracy.

For comparison, consider the attenuation of the neutron flux due to the thermal

insulation. The primary elements in the thermal insulation are oxygen, aluminum, and

silicon. The isotopes which have reasonably large cross sections for thermal neutron

absorption are
18
O(0.16 mb),

27
A1(231 mb), and

30
Si(107 mb). From the composition and

geometry of the insulation, the isotope which produces the most significant attenuation is

found to be
27
Al. The resulting attenuation for the full thickness of thermal insulation is

calculated to be 0.32%.
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4.3 Data Collection

Following the flux mapping experiments, the chamber was fully assembled as

described in Chapter 3. The assembly included installing the instrumentation side

thermal insulation end caps, probes, and thermocouples in the chamber. All connections

between the access port flange and access tubes were completed. Once the chamber was

fully assembled and sealed, it was returned to the reactor pool to begin the primary

experiments. As discussed in detail in Section 4.4.1, a leak around the 16.5" access

flange was discovered which resulted in a two month delay in the experiments.

Once the chamber was properly assembled and positioned in the reactor pool, data

collection began. Two probe systems, the triple probe and the conductivity probe, were

used to acquire data as previously discussed. Also, two modes of reactor operation were

utilized, steady-state and pulse mode operation. Each of these four factors required a

different procedure, but the most significant difference in procedure was due to the

reactor mode.

4.3.1 Procedures for System Preparation Prior to Reactor Operation

Several procedures were common to both pulse and steady-state reactor operation.

Prior to the start of reactor operations, the thermodynamic condition to be investigated for

a series of experiments was chosen. The chamber was then set to this state using the

temperature and pressure control systems. Typically, the pressure condition was set first

which improved the temperature control response due to increased heat transfer via gas

conduction and convection. One channel in the data acquisition system monitored the

pressure in the chamber. The temperature changed very slowly relative to the duration of

an experiment, so the temperature could be recorded by hand with sufficient accuracy.
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Since the temperature in the chamber required significantly more time to decrease

than the pressure, temperature was the most significant thermodynamic factor in

arranging the experiment schedule to minimize the amount of time necessary. As the

experiments proceeded through the range of thermodynamic conditions of interest,

typically the entire range of pressure was investigated at a given temperature before the

next higher temperature was investigated.

Once the thermodynamic parameters were stabilized, reactor and data collection

operations began. For a given experiment, either the conductivity probe or the triple

probe was used. Probe selection was accomplished by wiring a patch panel on the main

instrumentation chassis. Power to the probe was applied by the power supplies and set to

the level determined appropriate for the particular experiment. The initial power level for

a given set of conditions was based on the behavior predicted using the computational

methods described in Chapter 2. Through an iterative process, the appropriate range of

probe power was determined over several reactor pulses.

Both probes had two output signals which were monitored by the data acquisition

system. For both probes, one signal was a voltage signal between probe elements and

one signal was a current signal measured as a voltage signal across a shunt resistor. The

shunt resistor was set to an appropriate level by wiring a patch box containing high

accuracy resistors of several values. The value of the resistor used for an experiment was

determined by the need for the resistance to be sufficiently large to provide a useful

signal while minimizing the influence of the shunt resistor on the probe behavior.

Resistance selection was accomplished by first analyzing the calculated conductivity

behavior described in Chapter 2, and then performing multiple experiments with different

resistors until the output was acceptable.
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4.3.2 Procedure for Data Collection During Reactor Pulse

The majority of the data collected was from reactor pulses. The techniques used

to analyze this data took advantage of the time-varying neutron flux so multiple data

points could be acquired from a single reactor pulse. More specifically, by using the

higher power reactor pulse, 1 108 MW, conductivity data at lower power could be

extracted. In this way more useful data could be collected in less time so pulse mode

operation was very important under the constraint of time. Therefore, only 1 108 MW

pulses were used in the pulse mode experiments.

While the probe parameters were being set, the reactor was powered to 100W
steady-state to achieve criticality prior to the reactor pulse. This power level was

maintained for several minutes to assure stability which was necessary for the reactor

pulse to achieve the desired peak power. Two signals were acquired from the reactor

console proportional to the steady-state power and the pulse power. These signals were

necessary for the data analysis to accurately correlate the probe signals with the reactor

power level and hence, reactor neutron flux.

Once all of the reactor and chamber parameters were set and operating steadily,

the reactor pulse and data acquisition was initiated by a manual countdown. The data

acquisition system was triggered manually and acquired data on five channels, two for

reactor power, two for probe signals, and one for chamber pressure. The data was

acquired at 10 kHz per channel which resulted in sufficient resolution to observe changes

in the parameters throughout the pulse as shown in Figure 4-3 in Section 4.3.4 below. A

total of 10 seconds of data was acquired per reactor pulse. This length of time minimized

the chance of missing the pulse event while minimizing the quantity of extra data

collected and was based on the experience of several reactor pulses.

After a reactor pulse, the collected data was plotted by the acquisition system to

confirm the information during the pulse was recorded. Based in part on the data
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collected, the conditions for the next pulse were determined. A minimum of 15 minutes

was required between pulses to allow the reactivity of the reactor to drop to a sufficiently

low level for stable pulse operation.

The primary difference in the procedure for the operation of the two probes when

the reactor was in pulse mode was in the number of pulses necessary to acquire sufficient

data for data analysis. Several pulses were necessary for a given gas state to acquire

enough information to complete the data analysis using the conductivity probe. For

either probe, several pulses were necessary to determine if the probe parameters were set

at appropriate levels. This is especially true during the initial experiments at a particular

gas state because the appropriate settings for the probes were determined in part in an

iterative fashion. Appropriate settings corresponded to the range of linearity in the probe

operation. Once the range of linearity was isolated, the conductivity probe required at

least three pulses to collect sufficient data where as the triple probe only required one

pulse. Refer to Chapter 5 for details of the data analysis.

4.3.3 Procedure for Data Collection During Steady-State Reactor Operation

Originally, half of the experiments were to be performed during steady-state

reactor operation. Due to time limitations resulting from schedule delays described in

Section 4.4, only three experiments were performed with the reactor in steady-state

mode.

During these experiments, the reactor power was held at approximately 100 kW

for 120 seconds during each experiment. While the reactor was powered, the two probe

signals, two reactor power signals, and pressure signal were recorded. The primary

difference in operation between pulse and steady-state mode was the probe parameters

could be changed during the irradiation for steady-state operations. After a parameter

was changed, several seconds of data from the five active channels was recorded. The
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probe parameters were changed and data collected multiple times during the reactor run

until the reactor was shutdown.

The data acquisition system was set to record a particular number of data points at

a specific sampling rate (10 kHz for these experiments) and automatically stop. During

steady-state reactor operation, typically one second of data was collected at a time. The

data display feature described for pulse experiments was disabled to shorten the time

required between data acquisition operations. In this way, multiple probe settings were

examined during a single reactor run.

4.3.4 Summary of Primary Data Collected

A total of 42 pulse experiments and three steady-state experiments were

completed. Of these experiments, 36 utilized the conductivity probe and nine used the

triple probe. The majority of the data analysis discussed in the next chapter focuses on

four of these experiments, all of which used the conductivity probe. The remaining 41

experiments were used to test the instrumentation systems.

The data for the four experiments used for data analysis was collected in pulse

mode at a relative pressure of 5 x 10"4 (380 mtorr) at room temperature (20 °C), and with

a 10 Ohm shunt resistance. The voltage applied to the conductivity probe during the

experiments was 0, 2, 5, and 10 volts. Figures 4-3 show the raw data collected during

these experiments. It should be noted that data was to be collected at 144 different

conditions so the available data is far less than planned.

Only the two probe signals, AV and Vi, and the pulse power are plotted since

these are the three signals used for the data analysis. Also, the data has been clipped to

focus on the pulse event. The time axis refers to the point during the 10 second data

acquisition that the pulse occurred and provides an accurate time reference.
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R= 10 Ohms, V=0 Volts R = 10 ohms, V= 2 Volts

0.215 0.22 0.225 0.23 0.235 0.24 0.245 0.25 0.255 0.895 0.9 0.905 0.91 0.915 0.92 0.925 0.93 0.935

Time(s) Time Is)

(c) (d)

Figure 4-3. Data collected during reactor pulses using the conductivity probe.

Pressure = 380 mtorr, temperature = 20 °C, shunt resistor = 10 Ohm.

The AV-signal is the potential between the two field probes. The Vi-signal is the

potential drop across the shunt resistor and is proportional to the current flowing from the

central electrode to the active volume shell. The pulse power signal is linearly

proportional to the reactor power where 10 volts full scale corresponds to 2000 MW.
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Several aspects of the data in Figures 4-3 are notable. First, the shape of the AV

plot in Figure 4-3b appears to be inconsistent with the other three graphs. This is due to

the data in 4-3b being collected prior to the other data. At the time that this experiment

was performed, the ground potential for the conductivity probe signals were floating

slightly below 0.1 volt. The ground potential was much lower during the later

experiments plotted in (a), (c), and (d) due to some changes in the data acquisition

system. Additional considerations related to the ground potential of the instrumentation

signals are discussed in Section 4.4 and Chapter 5.

Another notable feature of the data is the flat top of the power signal in (a) and

(c). This is due to the upper limits of the input range being set lower than the maximum

value of the power signal. The reactor instrumentation also records this power signal, so

the missing parts of the graphs can be reconstructed. The data acquisition system is

capable of acquiring signals up to 10 volts, but due to an internal algorithm that optimizes

all of the gain settings over the scanned channels, the upper limit was reset to 5 volts for

these experiments. As discussed in Chapter 5, the clipped power signal data does not

introduce any difficulty in the data analysis.

4.4 Summary of Operational Complexities

Several obstacles were overcome during these experiments. These obstacles were

the result of both human error and unforeseen design properties. As a result of these

obstacles and the limitations of time, the quantity of useful data acquired during the

experiments was less than originally planned. Three primary obstacles were encountered

during the experiments related to vacuum leaks, data acquisition, and reactor operation.
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4.4.1 Handling of Vacuum Leaks

One of the most significant difficulties associated with vacuum systems, in

particular ConFlat-type flanges, is the potential for an improperly seated flange and

gasket to leak. Such a leak can be due to either insufficiently torqued bolts or a gasket

that is not seated squarely over the knife edge. As the flange size increases, the potential

for a leak also increases. Furthermore, any flaws in the knife edge such as nicks and

scratches can lead to a leak.

Discovery of a leak in the main flange seal. After the last flux map was

completed, the chamber was assembled for conductivity measurements and repositioned

in the reactor pool as described earlier in Section 4.2. The assembly procedure required

the main access flange be removed and resealed. No significant difficulties were

encountered during the assembly due to a preliminary dry run of the operation. Since the

chamber was to be activated to the point that handling would be unacceptable and it

would be left underwater for years, all flanges were carefully torqued.

The chamber was returned to the reactor pool and attached to the pumping system

via the access tubes. The pumps were started and the pressure began dropping at a rate

consistent with previous operations. At a pressure of approximately 10 torr, the pressure

stopped dropping. All connections above the water line were checked for tightness and

the pumps were checked for proper operation with no change. As a test, the liquid

nitrogen cold trap was cooled and pumping on the chamber resumed. The pressure

heads, located near the cold trap, indicated the pressure was again dropping. Liquid

nitrogen consumption was high, but this was accepted as being due to the relatively high

pressure.

After approximately 30 minutes, the pressure on the chamber side of the cold trap

stopped dropping and the pump side dropped sharply. At this point the gate valve



between the cold trap and the chamber was closed and the pumps were turned off. The

cold trap was opened and the liquid nitrogen dewar was found to be imbedded in ice

which had blocked the inlet and outlet of the cold trap. This blockage explained the

sudden and inconsistent change in pressure readings. The presence of ice also explained

the high nitrogen consumption and strongly suggested a vacuum leak below the water

surface.

To determine where the leak was, the chamber was pressurized with nitrogen to

approximately two atmospheres which was higher than the water pressure at the depth of

the chamber. A stream of bubbles was immediately seen rising from the instrumentation

side of the chamber. After a few minutes of observation with the aid of a spotting

telescope, the origination point of the bubbles was seen to be on the seal of the main

16.5" access port.

Evaluation of the leak in the main flange seal. The chamber was disconnected

from the pumping system and lifted out of the reactor pool to determine the cause and

extent of the leak. The first concern was the quantity of water that had leaked into the

chamber. The pumping port on the main flange was opened to search for the water level

in the chamber. No standing water was found using wires with cotton swabs as probes

via the pumping port which is located near the top of the chamber. The Type-C

thermocouple port was opened next with similar results. Looking through the open ports,

especially the lower thermocouple port, it was obvious water had sprayed into the

chamber from the appearance of the electrical insulation on the thermocouples as well as

the dampness of the thermal insulation. However, since no standing water was found, the

extent of the water contamination was not yet certain.

Next, the cause of the leak was investigated. It was quickly determined the bolts

on the main flange had not been sufficiently torqued during the assembly process after

the flux map experiments. This human failure was combined with several flaws in the
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knife edge of the main flange to produce a significant leak. The flaws in the knife edge

were caused by chemical etching during the thermal insulation outgassing encountered

after the initial heating as described in the previous chapter. The etching produced

several pits on the knife edge so the flange had to be extremely tight to properly seal.

The torque of the bolts on the flange would have been sufficient had these pits not been

present.

Remedy of the leak and water contamination. Since replacing the gasket on the

main flange would require at least 16 hours of work, it was decided first to attempt to

tighten the bolts without changing the gasket. The flange seemed to tighten properly and

no pinching of the gasket was evident. It was decided that the chamber would be pumped

down while on the pool deck to determine if the chamber was vacuum tight. Also, the

pumping would be performed in combination with the cold trap to prevent water from

collecting in the pumps since the quantity of water in the chamber was still not known.

Prior to repositioning the chamber in the pool, all water in the chamber had to be

removed by evaporation.

A pumping system was assembled and connected to the chamber through the

pumping port. The pumping system was arranged to minimize the pumping impedance

by eliminating the long pumping access tubes. The cold trap was cooled and pumping

proceeded. Typically, pumping continued for 30 to 60 minutes before the cold trap was

filled with ice and blocked the inlet port. The trap held approximately one liter of water.

Pumping continued for five weeks, consuming more than 500 liters of liquid nitrogen and

extracting over 10 liters of water. Assay of the water confirmed it to be pool water based

on the tritium level and low conductivity.

The water was believed to have been trapped in the thermal insulation and

explains why no standing water was found. The trapping of the water in the insulation

also made extraction a slow process. It is believed, though not proven, the water being
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trapped also prevented it from contaminating the active chamber and probes which would

have caused significant error in the measurements.

After several weeks of pumping, the rate of ice production slowed significantly.

As the quantity of water in the chamber decreased, the pressure in the chamber also

decreased. When the resistance between ground and the heater leads in the chamber was

measured to be on the order of megaohms, the heater in the chamber was slowly powered

to accelerate the rate of evaporation. The evaporation of water in the chamber resulted in

significant cooling, typical temperatures measured at the center of the chamber dropped

as low as -5 °C prior to heating. Though the boiling point of water at the pressure of the

chamber during these operations was lower than this temperature, the heating helped

accelerate the process. Maximum temperature in the chamber was 180 °C.

After all noticeable condensation of water on the cold trap stopped, leak checking

was resumed. At this stage, the base pressure had dropped below 60 mtorr which was

consistent with the base pressure measurement prior to the water leak. Leak checking

proceeded in three steps standard to vacuum methods. First, all flanges were retorqued

and the pressure monitored for changes. Second, the seals were methodically sprayed

with alcohol and the pressure was monitored for sudden increases. Third, a helium leak

detector was used to check each seal for leaks.

Prior to using the helium leak detector, the chamber was pressurized and
"

monitored for any drop in pressure over time which would be due to a leak. Helium was

used to pressurize the chamber because of its small atomic size. This pressure test

resulted in a high helium background which limited the sensitivity of the helium leak

detector. The background helium level in the chamber prevented the sensitivity of the

helium leak detector from dropping below 1 x 10"6 cm 3
/s; however, no leaks were found

at this level of sensitivity.

Finally, it was decided the chamber could be returned to the reactor pool with

minimal risk of additional leaks. This decision was further encouraged by the
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the chamber was sealed and pressurized to two atmospheres. Then it was lowered into

the pool so it was just below the water line and observed for bubbles escaping from any

of the vacuum seals. After two hours of observation, no bubbles were seen and the

chamber was removed from the water. The access tubes and pumping system were

reassembled and the chamber was repositioned in the reactor pool.

After all systems were reconfigured for data acquisition, the pumps were restarted

and the chamber pressure dropped as expected. A base pressure of 1 10 mtorr was

achieved which was higher than expected. After a series of leak checks, including

checking for ice collection in the cold trap, it was determined the higher base pressure

was likely due to the long access tubes. This hypothesis seemed to be confirmed by the

fact that the base pressure continued to slowly drop over the following week of

experiments.

4.4.2 Complexities Associated with the Data Acquisition System

Obstacles related to the electronic design of the data acquisition system. Several

obstacles were encountered during the operation of the data acquisition system. As

mentioned above, the majority of the data acquired was collected during testing of the

acquisition system. A portion of this data was used to determine the proper wiring of the

probes in terms of ground reference and gain adjustments.

One of the most significant impediments with the instrumentation system was

related to the design of the differential amplifiers in the SCXI modules. Namely, the

differential channels were not truly differential, rather they required a ground reference

for proper operation. Without a ground reference, the channel signal drifted until a load

was applied. When a load was applied to the unreferenced channel, a finite amount of

time was required for the channel to settle. Since most of the experiments were
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performed in pulse mode, the time required for the channel to settle would have resulted

in a significant loss of data.

In order to overcome this weakness of the acquisition system, one leg of the

differential channel connected to the field probes was tied to ground across an

appropriately sized resistor. The resistor had to be large enough to minimize the

influence of the ground reference on the pseudo-floating probes while being small

enough to effectively tie the leg to ground. As seen in Figures 4-3, this method held the

floating potential of the channel below 0. 1 mV which was sufficient to observe the probe

response to the reactor pulse.

Ideally, a true differential amplifier would have been used to convert the floating

differential signal to a ground referenced signal that could be accurately tracked by the

SCXI modules. By using a true differential amplifier, the individual signals could have

floated at any value and only the difference in the two signals would have been observed.

Changes in the data acquisition control program. In the original data acquisition

control design, all of the thermocouples and pressure heads were continuously monitored

except during a reactor pulse. The start of data acquisition was originally triggered by the

reactor control system to reduce the possibility of human error. Just prior to the start of

the conductivity experiments, the program for this control system as well as the backup

disk became inaccessible due to computer malfunctions.

A simpler data acquisition system was quickly constructed in LabVIEW which

only monitored the five channels described above and required manual triggering.

Additional controls for channel gain and range, scan rate, and total number of scans per

experiment were also provided in the operator interface. Generally this program worked

well for the acquisition, but two features were less than ideal.

First, the data for several pulses was lost because the acquisition was not

functioning during the pulse due to the need for manual triggering. In some cases the
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pulse occurred after the acquisition halted due to insufficient acquisition time being

allotted or the acquisition starting too early. In other cases the pulse occurred prior to the

start of the acquisition. This problem was quickly overcome by operator experience.

Second, the LabVIEW software and hardware had built-in features which

automatically optimized the gain settings of the hardware based on the gain and input

limits set in the operator interface mentioned above. As a result of this optimization

process, input limits were sometimes changed by the computer without operator

approval. The flat tops of the power signal in Figures 4-3a and 4-3b were the result of

this behavior. Again, this problem was controlled by operator experience and carefully

considering the likely computer behavior for a particular group of settings.

4.4.3 End of Data Collection Due to Reactor Problems

Two factors resulted in the limited data set collected during these experiments.

The first and most significant factor was the leak in the main flange seal which required

several weeks to remedy as discussed earlier. The second factor was the shutdown of all

reactor operations early in the experiment schedule due to some unexpected reactor

instrumentation problems described below.

Circumstances of the reactor shutdown. The event which lead to the reactor

shutdown took place during the last experiment on the evening of Monday, December 16,

1996. The experiment was performed in pulse mode and data was being collected from

the conductivity probe for a gas pressure of 380 mtorr and temperature of 20 °C. A series

of experiments had been completed at these conditions with different voltages applied to

the probe. In this experiment, the probe potential was set to 20 volts.

The pulse was triggered following the same procedure as earlier runs but the

power data indicated an obvious discrepancy with previous pulses. Figure 4-4 shows the
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original pulse power signal file as recorded by the reactor control console. As seen in

Figure 4-4, the pulse power signal oscillated widely over the duration of the pulse which

is not possible due to the design of the reactor.

-1500

-1200

- 900

Pulse Date: 96 Dec 16

Pulse Time: 19:58:44.8

?uu>£ Ju^csq pulse.

I

TR Pos'n:
TR Ucrth:

Init Puir:

12.94 in.

2. 72 5
0.089 kU

300

Peak Power: 1168.0 !U
Inten'ri Pcuar: 11.3 ftf

Half^. Uiritn: 7.27 ms

Time to Peak :256.6 ms

Peak Fuel Temperatures
Temp 1: 33.7 'C

Temp 2: 32.0 *C

Figure 4-4. Pulse power signal from final reactor pulse. The vertical axis represents
reactor power in MW. Note the oscillations in the signal over the course of the pulse.

In addition to the unexplained power oscillation, the core temperature readings as

measured by Type-K thermocouples, were fixed at 32 °C throughout the pulse operation.

Typical pulses produced core temperatures in the range of 500 °C which returned to pool

temperature over time. In this experiment, the indicated temperature was unchanging

even though the pulse occurred as evidenced by the observation of Cherenkov radiation.

Since the temperature monitors were part of the safety system, and were now not

functioning properly the reactor operation was immediately stopped until the problem

could be explained and fixed.
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The event was investigated throughout the remaining week of available

experiment time and for several weeks following. The official report describing the event

and subsequent investigation is included in Appendix B. To summarize, the physical

cause of the event was determined to be a ground loop which formed between the data

acquisition system, the reactor core, and the reactor instrumentation console. This

ground loop caused the thermocouples in the reactor core to become non-operative and

triggered a series of events resulting in the inconsistent temperature readings as described

in detail in Appendix B.

The ground loop was initiated by the over voltage protection built into the SCXI-

1 100 signal conditioning module. This module is designed to monitor input signals up to

10 volts and can accept signals up to 15 volts. Signals above 15 volts trigger over voltage

protection circuits which dump the load to ground. When the probe potential was

increased to 20 volts prior to the last pulse, the over voltage protection circuit engaged

and initiated the ground loop. This scenario was further supported by the fact that the

frequency of the oscillations recorded in the pulse power signal approximately match the

data acquisition scan rate (10 kHz/channel x 5 channels) superimposed on the reactor

instrumentation scan rate (30 kHz).

In addition to the physical cause of this event, three factors were isolated as

causes. First, the operation of the experiment should have been considered more closely

prior to the adjustment of the probe potential. The input limits of the signal conditioning

module were well known and step down circuits were constructed to allow operation of

the probes at higher voltages. However, for this experiment, no step down circuit was

employed due to human error.

Second, the temperature readings prior to the reactor pulse indicated inconsistent

temperatures compared to readings for standard operations. The reactor staff did not

notice this discrepancy during preparations for the pulse. As a result, the pulse was

allowed to proceed without an operating safety system. The event could have been
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avoided if the reactor operator had made adequate observation of the state of the reactor

prior to the pulse.

Third, the reactor control console was suppose to have been fully isolated from

external influences according to the manufacturers. In this case, a ground loop was able

to form due to insufficient isolation of the reactor systems from the experiment systems.

The weak link in the isolation seems to have been the power signals provided to the

experiment acquisition system from the reactor control console. This possible failure

mode had not been foreseen but could have been avoided with additional isolation on

these instrumentation lines.

Effect of reactor shutdown on the goals of the experiments. The primary effect of

the reactor shutdown during the investigation was the experiments were terminated due to

the passing of the deadline for completion. Therefore, the only data available for analysis

was that collected prior to this final reactor pulse. In the days following December 16, an

additional 40-50 experiments were planned which could not be performed due to the

shutdown. This additional data would have permitted more rigorous analysis of the

induced conductivity than is discussed in the next chapter.

As described in detail in Chapter 3, the proper analysis of the data collected from

the conductivity probe requires that the probe operate in a linear region of current versus

field probe potential. The experiments being performed immediately preceding the

reactor shutdown were focused on characterizing the probe operation to isolate the region

of linear operation for the given conditions. Additional experiments were needed to

complete the characterization of the probe.

Experiments were also planned at several additional gas states. Throughout this

discussion, the wide range of gas conditions under investigation has been presented as a

central motivating factor for pursuing this work. Due primarily to the leak described

earlier in this chapter and time constraints, the range of conditions planned for
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investigation was reduced. As a result of the reactor shutdown, the range of conditions

for which data was collected was reduced to one state. However, enough data was

collected to calculate the conductivity at this state which may direct future research

efforts.



CHAPTER 5

ANALYSIS OF DATA AND COMPARISON TO PREDICTED RESULTS

In this chapter, the data collected from the experiments following the procedures

discussed in Chapter 4 is analyzed. As mentioned in Chapter 4, only a few reactor pulses

resulted in useful data for this analysis and only for the conductivity probe. Therefore, the

discussion below is primarily focused on the analysis of conductivity probe data. First the

procedure utilized in the data analysis is described. Next the results of the analysis are

presented. Finally, possible sources of error and uncertainty are briefly discussed.

5.1 Procedure for Data Analysis

The procedure used to analyze the conductivity probe data is presented in two steps.

First, the general method used to calculate the electrical conductivity is discussed based on

the theoretical analysis presented in Chapter 3. Second, individual corrections and

modifications to the raw data required for accurate analysis are discussed. Similar

procedures would have been applied to triple probe data with the most significant difference

being the form of the equations used to convert the raw voltage signals to electron

temperature and density. Also, analysis of triple probe data would require additional

consideration of plasma parameters such as Debye length and mean free path to direct the

analysis.

185
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5.1.1 The General Procedure for Data Analysis

Review and application of theory. The procedure for the data analysis is based on

that used by Braun [21]. Recall from Chapter 3, for the analysis of the conductivity probe

the field probe potential and current is assumed to exhibit linear proportionality for some

region of conditions and can be described by

where R0 and V0 are constants for the reactor power and gas state. If (3-21) is valid, then

the microscopic form of Ohm's law is also valid and the electrical conductivity of the gas

can be found from

where L is the length of the center electrode, a is the radial distance to the outer field probe,

and b is the radial distance to the inner field probe as shown in Figure 3-14. Since L, a,

and b are constants of the chamber geometry, the conductivity is only a function of AVand

/. Substituting the appropriate values into (3-23), the conductivity is found to be

If the constant of proportionality, R0, is known, the conductivity can be calculated.

In order to determine R0, the validity of (3-21) must be evaluated for the conditions of the

experiment. In the experiments performed by Braun, the region of linearity was

determined by recording AV as / was changed while all other conditions were held

constant. Since the Braun experiments were performed with the reactor operating in a

steady-state mode, the characterization was straight forward.

AV = R0I + V0 (3-21)

(3-23)

5.7414(7 m) _ 5.7414(7 m)

{dAV/dl)
~

R,
(L = 2.54cm, a = 635cm, b = 2.54cm) (5- 1

)
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Application to these experiments. In the current experiments, the data was collected

with the reactor in pulse mode operation which adds a complication to the analysis. Several

identical reactor pulses were used to collect AVat various currents while maintaining a

constant gas state. In order to use this data with (5- 1 ), values of AV and / had to be

isolated at specific power levels. Since the signal representing / was actually a voltage drop

across a shunt resistor, the signal had to be converted to a current signal using Ohm's Law.

From a plot of several of these data pairs for a specific power level, the requirement of

linearity was evaluated.

Once the region of linearity for a given set of conditions was established, the

constant of proportionality was evaluated. Since linearity is assumed, the constant of

proportionality is equivalent to the slope, R0 , of the AV vs. / plot. For this analysis, the

slope was determined from a linear curve fit using commercial graphing software.

Substituting this slope into (5-1) gives the conductivity at the given reactor power and gas

state.

5.1.2 Corrections Required in the Data Analysis

In order to use the data collected in the analysis discussed above, several

corrections had to be made to the raw data. These corrections and modifications were

specific to the current experiments and due to the design and operation of these

experiments. Similar considerations would be applied to triple probe data.

Patching cutoff data. The first correction was to fill in power signal data which was

cut off by the data acquisition system. As mentioned in Chapter 4, the data acquisition

system had built in features which optimized the gain settings for all channels on which

data was collected. This optimization was achieved in part by adjusting the input limits.
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Figure 5-1. Raw conductivity probe data signals for AV, Vi, and pulse power. Pressure = 380 mtorr,

temperature = 20 "C, probe voltage = 5 volts, shunt resistance = 10 CI.

As a result of the input limits being adjusted, the pulse power signal was clipped off above

5 volts. The typical pulse produced a maximum signal of 5.8 volts which corresponds to

1 160 MW. Since the pulse power signal was extremely consistent over the 42 pulses
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performed during these experiments, the clipped segments of the pulse power signals were

replaced by data from other pulses with little or no error.

This procedure was performed for two of the pulses used in the analysis,

specifically for the cases where the probe voltage was set to 0.0 volts and 5.0 volts. Figure

5-1 shows the pulse power, AV, and Vi signals for the case where the probe power supply

was set at 5.0 volts. The plot of pulse power shows no significant discontinuity where the

data above 5.0 volts was substituted.

Ground potential offset. The second correction to the raw data was to compensate

for the ground potential offset. As seen in the extreme left hand portion of the plots in

Figure 5-1, the signals are not exactly zero prior to the pulse. Rather, there is some offset

due to the operating characteristics of the differential amplifiers. In order to accurately

analyze the data, the magnitude of this offset was determined by fitting a horizontal line to a

segment of the pre-pulse data for each signal. The offset was then subtracted from the

signal to determine the actual value. Typically, the offset was on the order of millivolts, so

there was minimal impact on the power signal. The offset for the Vi signal was typically

on the order of 10"5 volts which was still significant compared to the magnitude of the raw

Vi signal.

Smoothing of raw data. The third consideration is not necessarily a correction to

data, rather a smoothing of the signal. The Vi signal was very weak, typically less than a

millivolt, and the noise in the signal was significant with amplitudes as large as 0.2

millivolt as shown in Figure 5-1. As a result of the noise and small signal strength, precise

selection of the value of the signal at a given reactor power or time directly from the raw

data was not possible. In order to make a reasonable estimate of the current at a given time,

a curve fit, typically a 3
rd
or 4th

order polynomial, was applied to the data as shown. Since
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the pulse power and AV signals had much larger magnitudes, noise was not a significant

problem and values could be taken directly from the raw data.

5.2 Results of Data Analysis

5.2.1 Summary of Analysis Results

Four data sets were collected which provided useful data for determining the

electrical conductivity. This data was collected for one gas state, namely 380 mtorr and 20

"C, and using the highest power pulse. The four data sets differed by the voltage setting of

the power supply which powered the conductivity probe. The power supply was set at

0.0, 2.0, 5.0, and 10.0 volts, and the shunt resistor was 10 £2 in all cases. Additional data

was collected at 15.0 and 20.0 volts, but as discussed earlier, the over-voltage protection

built into the data acquisition hardware was triggered during these experiments so the data

sets were not complete. An example of the raw data is shown above in Figure 5-1

.

To evaluate the linearity of the probe response, values for the field probe voltage

difference, AV, and the voltage drop across the shunt, Vi, were isolated in the raw data at

specific power levels. In units of volts corresponding to the proportional signal for pulse

power, the data was evaluated at power levels of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 volts.

Table 5-1 summarizes the power levels at which data was analyzed along with the

corresponding reactor power and thermal neutron flux level. The reactor power was

proportional to the voltage signal where 10 volts is 2000 MW. The neutron flux is

determined from the flux map data and is assumed to be linearly proportional to the reactor

power. The flux map for a similar pulse indicated the average flux at the central plane of

the active volume was 1.985 x 10
15
/cm

2
s at a power of 1 108 MW.
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Table 5- 1 . Reactor power at which conductivity data is analyzed.

Recorded Power

Signal (volts)

Reactor Power

(MW)
Thermal Neutron

Flux (/cm
2
s)

0.5 100 1.79 x 10
14

1.0 200 3.58 x 10
u

2.0 400 7.17 x 10
14

3.0 600 1.08 x 10
15

4.0 800 1.43 x 10
15

5.0 1000 1.79 x 10"

Following the procedures and considerations discussed in Section 5.1, values of

AV and Vi were selected from the raw data corresponding to the reactor power settings

listed. The values of AV were taken directly from the raw data and corrected for ground

potential offset. The values used for Vi were based on the curve fit discussed earlier and

converted to current using Ohm's Law and the known value of the shunt resistor. The

corrected data is plotted in Figure 5-2 to evaluate the linearity of the probe response. Each

plot consists of four data points which correspond to probe power set to 0, 2, 5, and 10

volts.

Looking at Figure 5-2, the probe response at lower reactor power appears to be

nonlinear for the conditions of these experimental runs. At higher reactor power, the

response becomes very linear. Linear curve fits were applied to the data points

corresponding to probe power settings of 2, 5, and 10 volts for the plots at reactor powers

of 600, 800, and 1000 MW. The results of these curve fits are shown on the

corresponding plot in Figure 5-2. All three curve fits match the data very well as

quantitatively measured by the correlation coefficient, R2
. The curve fit to the 1000 MW

data plot is exceptionally good, the data deviates from linear by less than 0.01%.

Therefore, Equation 5-1 can be used to determine the conductivity for the 1000 MW data.
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Figure 5-2. Probe current vs. field probe potential difference.

Pressure = 380 mtorr, temperature = 20 "C, shunt resistance = 10 CI.
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5.2.2 General Observations of Results

From the curve fit for the 1000 MW plot, the constant of proportionality, R
0, is

shown to be 1937 £1 From (5-1), the conductivity is found to be 2.964 x 10 3 mho/m.

This conductivity is over three orders of magnitude below the expected value as predicted

by CSOLVE. Table 5-2 summarizes the expected values of the electrical conductivity for

the conditions considered here. Possible reasons for this large difference in predicted and

measured values of conductivity are discussed in Section 5.3.

Table 5-2. Predicted values of conductivity using CSOLVE.
Pressure = 380 mtorr, temperature = 20 "C.

Reactor Power
(MW)

Thermal Neutron

Flux (/cm2
s)

Predicted Ro (Q) Pred. Conductivity

(mho/m)

100 1.79 x 10'" 2.47 2.328

200 3.58 x 10
14

1.45 3.970

400 7.17 x 10
14

0.909 6.316
600 1.08 x 10" 0.710 8.088

800 1.43 x 10
15

0.600 9.570
1000 1.79 x 10

15
0.528 10.88

Prior to addressing the discrepancies in the data with predicted results, several

general observations can be noted. The six plots show a gradual transition towards

linearity from low to high reactor power. This behavior is consistent with expectations as

the conductivity increases and enters the region of linear response at the given probe

settings. Likely, the lower power plots would have shown linear behavior at higher probe

potential.

Next consider the scale of the plots in Figure 5-2. At the lowest power considered,

100 MW, a negative slope is observed between the two middle data points. However the

magnitude of the data points is small compared to the noise and offset potential. The

negative slope observed is likely a product of the error in measurement, especially
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considering the effect is limited to the lowest power considered where the uncertainty is the

greatest.

Consider the behavior of the slope of the three plots at reactor powers of 600, 800,

and 1000MW where linear curve fits have been applied. The curve fits suggest the

conductivity is decreasing as the reactor power, and hence neutron flux, increase. This

behavior is contrary to expectations. However, the curve fit for the 1000 MW plot has a

much better match to the data than the two lower power plots. Because of this strong

linearity, the 1000MW plot is the only one used to calculate a value for electrical

conductivity, though all three result in conductivity of the same order of magnitude. This

behavior in slope is further discussed in the next section.

5.3 Discussion of Discrepancies Between Predicted and Measured Results

The value of the electrical conductivity derived from the experimental data differs

significantly from the predicted value by at least three orders of magnitude. The limited

quantity of experimental data makes the analysis and confirmation of this behavior difficult.

In this section, several possible sources of error for both the experiments and the model are

discussed. Generally, these sources cannot account for the magnitude of the discrepancy;

however, this discussion may help direct future research of the behavior of the nuclear-

induced electrical conductivity. Also, the scope of possibilities considered here does not

include all possible sources of error. Rather it is a selection of the most likely and

significant sources of uncertainty. Generally, the experimental results are considered to be

more reliable and the sources of error described for the experiments account for reasonable

levels of error. The model is the most likely source of error due to the large range of

conditions for which it is applied.
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5.3.1 Possible Errors in the Experimental Results

The experiment design followed closely that of Braun [21] which produced

acceptable results for the range of conditions considered in those experiments. Several

factors unique to these experiments may have influenced the results presented above.

However, none of the factors discussed below can account for the magnitude of the

discrepancy with the predicted behavior. The two most significant factors are the limited

data set and the conductivity model used in the data analysis. These two factors are

discussed at the end of this section.

Potential contamination of the active volume. Braun et al. found the presence of

contaminants in the active volume could have observable effects on the conductivity

measurement [22,23]. In the case of the Braun experiments, the source of contaminants

was metal ions released from the chamber structure at high temperatures. The conditions

which led to the production of metallic ions, namely high temperatures, were not present in

the data analyzed above. Nonetheless contaminants could have been present in the active

volume due to other conditions.

In the current experiments, two possible sources of contamination are notable.

First, recall the unexpected outgassing of the thermal insulation during the chamber

assembly and testing. Although the chamber was heated to over 1500 K for extended

periods of time to eliminate the outgassing, it is possible that trace amounts of contaminants

were introduced during the experiments from outgassing. The level of contamination in the

active volume would be low since both ends of the active volume were enclosed by clean

ceramic plates. Also, the internal pressure of the active volume was slightly higher than the

surrounding chamber pressure due to the design of the gas flow which inhibited

contaminants flowing into the active volume.
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The second possible source of contamination is the water leak which was discussed

previously. As described in Chapter 4, all noticeable water in the chamber was pumped out

over the course of several weeks. However, it is possible that trace amounts of water were

still trapped in the thermal insulation and slowly outgassing. Any water vapor in the active

volume would reduce the ionization energy released in the
3
He(n,p)

3H reaction due to the

additional degrees of freedom of water molecules. Collisions between protons or tritons

and water molecules would reduce the amount of energy available for ionization of helium

atoms and hence reduce the induced electrical conductivity.

Related to the potential water contamination, it is possible that contaminants were

transported by the water into the active volume in aqueous solution either as liquid or

vapor. As the water was removed and heat added via the resistance heater, the

contaminants could have condensed on the surfaces of the probes and active volume shell.

These contaminants would likely have inhibited the current flow during probe operation

which would have reduced the apparent conductivity of the gas.

Inaccurate pressure measurement. The conductivity was expected to be strongly

correlated to the density of the
3He which controlled the balance between the ionization rate

and the recombination rate. In these experiments, the density at a given temperature was

controlled by the gas pressure. Therefore, an error in the pressure measurement would

have resulted in an error in the calculation of density. It is possible that the pressure

sensors were not properly zeroed or were responding nonlinearly. Either case would result

in an inaccurate pressure record. Also, the differences in system configuration during

preliminary experiments during which the pressure control system was characterized and

the primary experiments could account for some error in pressure measurement in the

chamber.

To examine the potential results of an error in pressure measurement, CSOLVE was

used to predict the conductivity resulting from the conditions of the experiments used for
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the above analysis. Two general cases were considered, first assuming only
3He was

present at different pressures than indicated. Second, the same cases were examined with

fractions of
4He substituted for the

3
He. The results of the calculations for pressures of

3.8, 38, 380, and 3800 mtorr and fractions of 1%, 10%, and 100% 3He with the

temperature set at 20 °C and the average flux equal to 1.792 x 10
15
/cm2

s are summarized in

Table 5-3.

From the calculated results in Table 5-3, the pressure would have had to have been

at least one order of magnitude below the indicated value to produce results consistent with

the predicted results. If there were no contaminants present in the active volume, the

indicated pressure would have been two orders of magnitude high. The percentage of
3He

would have to drop to 1% to account for the discrepancy if the indicated pressure was off

by one order of magnitude. Neither of these cases seems likely; however, a combination of

the two factors cannot be ruled out.

Table 5-3. Conductivity for various pressures and fractions of
3He predicted by CSOLVE.

Temperature = 20 "C, thermal neutron flux = 1.792 x 10" /cm2
s.

Pressure

(mtorr)

% 3He

(
4He remainder)

Conductivity

(mho/m)

Pressure

(mtorr)

% 3He

(
4He remainder)

Conductivity

(mho/m)

3.8 1 3.249 x 10 s 380 1 2.631 x 10
1

3.8 10 3.249 x 10"4
380 10 2.324 x 10°

3.8 100 3.237 x 10 3
380 100 1.088 x 10'

38 1 3.242 x 10"3 3800 1 1.258 x 10°

38 10 3.236 x 10"2
3800 10 3.284 x 10°

38 100 3.231 x 10' 3800 100 8.617 x 10°

Effects of plasma parameters on probe behavior. One of the two most significant

factors affecting the accuracy of the conductivity measurement is the probe behavior models

used to reduce the experimental data. As discussed in Chapter 3, the behavior of

Langmuir-type probes can be strongly influenced by the two plasma parameters Debye

length and mean-free path. The triple probe was considered the most affected instrument in

these experiments. The conductivity probe was generally thought not to be significantly
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affected by these parameters due to the macroscopic behavior of the device. The two field

probes are subject to behavior characteristics related to Langmuir probes; however, in this

application, limiting analysis to the linear range of probe response was expected to

eliminate these concerns. In the range of linear response, the ionized gas acts like an ideal

conductor as defined by Ohm's Law so microscopic parameters should not be significant.

The analysis of the conductivity probe assumes there is a region of applied current

in which the probe response is linear. This assumption is reasonable for the pressure range

considered by Braun but in the current experiments this may not be a reasonable

assumption. The assumption of linearity is equivalent to assuming the medium is a linear,

isotropic, and homogeneous conductor as defined by electromagnetic theory. In order to

evaluate the validity of this assumption the conditions must be examined in greater detail.

In these experiments, the ionizing source and hence the conductivity were time

varying due to the pulse operation of the reactor. From Newton's law the forces acting on

an electron in the gas is

F = me
— = -eE-fr (5-2)

where E is the electric field, v is the net velocity of the electrons, m
e
is the electron mass, e

is the electron charge, and £ is a parameter describing the net effect of collisions. In the

current experiments, the electric field is steady-state. Solving (5-2) for the case of a'steady-

state electric field results in the following expression for the velocity

v(0 =Z^(1 _ eHK)') (5.3)

In the case of a steady-state system, the velocity reduces to

-eE
v = (5-4)

which is the drift velocity as expected. The steady-state solution also corresponds to times

large enough for the electron to accelerate to the drift velocity.
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The current density, J, is defined in terms of the velocity by the following

expression

where n
e
is the electron number density. Substituting (5-3) into (5-5) gives the following

for the current density

Equation 5-6 is of the same form as the microscopic form of Ohm's law which defines the

conductivity, therefore the conductivity can be written as

From (5-7) it is apparent that the conductivity also requires a finite amount of time to

achieve a steady-state value. Looking at Equation 5-7, the maximum value of the

conductivity for a given set of conditions, i.e. electron density, occurs for the steady-state

solution when the electrons have had sufficient time to accelerate to the drift velocity. For

the data used in the conductivity measurement, the reactor was always operated in pulse

mode. As a result of the rapidly changing source term, the steady-state conductivity was

never achieved.

In order to better evaluate the significance of the time varying nature of the

conductivity, order of magnitude values for the exponential term can be used. The

collisional parameter can be approximated from the steady-state values calculated by

CSOLVE. For the conditions of the 1000MW data analyzed, the electron density is on the

order of 10
16 /m3

and the steady state conductivity is on the order of 1 mho/m. The electron

charge is 1.6 x 10" C. Substituting these values into the steady-state solution of (5-7)

gives an approximate upper limit value of 2.6 x 10"22 kg/s for the collisional parameter, £

The electron mass is 9.1 1 x 10"31 kg. The ratio of the collisional parameter and the electron

mass is 2.8 x 10
8
/s. Therefore, the time must be of order greater than approximately 10'8

s

3 = -en
e
(t)\(t) (5-5)

(5-6)

(5-7)
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before steady-state is achieved. Over the course of 10"8
s, the thermal neutron flux

increases by approximately 10
9
/cm2

s.

This effect of the time-varying behavior of the conductivity may be significant,

though it does not account for the large discrepancy between measured and predicted

values. It is likely the form of the equations describing the probe behavior need further

refinement for application in the regions considered here.

It should be noted that other electronic properties may introduce some error in

measurement of the conductivity. In the three data sets corresponding to probe potentials

of 2, 5, and 10 volts, the peak AV signal lagged the peak pulse power and Vi signals. This

lag was on the order of milliseconds. Since the lag is not expected for a simple resistive

circuit, a capacitive or inductive component was likely the cause. Since nonresistive

influences were not included in the analysis, some error in the measurements could have

been introduced. Again, the potential error would be small and could not account for the

magnitude of the discrepancy with predicted behavior.

Limitations of analysis due to the data set. The final factor considered in the

experiments to be a potential source of error is the limited data set used in the analysis. The

general behavior over the change in reactor power seems to fit with the expected behavior

as the region of linearity is approached. It is possible the apparent linearity observed in

Figure 5-2 for the 1000MW plot is not real. Rather, additional data points between the

three plotted points might reveal a nonlinear behavior. Furthermore, additional data points

on the lower power plots might reveal different regions of linearity which might display

better correspondence with predicted results. Any future experiments would need a larger

data set to confirm the values measured here and further evaluate the assumption of linearity

as discussed above.
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5.3.2 Possible Errors in the Model Results

The model used in CSOLVE is an important possible source of the discrepancy

between predicted and measured conductivity. As discussed in detail in Chapter 2, the

model makes several assumptions about the gas and system characteristics. Most notably

is the assumption that the parameters measured under very different conditions are

applicable here. There is not currently enough data available to focus on any particular

cause of the discrepancy and it is difficult to fully account for the degree of the discrepancy,

but several possible causes are briefly mentioned.

Possibility of underestimating wall effects. The first possible source of error in the

predictions for conductivity is the means for handling wall effects. In the discussion of

wall effects, the distribution of ionization events is assumed linear. Also, the form of the

function/which describes the fraction of the initial neutron interaction energy which is

transferred to the surrounding gas is only valid along the central axis of the active volume.

In the experiments, the conductivity probe measured the conductivity outside of the central

axis. Neither of these assumptions may be sufficiently valid. The actual form of the

function/would likely predict a greater significance of wall effects and reduce the degree

of ionization. The wall effects are likely a significant source of error in the code

calculations.

Effect of inaccuracies in the interaction parameters. The possibility of error in the

model predictions from the interaction parameters is divided into two issues. First, the

types of processes included in the model may be inappropriate. Either processes included

could be unnecessary or more likely, other interactions may be necessary to accurately

describe the system. However, based on previous work looking at the possible types of

I
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interactions in noble gases, the interactions included in this model seem reasonable and

sufficiently complete.

The second issue is the introduction of error due to improper modeling of the

interactions. The values used for the parameters in the equations describing these

interactions were generally acquired from results at different conditions than those

encountered in the present experiments. In some cases, no value is known so a value is

chosen. It is likely that these parameters are not valid for all of the conditions being

modeled. The limitations of the interaction parameter data is believed to be a significant

source of error in the computational model. Also, it is possible the forms of the equations

are inaccurate for these conditions.

Errors in either the parameters or the forms of the equations used to model the

interactions would also produce errors in the calculation of the electron temperature. As a

result of these combined effects on electron density and temperature, the predicted value of

conductivity would be inaccurate.

Possible errors in the conductivity model. The last potential source of error to be

considered is the model for conductivity. This model of conductivity includes terms for the

two extreme cases of high ionization and extremely weak ionization. The model assumes

these two terms can be combined as resistances in series to accurately model the

intermediate conditions. It is possible the two terms can not be simply added and some

weighting factors may be necessary.

Also, it is possible the conditions studied make the application of the particular

forms of the components of the conductivity model invalid. In the case of the term

describing the weakly ionized gas, the thermal diffusion coefficient of the electrons in

neutral helium is involved. The presence of ions at a density higher than that in which the

term was developed could change the behavior of the electron diffusion which would

change the value of the conductivity. Similarly, the term for a highly ionized gas could
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require additional consideration of the neutral interactions which may inhibit electron

diffusion due to ion interactions. In other words, the actual form of the conductivity model

may require nonlinear terms which would reduce the predicted value of conductivity.



CHAPTER 6

FUTURE RESEARCH EFFORTS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

6.1 Possibilities for Future Research Efforts

The results of this and earlier experimental research efforts investigating nuclear-

induced electrical conductivity can be used to help guide future efforts. In this section, a

path for future research efforts is presented based on the experience of these earlier works.

Prior to initiating any of the research suggested in the following sections, some preliminary

investigation is needed.

This preliminary investigation is focused on further evaluating the validity of the

assumptions used in earlier works. The interactions occurring in the ionized gas need to be

further investigated for the specific conditions of interest. The model of the conductivity

used to calculate the induced conductivity needs further refinement for application to

specific conditions. Finally, the theory of operation of the conductivity probe needs

additional refinement for application to a wider range of conditions. This last task could be

a full research project in itself and would provide very useful information for use in the

work described below.

6.1.1 Experimental Research at Room Temperature

All of the investigations of nuclear-induced electrical conductivity to this point have

made significant effort to examine the influence of bulk temperature on the electrical

conductivity. Since the primary application of this research is to MHD energy conversion

where high temperatures are generally required, this interest in temperature effects is

204
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reasonable. All of the earlier efforts, including that discussed in this thesis, indicate the

temperature has only secondary influence on the induced conductivity within certain

limitations. Specifically those limitations are 1) results are compared for a given bulk

density and equivalent composition, and 2) temperatures are below those necessary to

cause thermal ionization at a significant level.

By including the parameter of temperature in this type of research, the design of the

experimental apparatus becomes much more complicated than it would be if high

temperatures were not required. This complication in design has generally made the

process of measuring the electrical conductivity more difficult and less reliable. As was

well documented in the case of the Braun experiments, the introduction of metallic ions due

to high temperature introduced obvious errors in the measurement of conductivity resulting

from neutron interactions. As discussed in Chapter 5, several characteristics of the design

of the current experiments related to temperature control resulted in uncertainty in the

collected data.

The purpose of all of this research has been to evaluate the degree of conductivity

enhancement. Since the nuclear-induced conductivity enhancement can be equally well

evaluated at room temperature as shown by earlier work, the next stage of research should

eliminate high temperature from the experimental design. Elimination of temperature

concerns would result in a much simpler system and produce more reliable results. Since

the system would be simpler, it would also be significantly less expensive while providing

more valuable data. The research would be focused on investigating the behavior of the

conductivity as a function of bulk density and gas mixture.

Based on the results of these proposed experiments, the potential value of the

concept of nuclear-induced conductivity for MHD energy conversion could be determined.

If the experimental results indicate the conductivity is enhanced to a sufficiently high level

in some region of density, the research could proceed to the next stage discussed below.

Also, from the results of these room temperature experiments, the model of conductivity
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discussed in Chapter 2 could be further evaluated which would be valuable for ionization

and recombination physics research.

6.1.2 Investigation of the Influence of Temperature

Although the bulk temperature is not the primary parameter influencing the degree

to which conductivity is enhanced by neutron interactions, temperature does appear to have

some effect. In order to accurately predict the behavior of a MHD system based on

nuclear-induced conductivity, temperature effects must be well understood. Therefore,

assuming the results of the room temperature experiments are encouraging, the next stage

of research should return to the investigation of the influence of bulk temperature on

conductivity enhancement.

From the room temperature experiments, regions of density of interest could be

isolated so that the apparatus could be optimized for those conditions. This optimization

may also help simplify the design, or at least minimize the potential for uncertainty in the

results. The primary concern in the design of these experiments would be to minimize the

possibility of introducing contaminants into the bulk gas, especially metallic ions, which

would result in inaccurate measurements of the nuclear-induced conductivity.

Based on the results of these experiments, conceptual MHD cycle performance

could be predicted. Also, the conductivity model could be further evaluated.

6.1.3 Experimental Magnetohydrodynamic Research

The majority of the past effort in this type of research has focused only on the

measurement of conductivity and only at essentially static conditions. Since the main

application is in MHD cycles, additional factors may be important. The two most

significant factors which need to be investigated are the effects of magnetic fields and gas



flow on the conductivity enhancement. Also, it is possible other characteristics of the

ionized gas could influence the operation of an MHD channel.

Once the conductivity behavior under static conditions has been thoroughly

investigated in the first two stages of research, a series of experiments should be conducted

to investigate the behavior of the conductivity enhancement with these additional factors in

effect. The experiment design could consist of a small MHD channel designed to minimize

contaminants in the gas flow. The design of the chamber would be based on the results of

the previous stages of research so the regions of greatest potential usefulness could be

investigated.

By observing the electrical power output of the channel and comparing to predicted

results based on earlier work, the significance of these additional parameters could be

evaluated. Based on these results, the value of the concept of nuclear-driven MHD energy

conversion based on nuclear-induced conductivity enhancement could be determined with

high confidence. If these results indicate further exploration of this concept is justifiable,

research efforts would transition from basic science to engineering design.

6.2 Concluding Remarks

The primary objective of this project was to expand the investigation of the nuclear-

induced electrical conductivity enhancement into regions of conditions not previously

considered. The research was primarily motivated by the need for better understanding of

the behavior of the conductivity enhancement as applied to MHD energy conversion

concepts. This objective was accomplished through theoretical, computational, and

experimental analyses. However several goals of the project were not achieved due to

several reasons described in previous chapters. In the following remarks, the specific

objectives and associated accomplishments, failures, and conclusions are listed.
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The first objective of this project was to computationally investigate the nuclear-

induced conductivity enhancement in
3He using the existing model of interactions. The

intention of this objective was to provide a starting point and guidance for experiments.

This objective was achieved in four steps. The first step was to reexamine the accepted

interaction model and make modifications to better match the conditions of interest. The

second step was to incorporate these modifications into the PCD computer code resulting in

the CSOLVE computer code. The third step was to benchmark the model against available

experimental data. The last step was to calculate the conductivity for a wide range of

conditions.

Several minor changes were made to the accepted model and PCD computer code,

but the overall structure was unchanged. The results of the computational analysis were

benchmarked against the experimental data collected by Braun et al. [21] and Ellis [25].

Agreement within an order of magnitude was shown for the conditions of the experimental

data as discussed in Chapter 2. Specifically, good agreement was seen at pressure greater

than 0.25 atm and thermal neutron flux greater than 10
4
/cm

2
s. At lower flux levels, there

was not good agreement between CSOLVE and the experiments of Ellis.

The code CSOLVE was used to calculate the conductivity of
3He for a wide range

of conditions in both the infinite and finite volume cases. From these calculations there

appeared to exist regions of conditions, in particular at low bulk density, where

conductivity enhancement may be very significant. This predicted result suggested the

earlier conclusion of Braun et al. that the concept ofMHD energy conversion utilizing

nuclear-induced conductivity holds little promise may have been incorrect. Also, the

computational results indicated the bulk density is the primary thermodynamic parameter

influencing the degree of conductivity enhancement while the temperature and pressure are

only of secondary significance. This conclusion is consistent with expected behavior.

With these results, the goals of the theoretical and computational investigation were

accomplished.



The second objective of this project was to experimentally measure the nuclear-

induced electrical conductivity in
3He for much of the range of conditions considered in the

computational investigation. The computational results also provided strong motivation for

proceeding with these experiments. The primary difference between these and earlier

experiments was the range of conditions considered, especially at lower bulk density.

Specifically, the following range of conditions were of interest:

Bulk gas temperature: 300 K < T
g
< 1 500 K

Bulk relative density: lxlO"
4
atm < n* < 1 atm

Bulk pressure: 7.6xl0"
2
torr < pg

< 3.8xl03
ton-

Thermal neutron flux: lxlO10 /cm2
s < cp^ < lxlO 16 /cm2

s

The experimental goals were not fully accomplished; however, three steps were

used to attempt to meet the objective. First, an apparatus was designed and constructed to

measure the conductivity for the range of conditions of interest. The design of the

experimental apparatus was based on earlier investigations; however, it allowed for a

significantly wider range of conditions to be investigated. The use of the triple probe in

these experiments was unique. Although no useful data was collected with the triple probe,

with additional time to fully characterize the probe, good data could have been expected

which could have been used to evaluate the validity of the conductivity probe data.

Second, some useful data was collected using the conductivity probe, although the quantity

of useful data was minimal. This lack of data represents the greatest failure of this project.

Finally, the collected data was analyzed and compared to expected behavior. Upon

comparison, a significant discrepancy between predicted and measured conductivity was

shown in Chapter 5. Without additional conductivity data in combination with a second

type of data such as triple probe data, no specific resolution to the discrepancy can be

suggested. However, this discrepancy is valuable for motivating additional research which

may uncover unforeseen limitations to the accepted model of interactions and experimental

procedures employed in this work.
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As discussed in detail in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, several obstacles were overcome to

proceed with this investigation. The data that was collected indicates there may be

significant discrepancy between the computational model and experimental results. In

order to better evaluate this potential discrepancy, additional work such as described above

is necessary. Nonetheless, the experimental results did provide information about the

behavior of the conductivity enhancement at low bulk density which had not been

previously examined. Based on these results, specifically the unexplainable discrepancy

between predicted and measured results, further research is strongly encouraged to fulfill

the project goals which have not been accomplished.



APPENDIX A
CSOLVE: A COMPUTER CODE FOR CALCULATING

THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY

A.1 The CSOLVE Code

The FORTRAN 77 code CSOLVE calculates the steady-state number densities of

five species involved in the kinetic interactions associated with nuclear-induced

ionization in
3
He. The code consists of the main program, 12 subroutines and four

functions as well as two external files, the common block file, commonblkl, and the

input deck, csolve.in. The code produces several output files, the most significant being

the output deck, csolve.out. The other output files contain data describing the decay of

the species number density over time after the neutron source is removed.

All of the components of the code are listed below along with comments. The

comments in the code should be sufficient to understand the flow of the code operation.

The border around the code modules is the standard 72 characters wide. The input and

output decks are discussed in Sections A.3.1 and A.3.2 respectively. The baseline input

deck discussed in Chapter 2 as well as a sample output deck are also included.

Include file, commonblkl:

The common block file contains the declaration statements for variables that are

used repeatedly throughout the code. It is saved as a separate file which is linked to the

main code during compilation. The declaration statements could also be pasted into the

code in place of the "include" statement at the beginning of the code routines rather than

linking during compilation.
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Include file, commonblkl (cont.)

i^iiiLuii /ccaistant/k,^^^,^,^,^,^^, tO,pO,pi
carmen /\Aarniixj/iwarn(20) ,utat(20) ,ioit(20) ,urnt(20) ,urntt
ccrmcn /dat^l/iiii,^,et,nvi,w,e6K,rnxriL,rpl,rtl,ab,

gaus ,vel ,press , tg, zdens , chlgt

,

+ eta , lhall , sigmf , rx, rf
cxiiiiui /6ata2/ar,ae,an,xl,yl, zl, fr, fe, fn,

arz , aez , anz , xz ,yz , zz , aru, nru, mg,
iT ac , acs ,xc ,xcs

,

+ as,as2,zs, zs2,
+ bll ,bl2 ,b22 , chill , chil2 , chi22

,

+ bai,difp(4),de(10)

cenrrm /data3/ncphi,ntrial,nrirK,tu3^ ,x0(5)

cauim /data4/ftine,ntiire, jtime
cenrtm /tenpl/te,te0,tp,d(8) ,phil, iphi, ttest, ffp, fft
corncn /tarp2/tee(20) ,dd(10,20) ,cd(20) ,deb(20) ,mfp(20) , hall (20)

character*80 title

corncn /chc/title

Main code, csolve.f:

The main code opens the necessary input and output files and controls the

sequence in which the primary subroutines are called. Notice the list of output files at the

beginning of the code all beginning with "ts" for the record of the parameter decay. The

names of these files are self-explanatory.

cxdccccccccocccccccc^^

c CSXVE.f
c a program for electrical conductivity calculation
c

c model: (1) x,x+,x2+,e,x*,x2*
c (2) te, tg(=ti)

c asurpsions: (1) [e] « [x]

c
c nophi = nurber of phi's starting with phi in the input
c (default = 1) must be <= 10.

c

c d(l) [He-4] + [He-3]

c d(2) [Ife-3]

c d(3) [He-4]

c d(4) [e]

c d(5) [HE*]

c d(6) [He2+]

c d(7) [He*]

c d(8) [He2*]

c

c x(l) te]/d(l)

c x(2) [He+]/d(l)
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Main code, csolve.f (cont.)

c x(3) = [Jfe2+]/d(l)

c x(4) = [Hs*]/d(l)

c x(5) = [Ife2*]/d(l)

c
include 'cama±>lkl'

c
open (unit=2 , file= 1 csolve . in

'

)

open (unit=3 , file= 1 csolve . exit
1

)

open (unit=4 , file= 1 tse . out
'

)

opsn (unit=5 , file= ' tshep. out '

)

open (unit=6 , file= 1 tshe2p . out 1

)

open (unit=7 , file= 1 tshes . out 1

)

opsn (unit=8 , file= ' tsbe2s . out
'

)

open (unit=9 , file= 1 tseend . out 1

)

open (unit=10 , file= ' tte .out
'

)

open (unit=ll , file= ' tstime .out '

)

c
c reading data frcm input deck

call rds
c

pause ' data has been read'
c
c setting constants used globally

call const
c

c solving equations for all parameters
call solv

c
c writing results to output deck

call wrs
c

pause
end

Subroutine rds:

This subroutine reads the four sections of the input deck into memory for use in

the calculations. The purpose of these four sections are discussed in Section A.3.1. The

four namelist statements list the names of the variables into which the data is read. The

names and order of these variables should agree with those in the four common block

lists titled datal, data2, data3, and data4. Next, several parameters are automatically

initialized based on the values read. The three thermodynamic parameters are compared

and if one is listed as zero in the input deck, that parameter is reset to the value consistent
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with the other two. Also, consideration of wall effects is handled in this subroutine in the

initialization of the fraction of nuclear fragment energy which is transferred to the

surrounding gas. Finally, the parameter settings are listed to screen for the operator to

review and confirm.

subroutine rds
c
c Read in the parameter data fron the input deck and print the
c data to the screen for confirmation of the operator.
c

include 'commblkl

'

namelist /inpl/pM,ep,et /nvi,w,eex,rnxni (

+ rpl,rtl,ab,gaus,vel,press, tg,rdens,
+ chlgt, eta, ihal 1 , sigmf , rx, rf

namelist /inp2/ar,ae,an,xl,yl,zl,fr,fe,fn,
+ ar2,ae2,an2,x2,y2,z2,ard,hrd, fng,

+ ac,acs,xc,xcs,
+ as,as2, zs, zs2,

+ bU,bl2,h22,chm,chm,chi22 /

+ bai,difp,de
namelist /inp3/ncpM,ntrial,nritK,temax,eps,tolx,tolf,x
namelist /inp4/ftime,ntime, jtime

c
c ** Read input files **

c

read (2,10) title
10 format (a80)

read (2,inpl)

read (2,inp2)

read (2,inp3)

read (2,inp4)

c
c ** Perform autoinitialization **

c
if (nophi.eq.O) nophi=l
if (ntrial.eq.O) ntrial=10
if (tolx.eq. .0) tolx=1.0d-10
if (tolf.eq. .0) tolf=1.0d-10

c
c ** Set the third thermodynamic parameter **

c

teO=tg
if (press.eq.O.O.and.rdens.ne.O.O.and.tg.ne. 0.0) then

press=rdens*tg/300 .

0

else if (rdens.eq.O.O.arxl.tg.ne.O.O.arrl.press.ne.0.0) then
rdens=300 . 0*press/tg

else if (t^.eq.O.O.and.press.ne.O.O.and.rdens.ne.0.0) then
tg=300 . 0*press/rdens

else
pause 'Check thermo conditions'
stop

endif
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Subroutine rds (cont.)

rp=rpl/rdais

rt=rtl/rdens
c

c ** Determine wall effects **

c

if (nvi.eq.O) then
ffp=1.0

fft=1.0

else if (rp.lt.chlgt) then
ffp=1.0

fft=1.0

else if (rp.ge.chlgt) then
ffp=chlgt/rp*2 . 0/ (1 . 0+ab) * (1 . 0+ (ab-1 . 0) *chlgt/2 . 0/rp)

fft=dxLgt/rt*2 . 0/ (1 . 0+ab) * (1 . 0+ (ab-1 . 0) *chlgt/2 . 0/rt)

endif

c
c ** Write results to screen **

c
write(*,8000)

write(*,8050) title
write(*,8100) phi,ep,et,nvi,w,eex,rnxni,:rpl,rtl,ab,

+ gaus,vel,press,tg,rdens,chlgt,
+ eta,ihall,sigmf,rx,rf

write(*,8200) ar,ae,an,xl,yl,zl,fr,fe,fh
write(*,8210) ar2,ae2,an2,x2,y2,z2,ard,brd,fng
write(*,8220) ac,acs,:xc,xcs

write (*, 8230) as,as2,zs,zs2

write(*,8240) bn,bl2,b22,chm,chm,crii22,bai
write(*,8250) (difp(i) ,i=l,4) , (de(i) ,i=l,9)

write(*,8300) rx^^,nt3dal,nnttK,taTHX,€^,tolx,tolf
write(*, 8400) (x(i),i=l,5)

write(*,8500) ftime,nt±re, jtiite

write (3, 8000)

write (3 ,8050) title
write(3,8100) rhi,ep,et,nvi,w,eex,rnxrii / rpl,rtl,ab,

+ gaus,vel,press,tg,rdens,chlgt,
+ eta, ihal 1 , sigmf , rx, rf
write (3, 8200) ar,ae,an,xl,yl,zl,fr,fe,fn
write(3,8210) ar2,ae2,an2,x2,y2,z2,ard,brd( fng
write (3, 8220) ac,acs,xc,xcs
write(3,8230) as,as2,zs,zs2
write (3, 8240) bn,bl2,b22, chill, chil2,chi22
write(3,8250) (difp(i) ,i=l,4) , (de(i) ,i=l,9)
write(3,8300) nc^,ntxial,nrm>c,t^nHX,eps,tolx,tolf
write(3,8400) (x(i),i=l,5)

write(3,8500) ftime,ntime, jtime
8000 format (/28("*'),' C93LVE.f March 1994 1 ,28( '**

) , //)
8050 format (' title: \a80//)
8100 format (' Initial neutron flux [l/arT2/sec] = ' ,lpel2.4,/,

+ ' Energy of proton [M=V] = ',0pfl2.4,/,
+ ' Energy of tritan [MeV] = ',0pfl2.4,/,
+ 1 Infinite volume? yes/no (0/1) = ',Ux,il,/,
+ ' W-valueforffe [eV] = ',0pfl2.4,/,
+ ' Avg. energy of prim, e- frcm He [eV] = ',0pfl2.4,/,

+ ' Avg. nunter of excitation/icnizations = ',0pfl2.4,/,
+ ' Proton range in standard atm [cm] = \0pfl2.4,/,
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+ 1 Triton range in standard atm [an] = ' ,0pfl2.4,/ (

+ ' Ratio of ionizations on Bragg curve = ',0pfl2.4,/ (

+ 1 Magnetic field [T] = ',0pfl2.4,/,

+ ' Flow velocity [m/s] = ' ,0pfl2.4,/,

+ 1 Gas pressure [atm] = ',0pfl2.4,/ (

+ ' Gas tenperature [K] = ' ,Qpfl2.4,/,

+ 1 Gas relative density [atm dens.] = ',0pfl2.4,/,

+ ' Characteristic length of systen [cm] = ' ,0pfl2.4,/,
+ 1 Efficiency of generator = ',0pfl2.4,/,

+ ' Hall eff . in Joule heat: yes/no (0/1) = ',Ux,il,/,
+ ' Fission cross section [Bams] = ' ,0pfl2.4,/,

+ ' [Be-4]/N = \0pfl2.4,/,
+ ' [He-3]/N = \0pfl2.4,//)

8200 format (' Rad. coeff., He+ [cnf3/s] = Mpel2.4,/,
+ ' 3-body e coef . , He+ [cnf6/s] = ',lpel2.4,/ (

+ 1 3-body n coef ., He+ [cnf6/s] = ',lpel2.4,/,

+ ' Radiative exponent He+ = ',0pfl2.4,/,

+ ' 3-body e exponent He+ - ',0pfl2.4,/,

+ ' 3-body n exponent He+ = ,0pfl2.4,/,

+ ' Rad. metastable atom fraction = ',0pfl2.4,/,

+ ' 3-body e metastable atom fraction = ',0pfl2.4 ( /,

+ 1 3-body n metastable atcm fraction = 1 ,0pfl2.4,//)

8210 format (' rad. coef., Hs2+ [atT3/s] = \lpel2.4,/,
+ ' 3-body e coef ., He2+ [atf6/s] = Mpel2.4,/,
+ 1 3-body n coef ., He2+ [atT6/s] = Mpel2.4,/,
+ ' Radiative exponent He2+ - '

( 0pfl2.4,/,

+ ' 3-body e exponent Hs2+ = ',0pfl2.4,/,

+ ' 3-body n exponent He2+ = ',0pfl2.4,/,

+ ' Radiative/dissociative exponent coef. = ',lpel2.4,/,

+ ' Radiative/dissociative linear coef. = ',lpel2.4,/,

+ ' Radiative fraction to ground = ' ,0pfl2.4,//)

8220 format (' Conv. coef. Rs+ to He2+ [arT6/s] = \lpel2.4,/,
+ ' Conv. coef. He* to He2* [arf6/s] = \lpel2.4,/,
+ ' He+ to He2+ exponent = ' ,0pfl2.4,/,

+ ' He* to He2* exponent = ' ,0pfl2.4,//)

8230 format (' Superelastic e-He* coef. [cmr3/s] = Mpel2.4,/,
+ ' Superelastic e-He2* coef. [arf3/s] = ',lpel2.4,/,

+ ' Superelastic e-He* exponent = ',0pfl2.4,/,

+ 1 Superelastic e-He2* exponent = ' ,0pfl2.4,//)

8240 format (' He*:He* coll. coef. [arT3/s] = \lpel2.4,/,
+ ' He*:He2* coll. coef. [atT3/s] = ',lpel2.4,/,

+ ' He2*:He2* coll. coef. [crtT3/s] = '

( lpel2.4,/,

+ 1 Fraction of He*:He* to He+ = \0pfl2.4,/,
+ ' Fraction of He*:He2* to He+ = \0pfl2.4,/,
+ ' Fraction of He2*:Hs2* to He+ = '

( 0pfl2.4,/,
+ 1 Autoionization rate coeff . [atT3/s] - ' ,0pfl2.4, //)

8250 format (' Diffusion coeff . of He+ [arT2/s] = ' ,0pfl2.4,/,

+ ' Diffusion coeff . of He2+ [atf2/s] = ' ,0pfl2.4,/,

+ 1 Diffusion coeff . of He* [arT2/s] = '

( 0pfl2.4 ( /,

+ 1 Diffusion coeff . of He2* [atT2/s] = ' ,0pfl2.4, /,

+ ' e-energy gain He+ + 2e -> He [eV] - ',0pfl2.4,/,

+ ' e-energy gain He+ + 2e -> He* [eV] = ' ,0pfl2.4,/,
+ ' e-energy gain He2+ + 2e -> He2* [eV] = ' ,0pfl2.4,/ f

+ ' e-energy gain He*:He* [eV] = ',0pfl2.4 ( /,

+ ' e-energy gain He*:He2* [eV] = ',0pfl2.4,/,
+ ' e-energy gain He2* :He2* [eV] = ',0pfl2.4,/,
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+ ' e-energy gain He* + e [eV] = ',0pfl2.4,/,

+ 1 e-energy gain He2* + e [eV] = ' ,0pfl2.4,/,

+ ' e-energy gain He2* relaxation [eV] = ' ,0pfl2.4,/7)

8300 format (//' data for numerical carputaticri ',//,

+ ' Number of decades of flux calculated = ' ,10x,i2,/,

+ ' Max. number of iterations in WJN = '

, il2, /,

+ 1 Max. number of iterations in MMEWT = ',il2,/,

+ 1 Max. Te for bisection in RIBIS [eV] = ',0pfl2.4,/,

+ ' Ocnvergence epsilcn for WHN = ' ,lpel2.4,/,

+ ' Convergence tolerance TOLX in MSEWT = ',lpel2.4/,

+ 1 Ocnvergence tolerance IDLF in MMEWT = ' ,lpel2.4,//)

8400 format (' Initial guess of [e]/N = ' ,lpel2.4, /,

+ ' Initia] guess of [He+]/N = ',lpel2.4,/,

+ ' Initia] guess of [He2+]/N = ',lpel2.4,/,

+ 1 Initial guess of [He*]/N = ',1x3612.4,/,

+ ' Initial guess of [He2*]/N = ' ,lpel2.4,//)

8500 format (' Time step in ISQLVE (s) = ',lpel2.4,/,

+ ' # of steps in T9XVE =',il2,/,
+ ' # of steps before w-to-f in ISCLVE = ',il2,//)

return
end

Subroutine const:

Subroutine const initializes all of the constants used in the globally in the code.

These constants include standard physical parameters such as electron mass and charge,

as well as conversion factors.

subroutine const
c
c Set all constants used globally
c

include 'camicrjblkl'

c
c Boltzmanns (eV/K)

k = 8.61738569226d-5
c
c Itermittivity of free space (C

A2*s^2/g/cm/v
3)

epO = 8.85418781761d-18
c
c Electronic charge (C)

q = 1.60217733d-19
c
c Conversion (K/eV)

ev = 1.1604447517cU

c
c Boltzmanns*ev (g*arT2/s~2/eV)

ek = 1.60217732999d-12
c

c Mass of electron (g)
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ne = 9.1093897d-28

c

c ^fess of proton (g)

irp = 1.6726231d-24
c

c Standard reference terrperature (K)

tO = 293.0

c

c Standard reference pressure (atm)

pO = 1.0

c

pi = 3.14159265359d0
c

c Bulk ranter density (l/atT3)

d(l) = press*1.01323d6/(1.3807d-16*tg)

d(2) = rf*d(l)

d(3) = rx*d(l)

c
c Return to main code, csolve.f
c

return

end

Subroutine solv:

Subroutine solv controls the solution process for steady-state conditions. The

code consists of several nested loops. The outer loop repeats the solution process for

multiple orders of magnitude of thermal neutron flux. The next inner loop forces the

solution process to iterate until either the change in electron temperature between

iterations is less than the specified limit or the maximum number of iterations is

completed. If the electron temperature converges, the subroutine stores the calculated

values of all parameters. Before returning to the main code module, control is passed to

the subroutine tsolve to repeat the calculations for the decay process.

subroutine solv
c
c Controls the solution process
c

parameter (it=8)

include 'cximcriblkl'

external rtbis, func
c

ttest=0.0

write (*,9800)
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Subroutine solv (cont.)

write (3,9800)

9800 format (//' solution module ',//)

c

c ** iterate for phi **

c

c Code automatically solves tba equation set for multiple orders
c of magnitude of thermal neutron flux as set in input deck
c

do iphi=l,nophi

phil = phi*10.**(iphi-l)

write (*,
'
(a6,lpel2.4) ') 'phi = ' ,phil

c
c ** initialize electron temperature **

c

te=teO/ev

c
nnn=0
aaal=1.0d38

c
c ** iterate for te **

c
c The code repeats the solution process multiple times while
c iterating the electron temperature until te converges or the
c maximum number of attempts are tried,

c
while (aaal.gt.eps)

immifl
if (rmn.gt.nntK) then

write (*,9998)

9998 format (/' outer iteration did not converge')
exit

else
tp=te

c
c ** solving density equations **

c
c The species density equations are solved by the
c subroutine solvel for each iteration of te.
c

call solvel (x, alpha,betaa)
c
c Reset the species densities using the ncn-dirrensional
c densities, x, and the bulk density d(l)

.

c
do i=l,5

d(i+3) = x(i)*d(l)
enddo

c

c ** solving electron energy equation **

c
c The electron energy equation is solved for the electron
c temperature by the function rtbis based on the
c calculated species densities,
c

tgO = tg/ev
te = rtbis (func,tgO,temax,eps)
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c

c ** test the convergence **

c
c lest the convergence of the electron temperature.

c Escape the while loop if the convergence is within the
c limits set in the input deck, eps.

c
aaal=dabs ( (te-tp) /tp)

write (*,9900) te,nnn

9900 format (5x, 'te = ',apel2.4, ' at ' ,i5, 'th iteratian'

)

endif
enddo

c

c ** Output particle density in l/atT3 **

c

c Record the species densities for output to the output deck,

c
do j=l,it

dd(j,iphi)=d(j)

enddo
c
c ** Output electron temperature in K **

c
c Record the electron temperature for output to the output

c deck.

c
tee(iphi) = te*ev

c

c ** Output conductivity in rtho/m **

c
c Calculate the ocnductivity with function conduc and record
c for output in the output deck.

c
cd(iphi) = conduc (te)*1.0d9

c
c ** Output Debye length in cm **

c
c Calculate the Debye length for output to the output deck,

c
deb(iphi) = (ep0*ek*te/q**2.0/d(4) )**0.5

c
c ** Output electron Maan Free Path in cm **

c
c Calculate the mean-free path in subroutine ecol and record
c for output to the output deck.

c
call ecol (te, enuen, enuei, enuee, anfp)

mfp(iphi) — onfp
c
c ** Calculate decay behavior **

c
c Calculate the behavior of the densities after the neutron
c flux is removed and record the results in several output
c files,

c
call tsolve
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Subroutine solv (cont.)

enddo
return

end

Subroutine solve 1:

This subroutine initiates the solution process for the species concentrations. First,

the constant parameters in the rate equations are initialized based on the current estimates

for the electron temperature. Next, the new values of the species densities are calculated

by the Newton-Raphson method and LU decomposition as described in Section A.2.2.

The function and derivative components used in the LU decomposition are those

calculated in the previous iteration. Finally the new function and derivative components

for LU decomposition are calculated to be used in the next iteration. For the case of

decay calculations, this subroutine is only used to calculate the function and derivative

components.

subroutine solvel(z, alpha,betaa)
c
c Initializes the rate equation parameters using the current value
c of the electron temperature. Directs the process of solving the
c rate equations,

c
parameter (nn=5,np=5)

include 'ootrnonblkl'

cannon /slv/al(3) ,a2(3) ,s(2) ,c(2)

dimension z(np) , alpha (np,np) ,betaa (np)

c
c ** Initialize rate equation parateters **

c
tOO = tO/ev

al(l) = ar*(te/tOO)**xl
al(2) = ae*(te/tO0)**yl
al(3) = an* (te/tOO) **zl

a2(l) = ar2*(te/t00)**x2
a2(2) = ae2*(te/t00)**y2

a2(3) = an2* (te/tOO) **z2

s(l) = as*(te/t00)**zs

s(2) = as2* (te/tOO) **zs2

c(l) = ac* (tg/tO) **xc
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c(2) = acs* (tg/tO) **xcs

c

c ** Solve for rate equations **

c
c First the densities are solved using the Newton-Raphson method,

c Next the rate equations are solved based on the current values
c of the densities,

c
if (ttest.eq.0.0) then

call ime^(ntrial,x,m,tolx,tolf)
endif
call usrfun (x, alpha,betaa)

c
c ** Record results **

c
if (ttest.eq.0.0) then

do i=l,na
write (*,

1 (Ix,i4,lp2el5.6) ' )i,x(i) ,-betaa(i)

enddo
endif
return
end

Subroutine mnewt:

The subroutine mnewt solves a set of equations by the Newton-Raphson method.

A detailed description of the method is included in Section A.2.1. The listing below is

taken from Press et al. [43]

subroutine rrnewt(nt,x,n, tolx,tolf

)

c
c Solve a set of equations by the Nawton-Raphson method. See text
c or Press et al. far a detailed mathematical description,

c La sting is directly from Press et al.

c

to*,
real*8 x(np) , alpha (np,np) ,beta(np)

real*8 errf , errx, tolf , tolx
integer indx(np) , j,i,n,nt

c
j=0

do j=l,nt

call usrfun (x, alpha,beta)

errf=0.

i=0

do i=l,n
errf=errf-+dabs (beta (i)

)

enddo

if (errf .le. tolf) return
call ludcmp (alpha, n,np,indx,d)
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Subroutine mnewt (cont.)

call lubksb(alpha,n,np,ind>c,beta)

errx=0.

i=0

do i=l,n

errx=errx+cfebs(beta(i)

)

x(i)=x(i)+beta(i)

enddo
if (errx.le.tolx) return

enddo
write (*,999) j,errf,errx

999 fantat (/'MJEWT did not converge: ' ,4x,i5,lp2el2.4/)
return
end

Subroutine usrfun:

In this subroutine, the function, betaa, and derivative, alpha, components are

calculated based on the rate equations discussed in Chapter 2. The electron temperature

is the independent variable. These components are used to solve for the species

concentrations from a matrix equation by the method of LU decomposition. The first

function of the subroutine is to determine the source function. In the case of decay

calculations, the source is set to zero.

subroutine usrfun (z, alpha,betaa)

c
c Rate aquations based on the kinetic model. Uses current values
c of densities and electron tatperature to calculate change in
c density functions for next iteration using Newton-Raphson method
c and UJ decomposition.

c
parameter (np=5

)

include 'camionblkl'

dimension z(np) ,alpha(np,np) ,betaa (np) ,diff (4)

camion /slv/al(3) ,a2(3) ,s(2) ,c(2)

c
c ** Test for time calculation **

c
c Test if this calculation is for steady-state or decay. If
c decay, set the source term to zero.

c
si=0.0
if (ttest.eq.0.0) then

si = (ffp*ep+fft*et)/w*1.6^*sig^*l.d-24*phil
endif

fs=1.0/ (1.0+brd*dexp(ard*x(l) )

)

fsp=ard*fs* (fs-1) /d(l)
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** ambipolar diffusion coefficient/ (char, length) **2 **

do i=l,4

difpp=difp(i) *tg/tO/press
diff (i) =diftp* (1 . 0+dsqrt (be/ (tg/ev) ) ) / (chlgt*chlgt)

enddo

** Rate equations **

Function (beta) terms in the matrix equation from the Newton-
Raphson method.

betaa(l) = x(l)-x(2)-x(3)

betaa(2) = si*rf

-x(2)*(diff(l)

+x(l)*d(l)*(al(l)

+al(2)*x(l)*d(l)

+al(3)*d(l))

-K;(l)*d(l)*d(l))

+0. 5*d(l) * (x(4) * (chill*bll*x(4)

fchil2*bl2*x(5)

)

+chi22*b22*x(5)*X(5))

betaa(3) =-x(3)*(diff (2)

+x(l)*d(l)*(a2(l)

+a2(2)*x(l)*d(l)

+a2(3)*d(l)))

+c(l)*x(2)*d(l)*d(l)

+bai*x(4)*d(l)

+0.5*d(l) * (x(4) * ( (1-chill) *bll*x(4)

+ (l-chil2)*bl2*x(5))
+ (l-chi22) *b22*x(5) *x(5)

)

betaa(4) = si*rf*mxni
+x(l) * (x(2) *d(l) * (fr*al (1)

+fe*al(2)*x(l)*d(l)
+fn*al(3)*d(l))

+x(3)*d(l)*fs*(a2(l)

+a2(2)*x(l)*d(l)

+a2(3)*d(l))

-s(l)*x(4))

-x(4)*(diff(3)

+ bll*x(4)*d(l)

+0.5*bl2*x(5)*d(l)
+ bai*d(l)
+ c(2)*d(l)*d(l))

betaa(5) =-x(5)*( diff(4)

+ b22*x(5)*d(l)

+0.5*bl2*x(4)*d(l)
+ s(2)*x(l)*d(l))

4c(2)*x(4)*d(l)*d(l)

+x(3) *x(l) *d(l) * (1-fs) * (a2 (1)

+a2(2)*x(l)*d(l)
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c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

Subroutine usrfun (cont.)

+a2(3)*d(l))

+

+

+

+

do i=l,rp
bataa(i) = - betaa(i)

enddo

Derivative (alrha) terns in the matrix equation frcm the
ISfewton-Raphson method.

do i=l,ip

do j=l,rp

a]fha(i ( j) = 0.0

enddo

enddo

cQrha(l,l) = 1.0

al£ha(l,2) = -1.0

alpha(l,3) = -1.0

alrha(l,4) = 0.0

edrha(l,5) = 0.0

alrha(2,l) = -x(2)*d(l)*( al(l)

+2.0*al(2)*x(l)*d(l)
+ al(3)*d(l))

a3rha(2,2) = -(diff(l)

+x(l)*d(l)*(al(l)

+al(2)*x(l)*d(l)

+al(3)*d(l))

+c(l)*d(l)*d(l))

cQrha(2,3) = 0.0

alrha(2,4) = chill*bll*x(4)*d(l)

+0.5*chil2*bl2*x(5) *d(l)

edpha(2,5) = 0.5*chil2*bl2*x(4)*d(l)

+ chi22*b22*x(5)*d(l)

alrha(3,l) = -x(3)*d(l)*( a2(l)
+

+
+2.0*a2(2)*x(l)*d(l)

+ a2(3)*d(l))

alrha(3,2) = c(l)*d(l)*d(l)

alpha(3,3) = -(diff(2)
+

+

+

+x(l)*d(l)*(a2(l)

+a2(2)*x(l)*d(l)

+a2(3)*d(l)))

alrha(3,4) = bai*d(l)
+

+

alpha(3,5) =

+ (l-chill)*bll*x(4)*d(l)
+0.5* (l-chil2) *bl2*x(5) *d(l)

(l-chi22) *b22*x(5) *d(l)

+0.5* (l-chil2) *bl2*x(4) *d(l)
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Subroutine usrfun (cont.)

alEha(4,l) = x(2)*d(l)*( fr*al(l)

+ +2.0*fe*al(2)*x(l)*d(l)
+ + fn*al(3)*d(l))

+ -fs*a]fha(3,l)
+ +fsp*x(3)*x(l)*d(l)*d(l)*(a2(l)
+ +a2(2)*x(l)*d(l)
+ +a2(3)*d(l))
+ -s(l)*x(4)*d(l)

alfha(4,2) = x(l)*d(l)*(fr*al(l)
+ +fe*al(2)*x(l)*d(l)
+ +fn*al(3)*d(l))

alpha(4,3) = x(l)*d(l)*fs*(a2(l)

+a2(2)*x(l)*d(l)

+a2(3)*d(l))

a0fha(4,4) = -(diff (3)

+ +2.0*bll*x(4)*d(l)
+ +O.5*fc02*x(5)*d(l)

+ + bai*d(l)

+ + c(2)*d(l)*d(l)
+ + s(l)*x(l)*d(l))

+

+

alfha(4,5) = -0.5*hl2*X(4)*d(l)

al£±ia(5,l) = -d-fs)*a]fha(3,l)
+ -fsp*x(3)*x(l)*d(l)*d(l)*(a2(l)
+ +a2(2)*x(l)*d(l)
+ +a2(3)*d(l))
+ -s(2)*x(5)*d(l)

edpha(5,2) = 0.0

alpha(5,3) = x(l)*d(l)*(l-fs)*(a2(l)
+ +a2(2)*x(l)*d(l)
+ +a2(3)*d(l))

alfha(5,4) = c(2) *d(l)*d(l)

+ -0.5*b02*x(5)*d(l)

alfha(5,5) = -(diff (4)

+ +2.0*h22*x(5)*d(l)
+ +0.5*hl2*x(4)*d(l)
+ +s(2)*x(l)*d(l))

return
end
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Subroutine ludcmp:

This subroutine uses the method of LU decomposition to solve a matrix equation.

The solution is found in combination with subroutine lubksb. A detailed description of

the method is included in Section A.2.2. The listing below is taken from Press et al. [43]

subroutine lxrirnp(a,n,rp, indx,d)

c
c Solve a matrix by LU deoatpositicn as described in the text and
c Press et al. See either for a detailed description of the
c method. The listing below is directly from Press et al.

c

parameter (riiHx=100,tiny=1.0d-20)

real*8 a(np,np) ,w(rmax)
real*8 aamax,sum,dum

integer indx(n) ,i,n,np, j,k,imax
d=1.0
i=0

do i=l,n
aarax=0.0

j=0

do j=l,n
if (dabs(a(i, j) ) .gt.aamax) aatBx=dabs(a(i, j)

)

enddo

if (aamax.eq.0.0) pause ' singular matrix. 1

w(i) =1 . 0/aamax
enddo

3=0

do j=l,n
if (j.gt.l) then

do i=l,j-l

sum=a(i, j)

if (i.gt.l) then
do k=l,i-l

sum=sum-a(i,k) *a(k, j)

enddo

a(i,j)=sum
endif

enddo

endif
aamax=0.0

do i=j,n
sum=a(i, j)

if (j.gt.l) then
do k=l,j-l

sum=sum-a(i,k)*a(k, j)

enddo

a(i, j)=sum
endif

dum=w ( i ) *dabs (sum)

if (dum.ge.aartBx) then
imax=i

aamax=dum
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Subroutine ludcmp (cont.)

endif
enddo
if (j.ne.imax) then

do k=l,n

dum=a(imax,k)

a(imax,k)=a(j,k)

a(j,k)=dum

enddo

d=-d
w(iitBx)=w(j)

endif
indx(j)=imax

if (j.ne.n) then
if (a(j,j) .eq.O.) a(j,j)=tiny
djB=l./a(j,j)

do i=j+l,n

a(i,j)=a(i,j)*dum

enddo
endif

enddo
if (a(n,n) .eq.O. ) a(n,n)=tiny
return
end

Subroutine lubksb:

This subroutine performs the process of back substitution to solve a diagonal

matrix equation. The diagonal matrix is created by the subroutine ludcmp which solves a

matrix equation by the method of LU decomposition. A detailed description of the

method is included in Section A.2.2. The listing below is taken from Press et al. [43]

subroutine lubksb(a,n,rp,indjc,b)

c
c Perform back substitution in the ID decaiposition method of
c matrix solution as described in the text and Press et al. See
c either for a detailed description of the method. The listing
c below is directly from Press et al.

c
real*8 a(np,np) ,b(n)

real*8 sum
integer indx(n) ,ii,i, j

c

ii=0

do i=l,n
ll=indx(i)

sun=to(ll)

b(ll)=b(i)
if (ii.ne.O) then

do j=ii,i-l
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Subroutine lubksb (cont.)

sum=sum-a(i, j ) *b(j

)

enddo
else if (sum.ne.O.) then

ii=i

endif

b(i)=sum
enddo
do i=n,l,-l

sum=b(i)

if (i.lt.n) thai
do j=i+l,n

sum=sum-a(i,j)*b(j)

enddo
endif

b(i)=sum/a(i,i)

enddo
return
end

Function rtbis:

The function rtbis solves for a root of a function using the bisection method. The

method is described in detail in Section A.2.3. The code uses the bulk temperature as the

lower limit and the maximum electron temperature listed in the input deck as the upper

limit of the range over which the method is applied. The function is defined by the

electron energy balance equation in the FORTRAN function func. The code below is

taken from Press et al. [43]

dcuble precision function rtbis (furc,xl,x2,xacc)
c
c Solve for a root of an equation by the Bisection method,
c

parameter (jnHX=40)

iitplicit real*8 (a-h, o-z) , integer (i-n)

c

fmid=func(x2)

f=func(xl)

if (f*fmid.ge.O.) then
write (9,*) 'root must be bracketed for bisection. 1

endif
if (f.lt.O.) then

rtbis=jcl

dx=x2-xl
else

rtbis=x2

cbc=xl-x2
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Function rtbis (cont.)

endif
do j=l,jmax

dx=dx*.5

xraid=rthis-K3x

fmid=func (xmid)

if (fmid.le.O.) rtbis=xmid
if (dabs(dx) .lt.xacc .or. fmid.eq.O.) return

enddo

pause ' too many bisections

'

return
end

Function func:

The FORTRAN function func defines the function used to calculate the electron

temperature from the electron energy balance equation by the bisection method.

double precision function func(z)
c

c C&lculate the electron tetrperature frcm the electron energy
c

c

talarkTP eoiwtim> .1 I > II jr I l I i

parameter (it=12)

include 'ccnmcnblkl'

dimension dt(13)

external conduc
c

tgO = tg/ev
mx= (4 . 0*rx+3 . 0*rf ) *np

c
c

c

** Calculate collision frequencies **

c

call ecx5l(2,enuen,enuei ( enuee,€infp)

c

c

** Calculate derivative components

call tder(dt,z)

c

c

c

** Update temperature change **

trtpO.O
do i=l,it

tiip=aip+<±:(i)*m>c/(2.0^*ev*tg0*(enuen4enuei)

)

enddo
c

c

c

** Calculate new electron tertperature

func=z/tgO-l . 0-tnp
return
end
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Subroutine ecol:

This subroutine calculates the values for all the types of electron collisions

considered. The total collision frequency is then calculated from the sum of the

individual collision frequencies. Finally the mean-free path of the electrons is calculated.

subroutine ecol(z , ajusi, enuei, enuee, snfp)

Calculates all of the electron collision frequencies.

include 'ccrmrriblkl'

eland. = (ek*z)**1.5/

(q**3.0/ (4.0*pi*ep0)**1.5*(pi*x(l)*d(l))**0.5)

** Collision frequency camion term

enu = 8.0/3.0*q**4.0/(4.0*pi*ep0)**2*{pi/(2.0*lte))**0.5*

(ek*z) ** (-1 . 5) *dlog (claml)

** Electron-neutral collision frequency

enuen = 4.0/3.0M(l)*qeO(z)*dsqrt(8.0*z*ek/{pi*me))

** Electron-ion collision frequency

enuei = enu*d(l)*(x(2)+0.5*x(3)

)

** Electron-electron collision frequency

enuee = enu*d(l) *x(l)

** Update total frequency **

efr = enuemenuei+enuee
emfp = (8.0*ek*z/pi/ite)**0.5/efr

return
end

Function qeO:

The FORTRAN function qeO is a look up table for the electron momentum

transfer cross section. For most cases considered the cross section is assumed constant

for all energies. If a more detailed consideration of variations in the cross section is
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desired, the line in the code below which defines the cross section as 5.4 x 10" 16 cm2
could

be replaced with a function of the electron temperature, z.

double precision function qeO(z)
c
c Insert monentum transfer cross-section look up table here. For
c most calculations, an average value is used for all conditions,
c

include 'crnircnblkl

'

c

oe0=5.4e-16
return

end

Subroutine tder:

Several calculations require the derivatives of the electron temperature which are

calculated in this subroutine. The subroutine first initializes several parameters used in

the calculation of the derivatives. Again, in the case of decay calculations, the source

term is set to zero. The derivative terms are based on the kinetic model discussed in

Chapter 2.

subroutine tder(dt,z)

c
c Calculate derivatives of electron tatperature components.
c

parameter (it=13)

include 'catmcnblkl'

dimension dt(it)

external conduc
c
c ** Initialize carmen terms **

c

tgO = tg/ev
t00=t0/ev
ubc = (vel*1.0d2*gaus*1.0d3)**2.0
mx= (4 . 0*rx+3 . 0*rf ) *mp
ke=2 .0/ (3 . 0*k*x(l) *d(l)

)

c
c ** lest for decay calculation **

c
c Test if this is a steady-state or decay calculation. For a
c decay calculation, set the source term to zero.
c

si=0.0

if (ttest.eq.0.0) then
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Subroutine tder (cont.)

si = (f^*^fft*et)/v^l.0d6*d(2)*sigraf*1.0d-24*phil
erriif

** Calculate collision frequencies **

call ecol(z,enuen,enuei ( enuee ( einfp)

** Electron diffusion coefficient **

deO = ek*z/ne/enuen

** Ehergy transfered to electrons ky e-e* collisions **

de(10) = enuee*eex/ (enuee+2 . 0*tte*enuen/itK)

* Catpute hall parameter **

aiega=gaus*l . 0d3*q/me

hall(iphi) = anega/enuen

if (ihall.eq.l) hall (iphi) =0.0
hal2=hall(iphi)**2

** Catpute derivative terms **

dt(l)

dt(2)

dt(3)

dt(4)

dt(5)

dt(6)

dt{7)

dt(8)

dt(9)

de(l) *fe*ae*x(2) *x(l) **2.0*d(l) * (z/tOO) **yl

de(2) * (1.0-fe) *ae*x(2) *x(l) **2 .0*d(l) * (z/tOO) **yl

de(3) *ae2*x(3) *x(l) **2.0*d(l) * (z/tOO) **y2

de(4) *0.5*bll*x(4) *x(4)

de(5) *0.5*b22*x(5)*x(5)

de(6) *0.5*bl2*x(4) *x(5)

de(7) *as*X(4) *x(l) * (z/tOO) **zs

de(8) *as2*x(5) *x(l) * (z/tOO) **zs2

de(9) *ac*x(2) *d(l) * (tg/tO) **xc

do i=l,9

dt(i)=dt(i)*ke*d(l)*d(l)

enddo

dt(10) = de(10)*ke*si
dt(ll) = 2.0/3.0*de0*x(l)*z*ev/(chlgt*chlgt)
dt(12) = (1.0^te)**2.0*kenjbc*ccndjc(z)/(ek*(1.0^hal2))
dt(13) = -2 . 0*tte/itK* (enuen+enued) * (z-tgO) *ev
return

end

Function conduc:

The FORTRAN function conduc calculates the electrical conductivity based on

the Lin, Resler, and Kantrowitz model discussed in Chapter 2. Only the electron

temperature, z, is required to be passed from the calling routine to complete the

calculation.
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Function conduc (cont.)

double precisian function conduc (z)

Model of the electrical conductivity based an the model presented
by Lin, Resler, and Kantrowitz (1955) . Calculated in units of
cr2*s/g/aiT3.

include 'canmonblkl'

gam=0.5816

clam=12 . 0*pi* (epO*ek*z) **1. 5/ (x(l) *d(l) ) **0 . 5/q**3 .

0

conduc= (q**2 . 0*x(l) *d(l) / (ms*ek*z) **0
. 5) /

+ (8.0/3.0* (2. 0/pi)**0.5*d(l)*ce0(z)+
+ 0.5*x(l) *d(l) *dlog(clam) /gam* (0.5*pi) **1.5*

+ (cl**2.0/(4.0*pi*ep0*ek*z))**2.0)

return

end

Subroutine tsolve:

This subroutine calculates the density of the helium species, the electron density,

the electron temperature, and the conductivity after the neutron field is removed. The

decay process is followed in time steps equal to the minimum change in a parameter

based on the rate equations. After the sum of the time steps equals the minimum number

between recorded values as defined in the input deck, the next value is recorded. The

procedure continues until the number of recorded values is equal to the number set in the

input deck.

subroutine tsolve
c
c Calculate the behavior of the species densities after the
c thermal neutron flux is removed. The decay is calculated using
c the same rate equations and timesteps set in the input deck,
c

include ' ccnrrcnblkl

'

dimension xtaip(5) ,alpha(5,5) ,betaa(5) ,dt(13)

c
c ** Initialize all parameters **

c

ttest=1.0
do i=l,5

xtertp(i)=x(i)

enddo
teteip=te



Subroutine tsolve (cont.)

tine=0.0

j=l
write (*,*) 'Calculating decay'

** Begin decay calculations **

do it±re=l,ntine

** Solve the rate equations **

The rate equations are solved with the source term set to
zero.

call solvel (x, alpha,betaa)

** Calculate tine derivatives **

Catponents of the time derivative of the electron
temperature are calculated for each relevant interaction.
The catponents are then sinned to calculate the catplete
tine rate of change of electron temperature.

call tder(dt,te)

dtedt=0.0

do i=l,13

dtedt=dtedt-K3t(i)

enddo

** Determine differential time **

The differential time step is determined based on the
comparison of the time steps calculated for each species.
The mininun value becomes the time step used for all
species.

dtime=l.d9

do i=2,5

dtt=ftime*x(i) / (betaa(i) **2 . 0) **0 .

5

if (dtt.lt.dtine) then
dtime=dtt

endif
enddo
dtt=ftine*te*ev/ (dtedt**2 . 0) **0 .

5

if (dtt.lt.dtine) then
dtime=dtt

endif

** Update the densities **

The density functions are updated by decreasing the density
by the amount corresponding to the calculated rate tines the
differential tine.

do i=2,5

x(i)=x(i)-betaa(i) *dtime
enddo
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Subroutine tsolve (cont.)

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

10000

c

c

c
c

c

c
c

c

c
c

x(l)=x(2)+x(3)

** Update the electron temperature **

t^te+dtedt*dtine/ev

** Update the tine **

tine=tuire+dtine

** Record results **

if (j.eq.l) then

write (4,10000) x(l)*d(l)

write (5,10000) x(2)*d(l)

write (6,10000) x(3)*d(l)

write (7,10000) x(4)*d(l)

write (8,10000) x(5)*d(l)

write (9,10000) conductte) *1.0d9

write (10,10000) te*ev
write (11,10000) time
format (lx,ell.3)

endif

** lest far record tine **

Decay data is recorded at intervals specified by the input
deck. Ctce the specified number of steps are calculated, the
next set of data is recorded to the time decay output files.

if (j.eq.jtime) then
j=0

endif
j=j+l

enddo

** Restore steady-state densities **

do i=l,5

x(i)=xterp(i)

enddo
te=tetertp

ttest=0.0

return
end

Subroutine wrs:

This subroutine writes the results of the steady-state calculations to the output

deck, csolve.out. The output header lists the bulk thermodynamic conditions and bulk
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number density. The steady-state densities, Debye length, mean-free path, Hall

parameter, electron temperature, and conductivity are tabulated by thermal neutron flux.

subroutine wrs
c
c Write the results of the calculations to the output deck.
c

include 'cannonblkl'

dimension ff (20)

c

do n=l,nophi

ff (n) = phi*10.0**(n-l)
enddo

c

write (3,9000)

write (*,9000)

write (*,9100) tg,press, rdens,dd(1,1)
write (3,9100) tg,press,rdens,dd(l / l)

write (3,9200)

write (*,9200)

write (3,9201)

write (*,9201)

do n=l,nophi

write (3,9250) ff (n) ,dd(2,n) ,dd(3,n) , (dd(i,n) ,i=5,8)
write (*,9250) ff (n) ,dd(2,n) ,dd(3,n) , (dd(i,n) ,i=5,8)

enddo
write (3,9300)

write (*,9300)

write (3,9301)

write (*,9301)

do n=l,nophi
write (3,9310) ff (n) ,dd(4,n) ,deb(n) ,mfp(n) ,hall(n) ,tee(n)

,

+ od(n)

write (*,9310) ff (n) ,dd(4,n) ,deb(n) ,mfp(n) ,hall(n) ,tee(n)

,

+ cd(n)

enddo

9000 format (//' result 7)
9100 format (5x, (K) = ',0pf8.2, 9x, 'press (atm) = Mpell.S,/,

+ 5x, 'rdens = ' ,lpell.3,6x, ' [N] (/arT3) = ',lpell.3)
9200 format (//,2x, ' Flux \4x, [He3] \4x, ' [He4] ',4x, 1

[He*]
+ 4x, '[He2+] ',4x, ' [He*] \4x, ' [He2*] ')

9201 format (2x,
1 (/on*2/s) ' ,2x, ' (/otT3) ' ,4x, 1 (/orf3) ' ,4x, ' (/orT3)

'

,

+ 4x, ' (/oiT3) ' ,4x, ' (/orr^) ' ,4x, ' (/arf3) '

)

9250 format (lp7ell.3)

9300 format (/,2x, ' Flux ',4x, 1

[e] \4x, ' Debye ,

,4x,
+ ' MFP ' ,4x, ' Hall \4x, ' Te ',4x, ' Cord. ')

9301 format (2x, ' (/otT2/s) ,2x, (/otT3) ' ,4x, ' (an) ',4x,
+ ' (an)

,

,4x, ' •,4x, ' (K) '
, 4x, ' [mho/m] '

)

9310 format (Ip5ell.3,0pfl0.2,lpel2.4)
return

end
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A.2 The Mathematical Theory of the Solution Method

A.2.1 The Newton-Raphson Method

The program CSOLVE uses the Newton-Raphson method to solve for the five

species concentrations many times in the subroutine MNEWT [43]. The technique

provides a means for solving a system of nonlinear equations for a set of roots. Consider

a set of /V -dimensional equations. For the set to be complete, tV independent equations

must be known

fi
(x

l
,x2,...,xN ) = 0, i = \,2,...,N (A-l)

The functions can be expanded in a Taylor series, denoting the vector of values x, as x

/,.(* + Sx) = /,(x) +£&&Cj + 0(Sx
2

)
(A-2)

7=1 dXj

If the vector x is the initial guess for the root offh then a root corresponds to the vector

x+*fx where the function goes to zero. If terms of order dx1 and higher are neglected, the

Taylor series at a root reduces to

0 = /,.(x) +£f^ (A-3)
7=1 «*J

This equations provides a means for solving for the correction factors dx needed to move

the set of equations closer to the root set. In the terminology used by Press et al.[43], the

above expression, (A-l), is written as
N

X aA=A (A-4)
7=1

where

a
*
s
Jr

p,m ~fi (A_5)
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By solving the matrix described by Equation A-4, the correction factors are determined.

These corrections are then added to the solution vector x and the process is iterated until

convergence

x
n«* =xf + Sx

i
i = l,...,N (A-6)

In terms of the model equations of interest here, the solution vector x corresponds

to the five steady-state species concentrations [e], [He
+
], [He2

+
], [He*], and [He

2
*]. The

set of functionsft
correspond to the rate equations for the species densities. The root of

the functions correspond to a state where the time rate of change of the species

concentration is zero. In other words, the root corresponds to a steady-state solution.

Therefore, this method provides a steady-state solution of the model equations.

A.2.2 LU Decomposition

In order to solve the matrix equation created by the application of the Newton-

Raphson method for the correction factors, Press et al. suggests using LU decomposition

[43]. The routines LUDCMP and LUBKSB as listed in Press et al. are used verbatim in

CSOLVE to perform the LU decomposition and back substitution. Again for

completeness, the theory of LU decomposition is presented here.

The matrix equation described above in A-4 can be written as

A»x = b (A-7)

This equation is rapidly solved by the technique of LU decomposition and back

substitution. LU decomposition breaks the matrix A into two triangular matrices

A = L»U (A-8)

where L is a lower triangular matrix and U is an upper triangular matrix. Substituting the

decomposition into the original matrix gives

A«x = (L»U)«x = L«(U»x) = b (A-9)

This set of equations can be solved in two steps by first solving for a vector y such that
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L»y = b (A- 10)

and then finding x from the solution of

U«x = y (A-ll)

The advantage of breaking the original matrix equation into two triangular matrix

equations is solving a triangular matrix equation is trivial. The first equation, (A-10), can

be solved by forward substitution

1

(A- 12)

i = 2,3,...,N

The second equation, (A-ll), can be solved by back substitution

-Ik.xN =

x;
=

1

NN

f N (A-13)

i = N-\,N-2,...,\

In order to determine L and U, consider first the ijth component of the

decomposition equation, (A-8). The component is a sum of terms always beginning like

/„«,,+...= ^ (A- 14)

The number of terms in the sum depends on whether i or; is smaller. A total ofN2

equations for the (tfi+N) unknown I's and w's result. The additional N unknowns result

from both L and U having terms on the diagonal. Therefore, the value of /V of the
'

unknowns may be chosen arbitrarily. As shown in Press et al., it is always possible to

choose

/a sl i = \,...N

The summation equations, (A- 12) and (A-13), have three general forms
i<j: /

/i^+/, 2
"
2;+...Hh<

/

i = J- l
iMj+l,2"2j+---Hi

u
jj
=a

ij

i>j: lnuij+ li2U2j+~>+l
iJ
Ujj=a

ij

This set of (W+N) equations can be solved by Crout's algorithm as follows:

First, using (A-14), set /„=1 and therefore, un=an .

(A-15)

(A- 16)
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Second, for j=2,...JV do the following two steps for each j:

1) Solve for the u
0
for i=\,...J using the first two forms in (A-16)

i-l

un= aij-Yi l
ik
u

ki
(A-17)

2) Solve for the /
(>
for i=j+\J+2,...fusing the third form in (A-16)

1 (
H

}
(A- 18)

This procedure produces the complete set of elements needed for L and U. All values

needed on the right hand side to produce the next element are already determined by the

time they are needed. Also, each a
i}
is used only once which is useful in the computer

algorithm storage scheme.

A.2.3 The Bisection Method

In order to determine the electron temperature, CSOLVE uses the bisection

method to solve for a root of a form of the electron energy balance equation. The

bisection method requires knowing the function has a root within some interval. The

values of the function evaluated at the endpoints of this interval have opposite sign. The

root is determined by evaluating the function at the midpoint of the interval. The

endpoint with the same corresponding sign is replaced by the midpoint and the function is

calculated at the new midpoint. This procedure is repeated until the range of the interval

is smaller than the required degree of accuracy. The routine RTBIS [43] is used to

perform the root bisection procedure in CSOLVE.

A.3 Code Operation

The details of the code operation can be determined from the code listing in

Section A. 1. In order for CSOLVE to run properly, an input deck containing the
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parameters discussed in Chapter 2 must be located in the same directory as the CSOLVE

application. The input decks used for the calculations discussed in Section 2.3.3 are

listed in the next section. A sample output deck created by CSOLVE is listed in Section

A.2.3 and the individual components are identified.

A.3.1 The Input Deck

The input deck provides CSOLVE with all the information necessary for it to

calculate the species densities and other parameters of interest. The deck is divided into

four major sets of information as illustrated in Table 2-1 in Chapter 2. The first set

includes a variety of parameters about the system under consideration. The second set

includes all of the parameters related to the kinetics of the interactions. The third set

includes information which directs the operation of CSOLVE. The fourth set includes

parameters related to the calculation of the decay of the ionization state following the

removal of the neutron source.

Three input decks were used to compile the calculated data discussed in Chapter

2. The input decks were the baseline input deck, the ABA input deck, and the Ellis input

deck. The ABA and Ellis input decks were based on the baseline deck with

modifications described in Chapter 2. The data for infinite and finite volumes is based on

the baseline deck except for the appropriate change in the wall effect switch, nvi

For reference, the complete baseline input deck is listed here. Again, the borders

are a standard 72 characters wide. Spaces are ignored as is standard in FORTRAN 77

and the variable names in the input deck must agree with those in the namelist of the

subroutine reading the input deck.

Values of thermal neutron flux, temperature, pressure, and density listed below

represent typical values considered. Only two of the three thermodynamic parameters are

necessary, the third parameter can be input as zero and calculated by CSOLVE. The
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third and fourth set of parameters are typical values. The initial guesses, x, are based on

experience and require some trial and error to get the electron temperature to converge.

Baseline input deck, csolve.in:

&inpl

phi= 1.00d+10

ep= 0.510
w= 42.300

rpl= 6.9323

gaus= 0.00

pness= 0.0

chlgt= 10.0

signf= 5300.00

fiend

&drp2

ar= 4.90e-12

xl=-0.70

fr= 1.00

ar2= 5.10e-10

x2=-0.70

et= 0.250

eex= 7.600

rtl= 1.3244

vel= 0.00

tg= 293.0

eta= 1.000

rx= 0.0

8.70e-20

yl=-4.50

f©= 1.00

ae2= 4.50e-20
y2=-4.50

nvi= 1

rmni= 0.400

ab= 2.0

rdens= 1.00e-4

ihall= 1

rf= 1.0

an= 1.40e-27

zl=-2.50

fn= 1.00

an2= 5.30e-27

z2=-2.50
ard= 1.09440e+O5 brd= 1.7416e-01 fr^= 0.0

ac= 1.30e-31

xc=-0.24

as= 4.20e-10

0.00

bll= 1.50e-09

dxLll= 0.30

acs= 1.90e-34

xcs= 0.00

as2= 3 . 80e-10
zs2= 0.00

bl2= 2.50e-09

chi!2= 0.15

t22= 1.50e-09

c±ii22= 0.15

bai= 0.0

diftj= 0.54 0.84 0.55 0.40

des= 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
fiend

&irp3

ncphi= 7 ntrial= 100
nrxnx= 40 tarax= 1.0 ^js= 1.00d-04
tolx= 1.00d-18 tolf= 1.00d-18

x= 1.00d-07 1.00c3-08 1.00d-07 1.00d-07 1.00d-08
fiend

Sdip4

ftuiE= 0.001

&erd
ntiire= 0 jtiite= 0
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A.3.2 The Output Deck

The output deck called csolve.out is created by CSOLVE and is divided into two

major sections. The first section lists all of the input parameters provided to CSOLVE in

the input deck. The second section tabulates the results of the calculations performed by

CSOLVE. In addition to the output deck, eight additional files are created by CSOLVE

which describe the decay of the density of the four helium species, the density and

temperature of the electron population, and the conductivity. The eighth file lists the time

base. Generally, the output is self-explanatory. Listed below is a typical output deck

csolve.out based on the baseline input deck listed above. The output is a standard 80

characters wide. The decay output files are not listed since they each consist of a single

column of values.

Output deck, csolve.out:

**************************** csqlve f l»ferch 1994****************************

title: *****

Initial neutran flux [l/aTT2/sec]

Energy of proton [MbV]

Energy of triton [lYfeV]

Infinite volume? yes/no (0/1)

W-value for He [eV]

Avg. energy of prim, e- from He [eV]

Avg. number of excitation/ionizations

Proton range in standard atm [cm]

Triton range in standard atm [cm]

Ratio of ionizations on Bragg curve

1.0000E+10

42.3000

7.6000

.4000

6.9323

1.3244

2.0000

.0000

.0000

0.0000

.5100

.2500

0

Jfegnetic field [T]

Flow velocity [m/s]

Gas pressure [atm]

Gas temperature [K]

Gas relative density [atm dens .

]

Characteristic length of system [cm]

Efficiency of generator

293.0000

0.0001

10.0000

1.0000

1

5300.0000

.0000

1.0000

Hall eff . in Joule heat: yes/no(0/l)
Fission cross section [Bams]
[He~4]/N

[He-3]/N

Rad. coeff .

,

[arT3/s] = 4.9000E-12
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Output deck, csolve.out (cont.)

3-bcdy e coef . , He+ [orT6/s]

3-bcdy n coef . , He+ [arT6/s]

Radiative exponent He+

3-bcdy e exponent He+

3-body n exponent He+
Rad. metastable atari fraction

3-bcdy e metastable atan fraction
3-body n metastable atari fraction

rad. coef., He2+ [arT3/s]

3-bcdy e coef., Be2+ [arT6/s]

3-bcdy n coef . , He2+ [arT6/s]

Radiative exponent He2+

3-bcdy e exponent He2+

3-bcdy n exponent He2+
Radiative/dissociative exponent coef.

Radiative/dissociative linear coef.

Radiative fraction to ground

= 8.7000E-20
= 1. 4000E-27

-.7000

-4.5000

-2.5000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

5.1000E-10

4.5000E-20

5.3000E-27

-.7000

-4.5000

-2.5000

1.0944E+05

1.7416E-01

.0000

Conv. coef. Ifef to He2+

Gonv. coef. He* to Be2*

He+ to He2+ exponent

He* to He2* exponent

[on*6/s] = 1.3000E-31

[orT6/s] = 1.9000E-34
-.2400

.0000

[orT3/s] = 4.2000E-10

[orT3/s] = 3.8000E-10

.0000

.0000

Superelastic e-He* coef.

Superelastic e-He2* coef.

Superelastic e-He* exponent

Superelastic e-He2* exponent

He*:He* coll. coef. [otT3/s] 1 5000E-09

He*:He2* coll. coef. [cm^/s] 2 5000E-09

He2*:He2* coll. coef. [arT3/s] 1 5000E-09

Fraction of He*:He* to He+ .3000

Fraction of He*:He2* to He+ .1500

Fraction of He2*:He2* to He+ .1500

Autoionization rate coeff

.

[arT3/s] .0000

DLffusion coeff. of He+ [atT2/s] .5400

Diffusion coeff. of He2+ [cm^2/s] .8400

Diffusion coeff. of He* [cm^/s] .5500

Diffusion coeff. of He2* [atT2/s] .4000

e-energy gain He+ + 2e -> He [eV] 2.0000

e-energy gain He+ + 2e -> He* [eV] 2.0000

e-energy gain He2+ + 2e -> He2* [eV] 2.0000

e-energy gain He*:He* [eV] 2.0000

e-energy gain He*:He2* [eV] 2.0000
e-energy gain He2*:He2* [eV] 2.0000
e-energy gain He* + e [eV] 2.0000
e-energy gain He2* + e [eV] 2.0000

e-energy gain He2* relaxation [eV] 2.0000

data for numerical computation

Mjmber of decades of flux calculated = 7

Max.. number of iterations in MAIN = 100

Max. number of iterations in MNEWT - 40

Max. Te for bisection in RIETS [eV] = 1.0000
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Output deck, csolve.out (cont.)

Convergence epsilon for ttMN
Canvergaice tolerance TCLK in NNEvtfT

Convergenoe tolerance TULF in MJEWT

Initial guess of [e]/N

Initial guess of [He+]/N

Initial guess of [Ha2+]/N
Initial auess of THs*! /TInitial guess of [Hs*]/N

Initial guess of [He2*]/N

Tine step in TS3LVE I

# of steps in T9XVE
# of steps before w-to-f in T9QLVE

s) =

1.0000E-04

1.0000E-18

1.0000E-18

1.0000E-07

1.0000E-08

1.0000E-07

1.0000E-07

1.0000E-08

1.0000E-03

0

0

solution nodule

result

lg (K)

rdens

Flux
(/an^/s)
l.OOOE+10

l.OOOE+11

l.OOQE+12

1.000E+13

1.000E+14

1.000E+15

1.000E+16

Flux
(/atf2/s)

l.OOOE+10

l.OOOE+11

1.000E+12

1.000E+13

1.000E+14

1.000E+15

1.000E+16

300.00

1.000E-04

press (atm) =

[N] (/otT3) =

[He3]

(/arf3)

2.446E+15

446E+15

446E+15

446E+15

446E+15

446E+15

446E+15

[e]

(/orT3)

2.099E+07

2.098E+08

2.087E+09

1.853E+10

1.310E+11

8.391E+11

4.810E+12

[He4]

(/orT3)

0.000E-01

0.00QE-01

0.000E-01

0.0O0E-01

0.000E-01

0.000E-01

0.000E-01

Efebye

(on)

8.269E-01

2.619E-01

8.369E-02

3.042E-02

1.447E-02

7.630E-03

4.279E-03

[H=H-]

(/otT3)

2.089E+07

2.088E+08

2.075E+09

1.825E+10

1.200E+11

6.927E+11

3.884E+12

MFP
(on)

5.678E-01

5.678E-01

5.678E-01

5.678E-01

5.678E-01

5.677E-01

5.677E-01

1.000E-04

2.446E+15

[He2+]

(/orT3)

9.405E+04

9.576E+05

1.124E+07

2.812E+08

1.102E+10

1.463E+11

9.263E+11

HaH

000E-01

000E-01

000E-01

000E-01

000E-01

000E-01

O.OOOE-01

[He*]

(/arf3)

8.262E+06

8.250E+07

8.197E+08

8.785E+09

7.249E+10

3.383E+11

1.244E+12

Te
(K)

301.38

302.07
306.90

360.03

575.99

1025.85

1849.67

[He2*]

(/orr3)

1.164E+02

1.330E+03

3.707E+04

1.125E+07

3.512E+09

4.595E+10

2.247E+11

Cond.

[ntao/m]

3.1137E-02

3.1087E-01

3.0676E+00

2.5155E+01

1.4056E+02

6.7466E+02

2.8803E+03



APPENDIX B
LETTER DESCRIBING REACTOR SHUTDOWN AND SUBSEQUENT

INVESTIGATION

The following letter was submitted by the Breazeale Reacor Facility to the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC) to explain the events and subsequent investigation of a

reportable event which occurred on December 16, 1996. The letter was prepared on

January 23, 1997. This event is described in Section 4.4.3 as it relates to the experiments

performed.

Reportable Event Letter of
December 20, 1996

Introduction
On December 16,1996 the Penn State Breazeale Reactor operated in

violation of a Technical Specification (TS) requirement. The reactor was
operated at 100 watts steady state and subsequently pulsed ($2.75). It was
discovered after the pulse that the fuel temperature safety channel was
inoperative during the steady state condition and during the pulse. The other
safety channels, linear power, and percent power, were operational during
the steady state operation. The reactor's negative temperature coefficient and
the TS limit for pulse magnitude are the dominate safety features during a
pulse. Even though the fuel temperature safety channel trip is ineffective at

protecting the core during a pulse, it is required by TS. It is also a TS
requirement that the peak fuel temperature be recorded during a pulse.
During the operation prior to the pulse #6659, TS Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4
were violated. During pulse #6659, sections 3.2.3, 3.2.4 and 4.2.3e were
violated.

Based on the operating history and characteristics of the reactor
core, peak fuel temperatures of approximately 500 °C were expected for this
size pulse ($2.75). The expected fuel temperature is well below the LSSS of
700 °C. The loss of a safety channel is a serious matter. During this event,
the core parameters were within the limits analyzed in the Safety Analysis
Report.

Event History
A series of pulses were being performed for an experimenter who

was monitoring reactor pulse power with an external data acquisition system
(figure 1). During the course of this day 13 pulses had been completed,
ranging in power from 1 150MW to 1200 MW. During the last pulse the
reactor operator noticed that reactor fuel temperature did not respond to an
increase in reactor power. Peak fuel temperature readings of approximately
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500 °C were expected. Fuel temperature indication during the pulse did not
change and the peak fuel temperatures recorded during the pulse were 33.7
°C and 32.5 °C for fuel temperature #1 and #2 respectively. The following
is a timeline of what took place.

19:41:37 Pulse #6658, Peak Power = 1 176 MW, Fuel 1 Temp = 495
°C, Fuel 2 Temp = 494 °C

19:47:00 Startup for pulse # 6659

19:47:23 Fuel Temp 1 = 13.6 °C, Fuel Temp 2 = 15.4 °C

19:48:00 *** Experimenter increased probe potential to +20 volts

from +15 volts

19:48:21 Fuel Temp 1 = 30.2 °C, Fuel Temp 2 = 31.9 °C (Note the
event at 19:48:00 above)

19:51:00 Reactor critical at 100 watts

19:57:00 Pulse #6659, Peak Power = 1 168 MW, Fuel 1 Temp = 33.7
°C, Fuel 2 Temp = 32.5 °C

20:00:00 Phone call to system expert for guidance

20: 10:00 AP-4 Event Evaluation initiated, AP-10 "Do Not Operate
"

tag placed on console

20: 1 4:00 Reactor secured

20:39:25 Fuel Temp 1 = 30.2 °C, Fuel Temp 2 = 33. 1 °C

20:40:00 *** Experimenter shutoff equipment for the night

20:40:23 Fuel Temp 1 = 10. 1 °C, Fuel Temp 2 = 12.4 °C

* * * Approximate times the experimenter started and ended operation
outside of experiment's specifications.

As indicated, a step change occurred in both fuel temperatures just prior to
performing pulse #6659. After performing pulse #6659 the operator
immediately realized that the fuel temperature channels were inoperative.

Immediately, the staff placed a phone call to the system expert for
consultation, as to which historical trends may be of importance in the
investigation. (Some historical trends are overwritten in 20 minutes time.)
Several of these trends are attached. An AP-4 Event Evaluation was initiated

and an AP-10 "Do Not Operate" tag was placed on the console.
Approximately 43 minutes after performing pulse #6659 the fuel

temperatures returned to the expected normal operating temperatures. The
fuel temperature channel was inoperative for 53 minutes. An extensive
investigation into the cause of the event was initiated and completed.

Attached are trends of pulse #6658, pulse #6659 and a time trend showing
reactor power, and reactor fuel temperature during pulses #6658 and #6659.
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Testing and Analysis
Immediately a comprehensive evaluation of this event was

undertaken. Attachment 1 documents the fuel temperature before, during
and after pulse #6659. This trend clearly shows the fuel temperature step
change just prior to operating the reactor at 100 watts and returning to

normal some 53 minutes later. Attachment's 2 and 3 show the data acquired
during pulses #6658 and #6659. After reviewing data from the Local Area
Network (LAN) system, the DCC-Z message log, the trends printed by the
staff immediately after the event, and reviewing the event with the
experimenter, we were able to reconstruct the timetable above. Between
pulses #6658 and #6659 the experimenter increased the experimental probe
excitation from +15 volts to +20 volts, this caused the initial step change in

the fuel temperatures. After the event had taken place and the reactor was
secured, the experimenter turned his equipment off for the night. This
resulted in the fuel temperatures returning to their normal readings. During
the investigation the following key steps were completed:

• AECL was contacted for failure modes and effect analysis report.

• Gamma-Metrics was contacted for technical assistance.

• Problem was isolated to experimental equipment.
• Mechanical coupling between the experiment and the reactor core
investigated.

• High speed isolator was tested for DC and AC response.
• Experimental setup and equipment manuals were reviewed.
• Thermocouple functionality in the instrumented element was verified.

• Pool water was analyzed for fission products and none were found.

After completing these steps and reviewing the experimental data acquisition
manuals, it was determined that the maximum analog input level for the data
acquisition system was exceeded when the experimenter increased the probe
excitation from +15 volts to +20 volts. This excitation potential increase
activated the over voltage protection circuit in the data acquisition equipment
creating a current path to plant ground. This created a ground loop through
the instrumented element in the core (Figure 1). The design of the
instrumented element is such that the thermocouple junction is connected to

plant ground through the reactor core tower. After determining that a ground
loop was the fault we were able to duplicate the effect by simulation. The
simulation duplicated the effect of shunting the thermocouples making them
inoperative and non-responsive to a temperature transient. When the ground
loop is broken the fuel temperature safety channel operates properly. It was
verified that the functionality of the thermocouples returns to normal by
either disconnecting the experimental equipment from the pulse power
analog output signal, turning off the excitation power supply or by turning
off the data acquisition system. While the ground loop is in place, the
thermocouples are inoperative and there is -10 volts potential on each side of
the thermocouples with respect to instrumentation ground.

Evaluation and Conclusions
The -10 volt potential measured on both sides of the thermocouples

with respect to instrument ground is key to the analysis of why the
thermocouples were non-operative during the steady state operation and did
not respond to the pulse. Referring to Figure 1, the main components of the
thermocouple amplifier circuit are the thermocouple, diode protection,
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JFET, instrumentation amplifier and the temperature compensation. The
thermocouple input is connected between Rl and R2 and R6 and R7 which
provides bias current for the amplifier and a substitute voltage if the

thermocouple opens or is disconnected. This substitute voltage provides an
input to the amplifier that generates an output indication of greater than
1200° C. Zener diodes CR1- CR4, provide over voltage protection for the

input of the amplifier. The JFET is normally held off by holding the gate to

source differential voltage to approximately -13 volts. When the gate is

pulled to ground by a test switch, the differential gate to source voltage

becomes approximately 0 volts turning the JFET on. This shorts the

thermocouple inputs together; activating the test switch

Fuel 1 Ref. or Fuel 2 Ref. also generates a non-operate condition which
causes a reactor trip. When the thermocouple inputs are shorted the output
of the thermocouple amplifier indicates the temperature of the compensation
circuit. Due to the -10 volt potential being applied to the thermocouple
junction the JFET was turned on. It was turned on by decreasing the gate to

source voltage to approximately -3 volts. Turning on the JFET shorted the

thermocouple inputs together. This does not generate a non-operate

condition because the test switch was not activated and therefore did not trip

the reactor. Shorting the inputs together forced the output of the amplifier to

approximately 30 °C, which was the temperature indication of the

temperature compensation circuit. Additionally when these inputs are

shorted, they cannot respond to any temperature change in the fuel. This
resulted in a non-operative thermocouple during the steady state operation

and pulse #6659 since the circuit could not respond to the temperature of the

instrumented element. Therefore the fuel temperature safety circuit was
inoperative.

Additional Testing
During the analysis of the event, it became evident that similar

effects could possibly occur if the over voltage protection circuit of the

thermocouple amplifier is activated. If a potential of sufficient magnitude is

impressed on the thermocouples the over voltage protection circuit could
activate. To determine if this is the case, further testing was undertaken. A
potential(+V) was applied to the thermocouple junction and increased to +20
volts while monitoring the thermocouple output indications. Increasing the

potential up to approximately +14 volts caused no noticeable change on the

temperature indicators. Between 14 and 20 volts the output of the

temperature channel dropped from a simulated high temperature(300°) to 0
°C and remained there. The over voltage protection did clamp the input to

approximately 15 volts protecting the amplifier as was intended. As we
suspected, the temperature channel fails to function if over the voltage

protection circuit activates.

Root Cause
The primary root cause of this event was inadequate isolation

between the reactor safety system and an experimental setup. The reactor

staff understood the importance of isolating the reactor safety system from
possible sources of compromise, but did not adequately evaluate the effect

that possible failure modes of the experiment could have upon the safety

system. Additionally, the staff did not anticipate that a connection to the

pulse power channel could have an effect on an adjacent fuel temperature

channel. A second contributing cause to this event was operator failure to
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adequately observe and understand the state of the reactor prior to and
during steady state operation.

Actions Taken to Prevent A Recurrence
A number of actions have taken place to assist in forestalling a

recurrence of this event such as, administrative control, operating
procedures improvement, operator training and the specifications for

prospective experimenters as well as operator monitoring of the

experiment's progress.

These included:

• To increase administrative control, SOP-5, Experiment Evaluation and
Authorization, has been modified as follows:

1) A statement has been added that reads "Experiments shall be
designed such that no extraneous signal is to be allowed to reach
the reactor safety system. Experimenters can be provided needed
signals either from auxiliary systems not connected to the reactor

console or through a suitable isolation device from the control

console. Use of isolation devices must be reviewed according to

10CFR 50.59 and approved by the reactor Director or
designee."

2) A statement has been added that reads "The experimental
evaluation shall determine if a detailed experimental procedure is

needed to assure compliance with TS. All specifications for

experimenters shall include communication to the operator of the

intention to perform the next experimental step, and the

requirement to receive reactor operator acknowledgment that it is

safe to perform that step before proceeding."

• To reinforce the need for operator awareness at all times of all reactor

parameters important to safety, SOP-1, Reactor Operating Procedure,
has been modified as follows:

A statement has been added that reads "The reactor operator shall practice an
operator awareness protocol such that all safety parameters are
compared and evaluated. Any abnormal or unexplained behavior or any
deviation from expected values of safety parameters shall be
immediately investigated."

• Operator training has been completed on the root cause of this event, on
the increased administrative control and operator awareness of
parameters important to safety. The procedural changes above, reflect

issues discussed in the operator training.

Restart of Reactor Operations
The above precautions have been satisfactorily explained to the

Reactor Safeguards Committee. The management has authorized restart of
the reactor and a rigorous console checkout is underway as well as the
customary reactor restart checkout.
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-1500

-i200

Pulse Date: 96 Deo 16

Pulse Time: 19:42:41.8
folic -a U>sB pulse. 003

TR Pos'n:
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APPENDIX C
SYSTEM SAFETY AND ALARA ANALYSES

Prior to integrating the experimental apparatus with the reactor, a safety and

ALARA analysis was performed in cooperation with the reactor safety committee. The

safety analysis focused on operation and design of the experiment with regards to potential

for causing harm to the reactor facility and personnel. Three primary concerns were

focused on in the safety analysis which were not related to radiation issues. These

concerns were related to system pressurization, heating, and interaction of materials with

the pool water.

The ALARA (As Low As Reasonably Acceptable) analysis focused on the

production of radioisotopes and possible exposure to radiation fields. The ALARA review

was primarily concerned with the production of activation products and the production of

tritium.

C.l Safety Analysis Concerns with System Pressurization

The first concern from the point of view of safety was the potential for over

pressurizing the system. This issue was relative to both the safety of the reactor as well as

the safety of personnel. Three aspects of the system design counterbalanced this concern.

First, all components of the apparatus were designed to contain pressures greater than those

planned. The gas handling components are all rated for pressures in excess of several

hundred psi. The majority of the gas handling system was constructed from 1/4" stainless

steel tubing which is rated to 2200 psi.
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The primary concern in terms of over pressurization was the chamber due to its

size. As discussed in the previous chapter, the chamber was designed to handle up to 75

psi following the ASME standards for pressure vessels. This rating was greater than

maximum pressure planned. An additional margin of safety was incorporated when the

external pressure of the pool water was applied.

Second, the supply of
3He was insufficient to pressurize the chamber above 75 psi.

A total of approximately 100 STP liters of
3He was available. The volume of the chamber

minus the components occupying space in the chamber was approximately 70 liters. The

calculation of the chamber volume assumed the thermal insulation had a porosity of 30.7%

as stated in the specifications. Also, the volume calculation does not include the volume of

the pumping line or gas supply line which would increase the total volume and hence

reduce the maximum possible pressure. Therefore, assuming all of the
3He was pumped

into the chamber, the pressure in the chamber could never exceed 1.43 atm or 21 psia. As

a result of the limited supply of
3
He, all experiments above atmospheric pressure were

eliminated.

Third, a pressure relief valve was incorporated into the gas handling system. The

relief valve was set to open when the pressure reached 30 psia by a spring mechanism. As

shown in Figure 3-1 1, the relief valve was always exposed to the chamber pressure except

when the cold trap gate valve was closed. When the cold trap gate valve was closed,

procedural controls were used to prevent pressurization of the chamber. When the pressure

relief valve opened, it exhausted into an evacuated gas cylinder to prevent the release of
3He

or tritium into the atmosphere.

C.2 ALARA Analysis Related to Activation Products

The standard levels of allowable exposure to radiation fields are established by 10

CFR Part 20 of the Code of Federal Regulations. According to these codes, maximum
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allowable whole body exposure to radiation fields are 5 rem/yr. The Pennsylvania State

University has a policy of limiting exposure to 10% of those established by 10 CFR Part

20. In addition to these quantitative limitations, a general ALARA policy is followed to

minimize exposure to radiation fields.

In order to achieve these goals, monitoring techniques such as field measurement

and bioassay were used through out the course of the experiments. Prior to the start of the

experiments, an estimate of the quantity of activation products was calculated to determine

the potential risk of exposure to radiation fields. Combining the efforts of activation

calculations prior to experiment and ongoing monitoring during experiments, the goals of

ALARA were achieved.

Several concerns existed with regards to the production of activation products. The

first concern related to the magnitude of the radiation field created by these activation

products and the resulting exposure to personnel. As described in Section 4.2, it was

necessary for personnel to handle the chamber during the course of neutron flux mapping

experiments after it was exposed to neutrons. The ALARA issues associated with these

experiments required a balance between the concerns of personnel exposure and the need

for minimum cooling time prior to handling.

The next concern for activation was the ultimate quantity of activation products

produced over the course of all experiments. This was especially important for evaluating

waste handling issues. The quantity of activation products, especially long-lived products,

produced during the experiments would determine the length of time the chamber would

have to remain in the reactor pool before it could be transferred to a radioactive waste

facility. Again the primary concern was the magnitude of the radiation field the personnel

handling the chamber would be exposed to during the operation. A secondary concern was

the need for correct classification of the radioactive waste at the time of transfer.

In order to quantitatively analyze the potential risks resulting from the production of

activation products, the elemental composition of the chamber was calculated. From the
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results of these calculations, all potential neutron absorption processes were isolated.

Based on the expected experiment schedule, the quantity of activation products in the

chamber were calculated for each experiment. In this way a preliminary estimate was made

for potential exposure to radiation fields. During the course of the experiments, these

estimates were refined based on the actual schedule of events. The results of these

calculations are summarized here.

The initial calculations of activation of the chamber assembly assumed the entire

chamber was exposed to the same neutron flux up to the access tube connections. This

was an over estimate since attenuation and shielding effects would significantly reduce the

flux over a range of two feet; however, for the purposes of an upper limit calculation these

values were useful.

The first step in calculating the activation induced over the experiment scheduele

was to determine the elemental composition of the chamber. From this information, the

most significant neutron absorption processes were isolated. The mass of the elements

which compose the chamber assembly are summarized in Table C-l

.

Table C-l. Summary of mass of elements in chamber.

Element Mass(g) Element Mass (g) Element Mass (g)

C 183 P 96 Mn 4,327

0 12,345 S 64 Fe 150,372

Na 109 K 26 Co 129

Mg 537 Ca 21 Ni 25,437

Al 72,625 Ti 55 Mo 1,164

Si 6,566 Cr 43,562 W 65

A total of 55 possible activation products produced via 35 thermal neutron

interactions and 57 fast neutron interactions were identified as sources of radiation fields

due to nuclear activation of the elements listed in Table C-l . Of the 55 activation products

considered, 27 were determined to be significant, plus two metastable excited isotopes of

cobalt. There were 18 thermal neutron processes and 30 fast neutron processes out of the
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original 92 that lead to the production of these 27 isotopes. The 58 processes leading to

these isotopes are listed below. The listing also indicates the neutron absorption cross

section and half-life of the daughter isotope.
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In the interactions listed, those with superscripts of
mX and gX indicate production of a

excited isomeric isotope and ground state isotope, respectively. Two criterion were used
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for determining the most significant activation species, the first being that the half-life was

greater than one second. The second criterion was that the quantity of the isotope produced

in a given exposure to reactor neutrons be within six orders of magnitude of the most

readily produced isotope (

28
A1). The second criterion was strongly dependent upon the

chamber composition.

The rate at which activation products are accumulated is the difference between the

rate of production and rate of decay

dN . xr-— = (paNT-W (C-l)
at

where N is the number of daughter isotopes, (p is the average neutron flux, cris the cross

section, NT is the number of target atoms, and A is the decay constant of the daughter

isotope. The net increase in activation, AN, due to a particular reactor run can be found

from Equation C-l to be

ZN = (poNT(\-e-
x
') (C-2)

where t is the duration of the neutron exposure.

From the composition of the chamber listed in Table C-l and the information about

the neutron activation processes listed above, the net increase in the activation due to a

given species immediately following an experiment can be calculated from (C-2) to be

m = . _ e-*) = fiH^L
. ^(i _ 2"'/'-

) (c-3)

where/is the fraction of the parent isotope in nature, m
s
is the mass of the parent isotope,

NA is Avogadro's number, Aw is the atomic weight of the parent isotope, andr
1/2

= ln(2)/A

is the half-life of the daughter isotope. For activation products with a long half-life relative

to the duration of the neutron exposure, the exponential term drops out. The activation

produced during a particular reactor run as calculated from (C-3) can then be added to the
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previously existing activation at the time of the run to determine the current quantity of

activation present due to a given isotope.

Over time the activation products produced in an experiment decay. The magnitude

of activity due to a given activation product can be calculated at any time after the activation

event in terms of the half-life from (C-l) by setting the neutron flux to zero and integrating

Att = (N
0X)e'

h = (N0X)2"^ (C-4)

where t is the time after the activation event measured in the same units as the half-life.

Equation C-4 can be used to determine the quantity of activation existing prior to a reactor

run. This equation is valid for all of the processes listed above except for the production of

49
Ti from

48Ca and the interactions resulting in excited isotopes (^Co and 58m
Co) which

are two stage decay processes. In the case of two stage decay processes, (C-2) is valid for

the first decay process.

From these calculations, it was possible to estimate the potential hazard to personnel

handling the chamber at specific times during the experiments. The longer the half-life of a

species, the larger the quantity of the isotope that is necessary to produce a given level of

activity. In general, longer-lived isotopes become a concern after long exposure times.

However, the quantity of the parent isotope or the magnitude of the cross section may be

sufficient to produce significant quantities of long-lived isotopes in a relatively short period

of time. Furthermore, the type and energy of the decay process determines the relative

hazard of a particular decay. Therefore, the hazard due to a particular isotope must be

ascertained on a case by case basis.

Plotting the half-life of a species as a function of the relative rate of production of

daughter isotopes due to a given reactor run as shown in Figure C-l provides a graphical

means of evaluating the significance of a given isotope relative to the other activation

products. Note this evaluation still does not take into account the type and energy of the

decay process. The relative rate of production of daughter isotopes due to a given reactor

run is defined here as the ratio of the activity to the neutron flux in units of Ci cm2
s.
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From the graph in Figure C-l, the fastest produced isotopes generally have half-

lives of less than one hour. The most notable exception is
56Mn which has a half-life of

2.58 hours and has the second highest production rate. The most readily produced isotope

was 28
Al. The half-life for

ffl

Al is only 2.25 minutes so most of it decayed within a day of

the activation event and 56Mn became dominant over a time scale of hours to days. The

most significant long-lived isotope is
51
Cr which has a half-life of 27.7 days. The longest-

lived isotopes considered,
59
Fe,

58gCo, and
55
Fe, had some of the lowest production rates.
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Early in the experiments, the activated chamber had to be handled multiple times for

flux mapping experiments as described in Section 4.2. The cooling time had to be

minimized so that useful data could be collected. Since these were the first experiments in

which activation occurred, the quantity of the longer-lived isotopes could not accumulate to

a significant level. In these cases, the products with half-lives on the order of a day

dominated the ALARA concerns due to their higher activity levels. As expected, the

dominate activation product was 56Mn as measured by gamma ray spectroscopy. For long-

term waste handling concerns, the species with half-lives on the order of months to years

were of greatest concern because over the course of the experiments, the quantity of these

long-lived isotopes built up to produce a high persistent activity level.

C.3 ALARA Analysis Related to Tritium Production

The production of tritium introduces several unique issues. Since tritium is a gas,

the exposure risk is increased, especially the risk of ingestion or inhalation. In addition to

exposure concerns, tritium is a controlled radioisotope which requires special authorization

to produce. The production must be monitored closely to prevent exceeding the

authorization level.

Prior to conducting any experiments, an estimate of the production of tritium had to

be calculated so an appropriate authorization level could be granted and the potential risk to

exposure could be analyzed. The calculation of tritium production used the same procedure

described above for activation products. As described in earlier chapters, the interaction

leading to the production of tritium is

'He + no °r™» SH + p SHe + p-

The calculation of tritium production is based on Equation C-3. In this case, the

quantity^ in (C-3) is replaced by the expression pV where p is the
3He density and Vis
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the volume of
3He exposed to the neutron field. Since the half-life of tritium, 12.7 years, is

much greater than the duration of experimental operations, the quantity of tritium present in

the system at any point during the experiments can be assumed to be the accumulation of all

tritium produced to that point.

At the time the calculations for tritium production were performed for the purpose

of acquiring an appropriate level of authorization, the chamber was designed to isolate the

3He in the active volume shell. In this earlier design, the total volume of
3He exposed to

the neutron field was approximately 8.8 liters. Based on this volume and a preliminary

experiment schedule, a total of 550 mCi of tritium was expected to be produced so

authorization was granted for the production of 600 mCi.

As described in Chapter 3, the chamber design was modified which resulted in the

entire chamber being filled with
3
He. The volume of

3He exposed to the neutron field in

the final chamber design was calculated to be approximately 69.8 liters. Therefore, the

resulting tritium production based on the same experiment schedule would have increased

to approximately 4400 mCi. Additional changes to the experiment schedule due to changes

in the procedure for data collection resulted in an additional factor of 4 increase in tritium

production. However, no change in authorization was pursued do to time constraints.

Therefore the experiment schedule was modified to prevent exceeding the authorization

level. Due to factors discussed in Section 4.4, the authorization limit ultimately was not a

limiting factor.

In terms ofALARA concerns, the primary concern when working with tritium is

the risk of exposure, especially ingestion or inhalation. Since the beta particle released

during the decay of a tritium atom has a low energy (18 keV), it can not penetrate the outer

layer of the epidermis and is not a significant hazard for external exposure. But since

tritium is a gas, it is easily ingested or inhaled. Once ingested, the decay of tritium damage

internal organs and is considered a significant hazard.
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In order to minimize the risk of exposure to tritium, a filtering system was required

which chemically trapped the tritium in a form more easily handled. The trapping system

was described in detail in Section 3.2.3. Since tritium is a very small atom, the potential

for leaks in the gas handling system was increased. Therefore bioassay was utilized to

monitor possible exposure to tritium due to leaks. No exposure was observed during the

course of these operations.
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